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Green Building Checklist: The Technical Approach

UNDERSTANDING GREEN BUILDING CODES

The Green Building Checklist is the technical part of the Green Building Program. It includes
the Checklist and is organized by building type and whether the project is new construction or
a remodel project.  

The Checklist is a score card; it provides the technical guidance and parameters to consider
when using green building principles. It also ranks the various design and equipment options
by assigning “credits” to each. This book provides the detailed menu of sustainable design
options, and the credits attributed to each measure. The menu items are organized by the
following categories: Site, Envelope, Equipment, Passive Energy Conservation, and Materials.
Each category contains several green building measures that correlate to the credit or point
system. Some of the measures are also directly related to mandatory requirements in Title 24,
and these are highlighted in green. All the measures that have a green background are
specific to increasing your energy efficiency by 15% over "Title 24".

Appendix: Financial Incentives and Permit Processing identifies rebates, discounts, and
financial incentives that can reduce the cost of a green building project. Since incentives
change regularly, depending on the offers being made by the State and Federal governments,
and individual utilities, this section gives you links to government and utility web sites to check
on the latest programs available.

The Checklist also organizes the items from outside to inside – starting with site
considerations and then dealing with the envelope, equipment and passive design strategies.

The Checklist includes a broad range of design options, equipment and systems that help
reduce energy usage. Some items in the Checklist reduce energy use directly (e.g. high
efficiency air conditioners), and some reduce energy use more indirectly (shade trees). Each
such item in the checklist is assigned a point value (credit) which is recorded electronically in
the on-line “score card” for the project.  As items are selected, the points (credits) are totaled.

POINT SYSTEM (CHECKLIST)

The ultimate goal of the San Gabriel Valley Voluntary Green Building Program is to reduce
energy usage in buildings. The “Checklist” includes a broad range of choices that will achieve
that goal. Each choice contributes to reducing energy usage. Some choices, like higher
efficiency air conditioners, simply use less energy, and can be quantified; other choices like
planting shade trees, are less direct, but still work to save energy.
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Green Building Checklist: The Technical Approach

This CODE, that CODE, I’ll take A LA MODE

Energy efficiency and green building measures are already part of the permitting process for
virtually every project, whether it is new construction or remodel, addition or alteration of an
existing structure. The requirements, commonly referred to as “Title 24,” cover a broad range
of subjects, and exist under a formal legislative document, Title 24 of the California Code of
Regulations.

Part 6 of Title 24 contains the energy efficiency standards for residential and non-residential
buildings, and is best known for the energy usage calculations. In almost all cases a design or
energy consultant will be necessary to run the calculations that estimate the energy usage of
a building by using approved (by the State) software. Your project must “comply,” meaning it
performs as well as the “baseline” energy usage of a project similar to your own. In other
words, when the variables relating to insulation, windows, equipment, etc. are entered in the
software program, the output will indicate whether your proposed building project will
consume less, the same or more energy than the “baseline.”  

The Green Building Checklist is set up to guide you to make choices that will use at least 15%
LESS energy than the baseline. That’s the goal of the Program – reduce energy usage in
buildings by 15% over and above the State mandated energy efficiency standards. But you
can do even better without great effort. The California Energy Commission also recognizes
this, and introduced it in 2010 Part 11 of Title 24, the California Green Building Standards
Code or “CALGreen.”

CALGreen (Title 24, Part 11), broadens the approach to energy efficiency to include green
building practices, some of which are mandatory, and some are voluntary. Part 11 does not
include energy calculations.

Keep in mind the difference between direct energy savings (higher efficiency equipment) and
indirect energy savings (shade trees). In the Checklist, the chouses related to sirect savings,
highlighted in dark green, are counted as "Total Energy Efficiency Measures," and these
choices are also part of the california Energy Code. (Title 24, Part 6 in geek language.)
Choices that are indirect, not highlighted, arecounted as "Total Sustainable Measures."

Participation in the Green Building Program has three levels. The basic level to comply
requires that coices you make in the direct energy efficiency category (Total Energy Efficiency
Measures), must result in the project being 15% more energy efficient than what is required
by "Title 24." The minimum points for the first level is 20.

The next two levels require choices that are more holistic in addressing energy usage. These
choices are called “Green Building” or “Sustainable Building” choices and contribute
indirectly.  They are not part of the actual calculations used in the “Title 24” forms. 

The choices madein each category (Site, Envelope, Equipment etc.) are given various “points”
toward the “Total Sustainable Measures,” and as they are selected, the points are tabulated.
To reach the second level, your efficiency measures must total 40 points. The third level
requires a total of 60 points.
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Green Building Checklist: The Technical Approach

Title 24 (T24)

Rating Systems

California Green Building Standards Code 
(http://www.bsc.ca.gov/Home/CALGreen.aspx)

Uses checklist of requirements to reduce negative impact from 
construction practices; is revised every three years. Part 11 of the 
California Code of Regulations.

United States Green Building Council (http://www.usgbc.org)
Non-Profit organization providing a sustainable future through 
cost-efficient and energy-saving green buildings.

The following rating systems are referenced to develop the Checklist:

California State Energy Code (http://ww.energy.ca.gov/)
Commonly refered as Title 24 Calculations, Title 24 uses the 
Energy Commission's Energy Efficiency Standards and compares 
them to the proposed design to calculate compliance. It is revised 
commonly every three years. Part 6 of the California Code of 
Regulations.

CALGreen(CG)

LEED (LD)

NOW BACK TO THE CHECKLIST

The Checklist includes green building measures from many well-established “energy” and
“green building” programs. Those that are also part of the energy calculations in Title 24 (Part
6) are highlighted in green. As you design your project and work with an energy consultant,
you can simply add up the values for the green highlighted items and your project can meet
the 15% goal. Because those items are required whether or not you participate in the Green
Building Program, points are not awarded individually. Instead, when the energy calculations
are run, if your project is 15% more energy efficient than State required, you automatically get
20 points in the Green Building Program. And you will be recognized as a Level 1 project.
Level 2 requires 40 points in addition to those for the Level 1. Level 3 requires you to include
measures that add another 20 points above Level 2.

As you proceed through the Checklist and “check” items that are relevant to your project, the
“points” keep adding up. Keep in mind what threshold you want to meet: Level 1, Level 2 or
Level 3.

The 15% threshold is the easiest to meet and uses energy calculations to measure, but the
Program recognizes that sustainability is much more than energy efficiency, therefore “points”
are also awarded for material selections, waste management, water conservation and other
“sustainable” measures. These selections contribute indirectly to energy usage. This broader,
more wholistic  approach to “green building” is the full purpose of the Green Building Program.
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Green Building Checklist: The Technical Approach

AEDG

Non-Profit organization with a mission to promote healthy, energy- 
and resource-efficient  homes in California.

Green Point 
Rated (GPR)

Rating Systems continued…

Advanced Energy Design Guide  (http://www.ashrae.org/)

Guides that offer designers and contractors the tools needed for 
achieving energy savings.

Build It Green (http://www.builditgreen.org/greenpoint-rated/)
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Green Building Checklist: The Technical Approach

SITE
ENVELOPE
STRUCTURE
EQUIPMENT

CG (CALGreen)
LEED (USGBC)
GPR (Build it Green)
IDC (Interactive Design Corporation)

M= MANDATORY

IDENTIFYING NUMBER & DESCRIPTION 

"CHECK" THIS IF YOU COMMIT TO THIS ITEM

BUILDING TYPE

HOW THE SCORING SYSTEM WORKS

PASSIVE ENERGY

GREY SHADING= POINTS ARE ASSIGNED TO CREDITS AS SPECIFIED IN CREDIT TEXT

POINT VALUE OF CREDIT FOR THIS CODE

CHECK BOX

OF CREDIT

COLORS

COMFORT & HEALTH

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER RATING

PURPLE: SPECIFIC CATEGORY

GREEN: THIS ITEM RELATES TO ITEM USED
IN T-24 ENERGY CALCULATIONS

WHITE: ITEM IS NOT PART OF T-24

GENERAL TOPIC

(NEW OR REMODEL)

SPECIFIC CATEGORY & BRIEF DESCRIPTION
 OF UNDERLYING PRINCIPLE

INDIVIDUAL CREDIT

SYSTEMS
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SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

EXISTING HOME 
REMODEL 

	  

	  	  	  	  INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
    - DISCUSS CREDIT AND POINT SELECTION WITH YOUR DESIGN TEAM  
    - COMPLETE THE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
    - COMPLETE  THE CHECKLIST AND SUMMARY FORMS 
    - INCLUDE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATION, SUMMARY AND CHECKLIST FORMS WITH YOUR  
      BUILDING PLAN CHECK SUBMITTAL PACKAGE. 
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Plan Check # Building Permit #        Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for Existing Home Remodel with a
shared means of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components, materials,
and equipment must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

Green Building Checklist Summary

Residential Remodel

City of 
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

M BASE REQUIREMENT

•

 T24• 
20

1
•

1.1
•  CGA4.105.1

& 4.408 M

• 

•
•
•

•
•

• 

•
•
•

2 SOLAR ORIENTATION:
•

2.1
 T24•

3 SHADE:
•

3.1  T24•

CE 150.1(c)4

3.2 T24•
CE 150.1(c)4, 

GPR D.7 &
CERES 

3.5.11.D&F

3.3 T24•
CE RES 3.5.8.F

3.4 • 

LEED SS 2, GPR 
C.5 2 #

4
50% (2 points) .
75% (3 points) .

95% (4 points).

Reuse of materials: Materials can be easily reused but must be in compliance 
with T24 requirements.  For example: (4 points max.)

CGA4.105.2 4

Light fixtures, appliances, and electrical devices. (1 point).

Plumbing fixtures (1 point).

Door and trims (1 point).

Masonry (1 point).

Foundation (1 point).

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check
As California continues to grow, the state faces ever-
increasing challenges in energy.  One way to ensure our 
future is to improve the energy efficiency of the building 
envelope.

Building designed to be at least 15% above Title 24 Part 6 California Energy 
Code. (Automatic base of 20 points and achievement of Level 1 with this 
credit.)

EXISTING CONDITION 
EVALUATION:

Reuse existing resources instead of creating more landfill 
waste.

Deconstruction: 50% of material weight from existing buildings on the site are 
deconstructed and recycled at recycling centers and/or reused. 
Documentation is required.

1.2

Subtotal:

Protect east-, south- and west-facing windows from the sun; 
see also “windows."

Configure new addition to minimize west-facing walls and windows. The long 
axis should be within 30 deg. of south.

Shade your home (roof, walls, windows) with trees, 
overhangs, shutters or awnings.  

Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate shading our walls and windows has great value. 
Normally, the emphasis is on east, west, and south-facing walls. In the middle 
of summer, even the north-facing walls and windows get sun.

Awnings and overhangs need to be close to top of windows to effectively 
shade the glass.  A good rule of thumb is to cover half the surface of glass at 
the summer solstice.  (e.g.  A 30” overhang at the header will cover the top 
half of a 4’ tall window; 4’-6” would cover the top half of a 6’8” slding glass 
door.)

1.3

Home Reuse: maintain existing walls, floors and roof.  Maintain the existing 
building structure (including structural floor and roof decking) and envelope 
(the building framing, excluding window assemblies and non-structural roofing 
material). The minimum percentage building reuse for each point threshold is 
as follows: (4 points max.) CGA4.105.1/2

Subtotal:

Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .76 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation.

Trees on the west and east can be evergreen, but consider using deciduous 
trees on the south because during the winter, after dropping their leaves, the 
branches will filter the sun and provide desirable partial passive heating. 
Trees may shade roof surfaces where solar panels may be installed and 
decrease efficiency. Coordinate location of trees and solar panels.Use trees to 
shade the west side of the building.  Minimum of 2 new trees.  

si
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

4 WATER - DRAINAGE:
•

4.1

• 
CG A4.106.3 & 

A4.407.7 M

• 

•

•

•

•

4.3 •  1 #

5 WATER - RAIN:
•

5.1

• 

CG A4.407.2 2 #

• 

•
•
•
•

5.3
• 

5.4
• 

• 

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 
•

2 #

•
•

A drainage system will increase the durability of the home’s 
foundation by draining water away from the structure.

For new building additions, if the additions and alterations alter the drainage 
path, the site shall be developed to manage surface water (rain, irrigation, or 
nuisance water) away from buildings.  Consider foundation and landscape 
drains as part of the drainage system.  

#

Develop a plan to manage storm water drainage and implement 
during construction. if project disturbs less than one acre of soil 
and is not part of a larger plan of development which in total 
disturbs one acre or more.
Site access is accomplished by minimizing the amount of cut and 
fill needed to install access roads and driveways.

Underground construction activities are coordinated to utilize the 
same trench, minimize the amount of time the disturbed soil is 
exposed and the soil is replaced using accepted compaction 
methods.

Design a site with balanced Cut/Fill (Consult with your engineer).

4.2

Soil analysis and protection: The soil at the building site are analyzed and 
protected as follows:

CG A4.106.2 & 
LEED SS 4.1 2

Perform soil analysis by licensed professional and use for 
structural design.

2
An awning at least 4 feet in depth is installed.

#
The door is protected by a roof overhang at least 4 feet in depth.

The door is recessed at least 4 feet.

Other methods which provide equivalent protection.

Subtotal:

Keep storm water on your lot with french drains, cisterns, 
retention basins. Keep water (rain and irrigation) away from 
the house.

Design the addition with roof overhangs to shed water away from the walls 
and doors.  Install gutter and downspout systems to route water at least 3 
feet away from the foundation or connect to landscape drains which 
discharge to a dry well, sump, bioswale, rainwater capture system or other 
approved on-site location.

5.2

Door protection:  Exterior doors to the dwelling are covered to prevent water 
intrusion by one or more of the following:

CG A4.407.6

#

Roof valleys.

Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall intersections.

Chimneys to roof intersections.

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain.  (SEE CREDIT 6- WATER - USAGE).
Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction. (SEE CREDIT 6- WATER - USAGE).

Flashing details.  Provide flashing details on building plans which comply with 
accepted industry standards or manufacturer's instructions.  Details are 
shown on house plans at all of the following locations:

CG A4.407.3

Use permeable pavers for patios, walkways and driveways/parking.

CG A4.106.4 & 
GPR P.A.1

Min. 80% of exposed paving is light colored (at least 30% light 
reflectance value).

No less than 20% of total on-site hardscape (2 points) OR
3No less than 30% of total on-site hardscape (3 points)

3

Around windows and doors.

5.5

5.6

si
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

5 WATER - RAIN: (cont.)

5.7 •  LEED WE 2.1 2 #

6  WATER - USAGE:
•

6.1
• 

LEED SS 2-4 M

• 
M

•
1 #

•

2 #

• 1 #

6.3
• 

2 #

• 

•
•

• 

• 2 #
•

3 #

• 

•
CG A4.303.1 1 #

•

CG 4.303.1.3-4 M

•
CG 4.303.1.1 M

•
CG A4.303.3 1 #

• CG A4.303.4 1
OR

•
6 #

7 HEAT ISLAND: •

7.1 •  GPR P.A.1

7.2 •  IDC 1 #

CG A4.106.3, 
LEED SS 2.3 & 

GPR C.3
10% of landscape area (2 points) 

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers

4

Consider reducing the usage of indoor water by selecting plumbing fixtures 
with flow restrictors or aerators beyond code requirements:

Install kitchen faucets and dishwashers with maximum flow rate at 
sink faucet not greater than 1.5 gpm at 60 psi.

Install high efficiency showerheads  (2.0 or less GPM) and faucets 
in all bathrooms. The maximum flow rate of bathroom faucets is 
not to exceed 1.5 gallons per minute at 60 psi, but should not be 
less that 0.8 gallons per minute at 20 psi.

Install toilets with high efficiency (1.3 or less gal/flush) and/or 
dual flush operated (average flush of 1.2 gal or less).

Rainwater channeling methods using gutters, scuppers, downspouts and 
grading to direct runoff to landscaped areas. 

Subtotal:

6.6

Use weather controlled automatic irrigation system 
controllers, use drip irrigation, and use water efficient 
fixtures.

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adoped by 
Jurisdiction.

6.2

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

CG A4.106.3, 
Local Zoning &

LEED WE 2.

A water budget shall be developed for irrigation that meets or 
exceeds the water districts requirements.

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system which minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

0% of landscape (4 points)

6.5

Graywater recovery: Graywater systems use wastewater from washing 
machine, showers, tubs, and lavatories.

CG A4.305 Install a two-pipe drain system for future system.

Install a complete graywater system with/without filtration/storage 
tank for landscape irrigation and/or toilet flushing.

6.4

Use turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (4 points 
max.)

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape and patios. 
 (SEE CREDIT 3- SHADE)
Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside or use cooldeck or similar for large concrete patios near house.

Install Energy Star dishwashers that use no more than 4.25  
gallons per cycle for a standard dishwasher and 3.5 gallons per 
cycle for compact dishwashers.
Install waterless toilets.

Indoor water use shall be reduced by at least 20% by either water 
saving fixtures/flow restrictors or 20% reduction in baseline water 
use as defined in California Building Code.

Subtotal:

Reduce heat island effect and reduce rain runoff with 
pavers. Reduce overall paving areas.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

7 HEAT ISLAND: (cont.)

7.3
• 

CG A4.106.7

7.4
• 

IDC

7.5

• 

IDC

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:

END OF SECTION -
SITE

Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 3- SHADE).

Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel).
 (SEE CREDIT 3- SHADE).

Consider using radiant barrier in overhangs over outdoor living areas as well 
as insulating the overhang. Low -8-9 ft high uninsulated patio covers, carport 
roofs radiate heat into the ground and adjacent house walls especially metal 
deck shade structures. (SEE CREDIT 3- SHADE).

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

8 ROOF: •
8.1  T24•

8.2
 T24• CG A4.106.5, 

GPR P.E.1 &
CE RES 3.4.1.C

8.3
 T24• CE 150.1(c)2 &

CE RES 3.8.1.D

8.4
 T24•

CG A4.106.5

8.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.9.6.2

8.6  T24•

8.7
• 

2 #

8.8 •  2 #

8.9
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.A-C 2 #

8.10
• 

8.11
• 

GPR D.6 2 #

9 ATTIC:
•

9.1
 T24•

CE 110.7 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

9.2  T24• GPR J.2.a & .i

9.3  T24•

10 WALLS:
•

10.1  T24• CE 110.8(b)

10.2
 T24• GPR F.1 & F.2,

CE RES 3.8.2.C.1 
& CE RES 3.8.1.G

10.3  T24• CE 110.7

10.4
 T24•

10.5  T24• CE RES 3.3.2.B

10.6
 T24• LEED EA 2.1 &

CE RES 3.9.1

10.7
•  CG A4.405.1 & 

GPR E.3 2 #

10.8
• 

4 #

10.9 •  GPR D.4 1 #

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored 
plaster, fiber-cement siding and panels)

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shades reduce the radiant heat 
build up from solar exposure.
Install insulated headers.

Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls; 
and use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls.  

Use a non-sawn lumber when reframing the roof structure (at least 75%).  
Non-sawn lumber uses less lumber.  (SEE CREDIT 12- FRAMING 
CONSIDERATION)
Install energy heels on roof trusses (75% of attic insulation height at outside 
edge of exterior wall) for reframing.

Subtotal:

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and are most effective 
at reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.
Configure and place windows to limit solar exposure on west and south walls.

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Use “cool roof” coating or materials.
Rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing.

Install “cool roof” system for new roofs.

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level.

Consider "cool roof" coating when working with existing roofing.

Use a solar powered attic exhaust fan.

If a metal roof system is being considered, design the metal roof with stand-
off battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof sheathing and 
metal roofing.

Avoid petroleum-based roof systems.

Use a roof with a high durability/low maintenance material such as concrete, 
slate, clay or fiber cement.

Add insulation in the attic; Ventilate the attic; and With 
evaporative coolers, discharge upducts through roof or the 
exterior.

All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, gasketed, weather-
stripped or otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third 
party blower door test to verify building envelope tightness.

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values.  

Use extended-heel trusses to ensure full depth insulation at eaves.

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values.

Carefully seal gaps and joints between framing members and sheathing.

Conduct a third party inspection of insulation, at least HERS grade II.

en
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

10

10.10
•  CG 4.406 &

CE RES 3.6.1 M

11 WINDOWS:

•

11.1
 T24• LEED EA 4.1, 4.2, 

& GPR J.2.j

11.2
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.8

11.3  T24•

11.4
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.3.A M

11.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.4 M

11.6  T24• CE RES 3.5.7 M

11.7  T24• CE RES 3.6.1.A M

Subtotal:

Select windows for their frame material (vinyl or fiberglass), 
dual-glazing, and coatings (low-e) in relation to their 
orientation. Verify coatings are appropriate to the valley 
climate.  (SHGC < 0.25)

WALLS: Continued

Manufactured windows, including doors, must be tested and certified to leak 
no more than 0.3 cfm per square foot of window area.

Manufactured windows U-factor and SHGC to be rated by NFRC and be listed 
in NFRC's certified product direction (CPD).

Maximum U-factor = 0.32, maximum SHGC = 0.25.

Exterior joints around window frames shall be sealed to avoid air leakage.

END OF SECTION -
ENVELOPE

Meet or exceed Energy Star rated for windows.

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.25) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows.
Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELOPE:

Protect annular spaces around pipes, electric cables, conduits or other 
openings at exterior walls against the passage of rodents and air leakage by 
closing such openings using a method acceptable to the enforcing agency.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

12 •

• 

• 2 #
•

3
#

•
1

#
• 

•
2

#
•

2
#

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

• 

#
•
•
•
•

12.4 •  LEED MR 1.2 3 #

13 MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: •

13.1
• 

5 #

• 

•
•

13.3
• 

13.4
• 

CG A4.405.1 4

13.5 •  CG A4.405.2 2

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

Wall framing.

Ceiling and roof framing.

Material lists are included in the plans that specify material quality and 
provide direction for on-site cuts for all of the following:

Floor framing.

Other methods approved by the enforcing agency.

#

Structural panels and roof sheathing.

12.3 2

Panelized wall framing systems (SIPS, ICF, or similar).

Composite framing for interior framing. (Min. of 75%) of wall area.

Composite roof rafter or pre-engineered roof truss framing (Min. of 
75%) of floor area.

Use engineered lumber (Beams, headers, lumber for floors and rafters; 
oriented strand board for subfloor, walls and roof sheathing)  (1/2 point each) 
(SEE CREDIT 12-  FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS).

2

Subtotal:

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(One or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings)  (1 
point each, 4 points max.)
Install floors that do not require additional coverings for finish.

Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.

13.2 CG A4.403.2No less than 20% substituted volume of cement. (1 point) .

Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed. (1 point for each material over $2500, 5 points max.)
Reduce cement use:  Use products such as fly ash, slag, silica fume and rice 
hull ash to replace cement in concrete mix design. (2 points max.)

No less than 25% substituted volume of cement. (2 points).

END OF SECTION -
STRUCTURE

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE:

Use advanced framing technologies for walls and roof framing.

Subtotal:

FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS: Place Joists, Rafters & Studs @ 24" O.C. to reduce material 
usage.

12.1

Building dimensions and layouts are designed to minimize waste.

CG A4.404.1-3

Design stud spacing greater than 16" on center (o.c.)

Design addition on modular grid such as 24" or 48" to match 
dimensions of standard material.

Design beams, headers and trimmers at the minimum size to 
adequately support the load.

12.2

Use premanufactured building systems to eliminate solid sawn lumber 
whenever possible.  Use one of the following systems: 

CG A4.404.3, 
GPR D.2.a, D.6, 

GPR D.2.c & GPR 
D.2.d

Composite floor joist or premanufactured floor truss framing (Min. 
of 75%) of floor area.
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Chapter III: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

14 AIR CONDITIONING:

•

14.1

• 
CG 4.507.2, 

LEED EA 6.1, 6.2, 
6.3 & GPR H.5

M

14.2
 T24• CE 150.0 (m) II.A & 

LEED EA 5.1

14.3

 T24• CE 150.0(m)13.B, 
150.0(o), 

150.1(b)4.B & GPR 
H.1

14.4
 T24•

CE 110.2.(a) &
GPR J.2.f

14.5  T24• GPR H.7

14.6
 T24• CE 150.0(m)1, 

150.1(c)9

14.7
• 

4 #

14.8 •  1 #

14.9 •  2 #

14.10
• 

2 #

14.11

• 
CG A4.506.1 &

GPR H.7 2 #

14.12

• 
CG A4.506.3 1 #

15 WATER HEATING:
•

15.1
 T24•

 

15.2
 T24•

15.3

 T24•
CE 150.0(n)3, 
150.1(c)8.D

15.4
• 

1 #

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

Insulate (R-4) hot water pipes full distance from heater to fixture and consider 
insulating cold water piping if pipes run in attic or in uninsulated exterior wall.

Install ductwork in directly conditioned space or with insulation as specified 
in Part 6 CE Table 150.1-A.  

Design the HVAC system to be zoned such that no more than two enclosed 
rooms are controlled by one thermostat (does not include bathroom, 
kitchens, closets, pantries, and laundry rooms).

Design the furnace as a sealed - combustion unit.  

Configure and place windows to facilitate cross-ventilation.

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (minimum of one per room). 
(One per bedroom, one per living room.)

Design HVAC system to incorporate a whole house filtration system with a 
MERV rating of at least 6.  Pressure drop across the filter shall not exceed .1 
inches water column and filter rack area should be sized at 300 fpm 
maximum face velocity for fan energy savings.
Design water heaters, fireplaces and furnaces as sealed combustion units.  
Direct-vent heating and cooling equipment is utilized if the equipment will be 
located in the conditioned space or installl the space heating and water 
heating equipment in an isolated mechanical room.

Subtotal:

Tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters use less gas, but 
may require a larger gas line.

 Water heating equipment shall meet the applicable requirements of the 
Appliance Efficiency Regulations.

Consider integrating a solar thermal water heating system with a minimum 
solar savings fraction of 0.50 to supplement an electric-resistance storage or 
instantaneous water heater as the main water heating source if natural gas is 
unavailable and the water heater is located within the building envelope.

Design a water heater with sealed combustion unit.  The water heater draws 
combustion air from the oudoors eliminating any chance of back drafting.

Design and install a whole-house fan system if the remodel scale allows it.

Use high efficiency equipment (higher SEER & EER rating 
means higher efficiency – lower electrical usage, lower 
monthly bill). Efficiency is increased by dual-stage 
compressor and better controls. NOTE: the more choices 
you make that reduce the overall heat load on your home 
(more insulation, better windows, more shade) may reduce 
the size of the condensing unit (e.g. 3-ton vs. 4-ton).

“Right-size” HVAC equipment. Carefully consider the energy efficiency 
measures selected in this Code that will influence the actual heat load on the 
air conditioning system.  The size of the system (measured in “tons”) may be 
reduced by as much as 30% through careful design and upgraded energy 
efficient measures.
Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 15% in 
total or less than 10% on site.

Perform general HVAC equipment verification and correction.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors (generally on units with 
SEER 14 or higher.) Use units with efficiency requirements per Part 6 CE 
Table 110.2-A.
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Chapter III: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

15 WATER HEATING: (cont.)

15.5

•  GPR G.1.c, 
AZ (Scott), 

CE 150.0(n)2
CE 110.3(c)5

2 #

16 EXHAUST FANS:
•

16.1
•  CG 4.506.1 &

CE RES 4.6.5 M

16.2
• 

LEED IED 5.2 1 #

16.3 •  GPR H.8 1 #

17 WHOLE HOUSE FAN:

•

17.1

•  CE 150.1(c)12, 
GPR H.7 & 

CE RES 4.6.2
M

17.2
• 

2 #

17.3
• 

1 #

18 POOL PUMP:

•

18.1 T24• CE 150.0(p)1

19 APPLIANCES: •

19.1
•  CG A4.303.3, AZ 

(Scott), GPR M.1 & 
LEED EA 9.1

3 #

Subtotal:

Use Energy Star appliances.

Subtotal:

Where the hot water source is more than 10 feet from a fixture, the potable 
water distribution system shall convey hot water using a method designed to 
minimize wait time for hot water to arrive at the fixture such as a circulation 
pump system or solar thermal water heating system.

Subtotal:

Use Energy Star fans, exhaust outdoors. Humidistat, 
occupancy sensors, and timers.

Provide exhaust fans which terminate outside the building in every bathroom. 

Install local exhaust time/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Install Energy Star bathroom fans on timer or humidistat.

 TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT:

Install Energy Star rated appliances including refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher 
and clothes washer. (1 point per appliance, 3 points max.)

Subtotal:

When the outside temperature is between 55 - 70 degrees  
a whole house fan can draw air through the house at night.  
Called  “night purging,” the flow of air cools the inside of 
the house (especially heavy materials like stone counter 
tops and tile floors).  As the temperature rises during the 
day, the need for air conditioning is delayed. 

When required, a whole house fan (WHF) must have a total air flow of 2 CFMs 
per square foot of conditioned floor area, 1 square foot of attic vent free area 
for each 375 CFM. Provide homeowner with a one-page operational 
information sheet.
Design and install whole building ventilation system according to ASHRAE. 
The system shall operate automatically or continuously with manual override 
as part of energy recovery ventilator.

HVAC: Mechanical ventilation system for cooling installed with an economizer 
to use cool air from the ambient to cool the building.

Subtotal:

New pool pumps use a variable-speed drive and have more 
sensitive internal controls so the speed, and the energy, 
more precisely matches the demand.  This saves a lot of 
energy and money.

Replace existing pool pump with a multi- speed pump system.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

20 THERMAL MASS:

•

20.1
 T24•

21 THERMAL CHIMNEY:
•

21.1
• 

2 #

22 DAYLIGHTING:

•

• 

• 1 #

22.2 •  2 #

22.3 •  2 #

22.4
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.9.B

23 LIGHTING:
•

23.1
 T24•

M

23.2 •  CG A4.203.1.1.3 2 #
23.3 •  2 #

23.4
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.J 2 #

23.5
 T24•

M

Ensure all permanently installed building lighting are high efficacy.

Subtotal:

Bringing daylight into a room can reduce the need for 
lights, which has a direct economic benefit.  Balancing the 
light within a room is equally important for comfort and 
beauty.  The light should be balanced by right-sizing 
windows, locating them on two or more walls, using 
skylights or “solar tubes” and using shading devices to 
reduce direct penetration of sunlight for long periods of 
time. 

"Hot air rises" the building can move air passively - indoors 
and outdoors

Operable skylights at the peak of the roof or a tower element with operable 
windows will draw hot air up and will facilitate natural ventilation. 

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check
Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with whole house 
fan, these materials can delay the use of air conditioning.  
However, they are also cool during the winter.

Hard surface flooring reduces the cooling load during the summer, but during 
the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

Design recessed lights so they do not penetrate the thermal barrier. 

22.1

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day, however, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  

Installan  interior floor covering that is light in color with minimum 
light reflectance value (LRV) of 25%.

Use external light shelves to control direct sunlight.

Configure and place windows so daylight enters from two sides in each room.

Provide skylights for daylight in interior spaces and to balance light from large 
windows on one wall only.

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

Use fixtures with greater illumination and lower electrical 
demand to lower the overall electrical load of the house.

Consider lighting fixtures that have high efficacy lighting.  These include 
compact or tubular fluorescent and light emitting diodes (LED).

Install smart wiring system for controlled lighting and telecommunications.

Use occupancy sensors for closets, pantries, bathrooms, etc.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

24 INDOOR AIR QUALITY:

•

24.1

 T24•
CE 110.7 &

CE RES 3.6.1 M

24.2
•  CG 4.503.1 &

CE RES 3.8.1.I M

24.3
•  CG A4.504.1 & 

GPR K.7-8 3 #

24.4
• 

CG 4.504.2-4 & 
GPR F.2 & K.2 - 3 M

• 

M

•
3

24.6

• 

CG 4.504.5 &
CG 4.504.5.1 M

24.7

• 

CG 4.504.1 M

24.8

• 

CG 4.505.2 M

• 

•

•

24.10
•  LEED IEQ 8.3 & 

GPR K.9 1 #

24.11
• 

GPR D.5 2 #

24.12 •  LEED IEQ 5.2 2 #

24.5

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  Carpet, 
adhesives, medium density fiberboard (a substitute for 
plywood in cabinets) and paints are sources for harmful off-
gassing.  Select materials that have SCAQMD (South Cost 
Air Quality Management) compliance. After your home is 
painted and all cabinets and carpet are installed, flush out 
the off-gassed air.  Run the whole house fan full time for 
up to a week, or as long as you smell the odors.

Joints and openings: Openings in the building envelope separating 
conditioned space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, 
plumbing, electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed 
in compliance with the California Energy Code.

Fireplace: Any installed gas fireplace shall be a direct-vent sealed-
combustion type.

Cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board

CG 4.506.1

Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. adhesives, 
resilient flooring, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Document manufacturer's 
product specification and field verification of on-site product containers.

M
Fans shall be ENERGY STAR compliant and be ducted to terminate 
outside the building.

Resilient flooring systems: Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 80% 
of floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission 
limits defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or be certified under the Resilient Floor Covering 
Institute (RFCI) FloorScore program.

CG 4.504.4 

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
complies (3 points).

Composite wood products: Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior 
of the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verification is required.

Concrete slab foundations are required to have a vapor retarder by capillary 
break. A capillary break shall be installed and a 4-inch (101.6 mm) thick 
base of 1/2 inch or larger clean aggregate shall be provided with a vapor 
barrier in direct contact with concrete. A concrete mix design which will 
address bleeding, shrinkage, and curling shall be used. For additional 
information, see American Concrete Institute, ACI 302.2R-06 or other designs 
by a licensed design professional.

Covering of duct openings and protection of mechanical equipment during 
construction: At the time of rough installation or during storage on the 
construction site and until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, 
all duct and other related air distribution component openings shall be 
covered with tape, plastic, sheetmetal or other methods acceptable to the 
enforcing agency to reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in 
the system.

Unless functioning as a component of a whole house ventilation 
system, fans must be controlled by a humidistat that is readily 
accessible.

Flush the addition or the renovation area continuously for 1 week with 
windows open after renovation is completed.

Reduce pollution entering the home from the garage (garage exhaust fan or 
detached garage).

Use timer/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

24.9

Bathroom exhaust fans: Mechanical exhaust fans that exhaust directly from 
bathrooms shall comply with the following:
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

24
• 

•
2 #

•
3 #

CG A4.504.3
& CE RES 3.7.1.B

Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS High Performance Products Database.

Install thermal insulation which contains no-added formaldehyde 
and is in compliance with the VOC emission limits defined in CHPS 
High Performance Products Database.

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY- COMFORT & HEALTH 

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY- COMFORT & HEALTH:

Subtotal:

24.13

Insulate additions or renovations with formaldehyde-free insulation.  
Documentation must be provided that verifies the materials are certified to 
meet the pollutant emission limits in this section.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY: (cont.)
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

25
•

• 
• 1
• 1

• 
•

•

25.3
• 

GPR F.1 1

25.4 •  GPR K.5 1

25.5
• 

GPR K.6 & L.1 2

25.6
• 

GPR D.3 3

25.7
• 

1

25.8 •  1
• 

•

•

• 

•

•
•
•
•
•

26

•

26.1
• 

CG 4.408 M

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin materials, with 
postconsumer or preconsumer recycled content.  Documentation to be 
provided as to the respective values. (4 points max.)

CG A4.405.3 4No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (2 points) 
No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (4 points)

25.1
Use Recycled Content Aggregate (Min. 25%).

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the cool new materials that manufacturers make 
from recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are 
new ones every week.

Walkway and driveway base.

Roadway Base.

425.2

Recycled content roof material reduces new resources: (4 points max.)

Use of building materials from renewable sources.  Use one or more of the 
following materials manufactured from rapidly renewable sources or 
agricultural by-products (products typically harvested within a 10 year or 
shorter cycle): (5 points max.)

CG A4.405.4 &
LEED MR 2.1 -2

25.9

25.10

Insulation (1 point).

Bamboo or cork (1 point).

Engineered wood products (1 point).

A min. of 25% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material. (2 points) .

A min. of 50% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material. (4 points).

Install insulation with 30% post-consumer recycled content and no added 
formaldehyde. 
Use healthy paint

Install flooring: Environmentally preferable flooring. (eg. FSC certified wood, 
reclaimed or refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed 
concrete or locally sourced stone or tile).

Usse FSC certified engineered lumber for headers, I-joists, trusses, and 
rafters.

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated strand lumber or OSB.
Select countertops manufactured from minimum of 20% recycled content 
material.

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency. (1 point).

Subtotal:

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE during DEMOLITION:

Education and site setup are important during 
construction.  If the setup is done well from the beginning, 
everyone working on the site will follow.  For example, 
provide separate recycling bins during construction for 
recycling of everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans) but also for construction waste (drywall, glass, 
metals, concrete/plaster).

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

5

Agricultural based products (1 point).

Solid wood products (1 point).
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

26 RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION WASTE during DEMOLITION: (cont.)

26.2

• 
CG 4.408.2,

 LEED MR 3.2, & 
GPR A.2

M

• 

•

•

27 •

27.1
• 

GPR M.4 1

27.2
• 

1

• 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

MCG 4.41027.3

Manual shall remain with the building.

Instruction for maintenance of gutters and downspouts.

Information regarding required maintenance.

Information regarding state solar energy and incentive programs.

Copy of all special inspection verifications required by this Code.

Include operation and maintenance instructions.

Information from local utility and waste recovery providers 
regarding reduction of consumption.

Public transportation and/or carpool options in the area.
Educational material related to positive impacts of interior 
humidity.
Information regarding water conservation for landscape and 
irrigation.

Install built-in recycling and/or composting in site design if site renovation is 
part of the work.

Install pull-out kitchen base cabinet with separate recycle/trash bins if 
kitchens are part of the renovation.

Building operation and maintenance manual: At the time of final inspection, a 
manual, compact disc, web-based reference or other media acceptable to the 
enforcing agency which includes all of the following:

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS:

END OF SECTION -
CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS 

26.3

A minimum of 75% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage (3 points).

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN: When recycling facilities are available, recycling becomes second nature.  

3

Construction waste management plan: Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

Construction waste reduction:  Enhanced construction waste generated at the 
site is diverted to recycle or salvage.  Documentation shall be provided to the 
enforcing agency that demonstrates compliance (3 points max).

CG A4.408.1, LEED 
MR 3.2, & GPR A.2

A minimum of 65% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage (2 points).
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Green Building Checklist: Residential Remodel

Source Code Points

28
•

28.1
 T24• 

28.2

 T24• 

28.3
• 

1 #

29
•

29.1

 T24• 

CE 150.0(n)3,
 150.1(c)8.D

TOTAL POINTS FOR RESIDENTIAL REMODEL:

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO UPGRADE, REMODEL AND/OR ADD TO AN EXISTING HOME

Check

TOTAL POINTS FOR ON-SITE GENERATION:

SOLAR - PHOTO VOLTAIC:
Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-
site renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site 
energy companies.

Install a solar photovoltaic (PV) system in compliance with California Energy 
Commission New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP).  

Provide a min. one-inch conduit from the electrical service equipment for the 
future installation of a (PV) system. For future solar collector or photovoltaic 
panels all sections of the solar zone located on steep-sloped roofs shall be 
oriented between 110 degrees and 270 degrees of true north.

If the remodel includes site lighting renovation, use solar powered lighting  
for at least 50% of the exterior site lighting, the attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  

Subtotal:

SOLAR - THERMAL:
Solar thermal water heating is very efficient when there is 
very low demand.

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water or provide space on the roof 
surface (200 SF south-facing), penetrations (stand-offs) through the roof 
surface, and one-inch conduit for future solar installation.  Consult with a 
structural engineer for additional load requirements for the existing roof 
structure.
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SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

NEW HOME  
	  

	  	  	  	  INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
    - DISCUSS CREDIT AND POINT SELECTION WITH YOUR DESIGN TEAM  
    - COMPLETE THE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
    - COMPLETE  THE CHECKLIST AND SUMMARY FORMS 
    - INCLUDE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATION, SUMMARY AND CHECKLIST FORMS WITH YOUR  
      BUILDING PLAN CHECK SUBMITTAL PACKAGE. 
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Plan Check # Building Permit #       Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for New Homes with a shared means
of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components, materials, and equipment
must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 15% 

= 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

Green Building Checklist Summary

Residential New

City of 
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

M BASE REQUIREMENT:

•

 T24•

20 #

1 SITE EVALUATION:

•

1.1
•  CGA4.103.1 

& GPR N1.1 2 #

1.2
• 

CGA4.104 2 #

1.3
• 

CGA4.105.1 
& 4.408 M

• 

• #
•

•

•
•

• 

•
•

2 HOUSE DESIGN:
•

2.1
• 

20

2.2
• 

5

2.3
• 

(-)

2.4 •  GPR N.5.1 1

2.5 •  GPR N.5.2 1

2.6 •  GPR N.5.3 1

2.7
• 

Home Front Entrances have views from the inside to outside callers

Home Front Entrances can be seen from the street or from other front doors

Orient porches (min. 100 SF) to streets and public spaces.

Design house configuration to create shaded usable outdoor "rooms"; 
integrate indoors and outdoors. Provide L-shape or courtyard of configuration.  
(SEE CREDIT 3-SOLAR ORIENTATION)

Subtotal:

CG A4.103.2,
GPR N3.1

Site has pedestrian access to 5 services listed above. (2 points)

Site has pedestrian access to 10 services listed above. (4 points)

Subtotal:

The bigger the house the larger the consumption of natural 
resources. Average home sizes have increased without 
consideration of negative impacts.

Dwelling areas under 1600 SF of total conditioned space including 
guesthouse but not including ancillary structures: 2 points for every 100 SF 
under 1600 SF. (Starting at 10 points for 1600 SF)
Dwelling between 1601-2999 SF of total conditioned space including 
guesthouse but not including ancilliary structures: 1 point for every 100 SF 
under 2999 SF.
Dwelling over 3000 SF of total conditioned space including guesthouse but 
not including ancilliary structures: Minus 1 point for every 250 SF above 
3000 SF.

4

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check
As California continues to grow, the state faces ever-
increasing challenges in energy.  One way to ensure our 
future is to improve the energy efficiency of the building 
envelope.

Building designed to be at least 15% above California Building Code Title 24: 
Utilize energy efficiency measures that cumulatively improve the 
performance of the building, reduce the size of the HVAC system and add 
comfort for occupants. (Automatic 20 points and achievement of Level 1 with 
this credit.)

Help preserve open space and utilize existing 
infrastructure,  promote social interaction and community 
safety, and reuse existing resources instead of creating 
more landfill waste.

Select an infill site.

Light fixtures, appliances, and electrical devices. (1 point).

Plumbing fixtures (1 point).

Door and trims (1 point).

Masonry (1 point).

Foundation (1 point).

1.5

Design for Walking & Bicycling: Site has pedestrian access within 1/2 mile of 
community services such as daycares, community centers, public parks, drug 
stores, restaurants, schools, libraries, farmer's markets, after school 
programs, etc. (4 points max.)

Site Preservation:  Prior to beginning the construction activities, all parties 
involved with the development process shall develop or adopt a written 
guideline and instruction specifying the green goals of the project.

Deconstruction: 50% of material weight from existing buildings on the site are 
deconstructed and recycled at recycling centers and/or reused. 
Documentation is required.

1.4

Reuse of materials: Materials can be easily reused but must be in 
compliance with T24 requirements.  For example: (4 points max.)

CGA4.105.2 4

si
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

3 SOLAR ORIENTATION:
•

3.1
 T24•

4 SHADE:
•

4.1

 T24•

CE 150.1(c)4

4.2

 T24• CE 150.1(c)4,
GPR D.7 & D.8

CE RES 3.5.11.D & 
F

4.3
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.8.F

4.4

• 
LEED SS 2, 

GPR C.5  2 #

4.5
• 

2 #

5 WATER - DRAINAGE:
•

5.1
•   A4.407.6, 

A4.407.7 &
4.106.3

M

• 

•

•

•

5.3 •  2
• 

•

•

5.5
• 

1 #

Delineate construction area by fencing or flagging to limit 
construction activity to the construction area. (1 point)

Perfom a soil analysis to select plants and trees that will thrive in on-site soil 
conditions. 

Subtotal:

Design a site with balanced Cut/Fill. Consult with your engineer.

5.4

Topsoil shall be protected or saved for reuse as specified in this section. (2 
points max.)

CG A4.106.2.3 & 
LEED SS 4.1 2

Stockpile displaced topsoil for reuse in a designated area and 
covered or protected from erosion. (1 point)

#

Configure new home to minimize west-facing walls and windows. The long 
axis should be within 30 degrees of south.

Shade your home (roof, walls, windows) with trees, 
overhangs, shutters or awnings.  

Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate, shading our walls and windows has great value. 
Normally the emphasis is on east, west, and south-facing walls. In the middle 
of summer, even the north-facing walls and windows get sun.

Awnings and overhangs need to be close to top of windows to effectively 
shade the glass.  A good rule of thumb is to cover half the surface of glass at 
the summer solstice.  (e.g.  A 30” overhang at the header will cover the top 
half of a 4’ tall window; 4’-6” would cover the top half of a 6’8” slding glass 
door.)
Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .76 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation.
Consider using deciduous trees on the south in order to provide partial 
passive heating in the winter.  Coordinate location of trees and solar panels 
to avoid unintended shading of solar panels. Use trees to shade the south, 
east and west side of the building.  Minimum of 2 trees.  (2 points)

Minimize site access is accomplished by minimizing the amount of 
cut and fill needed to install access roads and driveways. (2 
points)
Coordinate underground construction activities to utilize the same 
trench, minimize the amount of time the disturbed soil is exposed 
and the soil is replaced using accepted compaction methods. (2 
points)

Subtotal:

A drainage system will increase the durability of the 
home’s foundation by draining water away from the 
structure.

The site shall be developed to manage surface water (rain, irrigation, or 
nuisance water) away from buildings.  Consider foundation and landscape 
drains as part of the drainage system.  

Soil analysis and protection: The soils at the building site are analyzed and 
protected as follows: (6 points max.)

6 #
5.2

Perform soil analysis by licensed professional and use for 
structural design. (2 points)

Design dwellings with shaded outdoor living on north, south and/or east 
sides. Provide total area of shaded outdoor living equal to at least 25% of 
total liveable floor area served. 

CG A4.106.2 & 
LEED SS 4.1

Protect east-, south- and west-facing windows from the 
sun; see also “window".
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

6 WATER - RAIN:
•

6.1

• 

CG A4.407.2 2 #

• 

•
•

•
•

6.3
• 

6.4
• 

• 

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 
•

1 #

•
•

6.7
•  LEED WE 2.1 1 #

7  WATER - USAGE:
•

7.1
•  CG A4.106.3, 

Local Zoning & 
LEED SS 2.2-4

M

• 
M

•
1 #

•

2 #

•
1 #

7.3
•  1 #

CG A4.106.3.4, 
Local Zoning &
LEED WE 2. &

CG A4.304.1/3 

Develop a water budget for irrigation that meets or exceeds the 
water district's requirements.

Around windows and doors.

Roof valleys.

Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall intersections.

Chimneys to roof intersections.

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system which minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

6.6

Use permeable pavers for patios, walkways and driveways/parking:

No less than 20% of total on-site hardscape. (1 point)  OR

No less than 30% of total on-site hardscape (2 points).

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

CG A4.106.4

Min. 80% of exposed paving is light colored (at least 30% light 
reflectance value).

7.2

Use rainwater channeling methods such as gutters, scuppers, downspouts 
and grading to direct runoff to landscaped areas. 

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers.

Subtotal:

Use weather controlled automatic irrigation system 
controllers, drip irrigation, and water efficient fixtures.

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adoped by 
Jurisdiction.

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain.  (SEE CREDIT 7-  WATER - USAGE).

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction.  (SEE CREDIT 7- WATER - USAGE).

6.5

Flashing details.  Provide flashing details on building plans which comply with 
accepted industry standards or manufacturer's instructions.  Details are 
shown on house plans at all of the following locations: 

4 #
An awning at least 4 feet in depth is installed (1 point).

The door is protected by a roof overhang at least 4 feet in depth (1 
point).

The door is recessed at least 4 feet (1 point).

Other methods which provide equivalent protection (1 point).

Keep storm water on your lot with french drains, cisterns, 
retention basins. Keep water (rain and irrigation) away 
from the house.

Design building with roof overhangs to shed water away from the walls and 
doors.  Install gutter and downspout systems to route water at least 5 feet 
away from the foundation or connect to landscape drains which discharge to 
a dry well, sump, bioswale, rainwater capture system or other approved on-
site location.

6.2

Door protection.  Exterior doors to the dwelling are covered to prevent water 
intrusion by one or more of the following: (4 points max.)

CG A4.407.6

CG A4.407.3 3 #

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

2
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

7
• 

•
•

• 

• 1 #
•

2 #

• 

•

•

•

• CG A4.303.3 1
• CG A4.303.4 1

8 HEAT ISLAND:
•

8.1
• 

GPR C.5

8.2
• 

IDC 1 #

8.3
• 

CG A4.106.7

8.4
• 

IDC

8.5

• 

IDC

M

4

7.5

Graywater recovery: Graywater systems use wastewater from washing 
machine, showers, tubs, and lavatories.

CG A4.305 
Install a two-pipe drain system for future system.

Install a complete graywater system with/without filtration/storage 
tank for landscape irrigation and/or toilet flushing.

7.4

Install turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (4 points 
max.) CG A4.106.3, LEED 

SS 2.3 , GPR C.4.1 
& C.4.2

10% of landscape area (2 points).

 WATER - USAGE: (cont.)

0% of landscape (4 points).

Consider the use of radiant barrier in overhangs over outdoor living areas as 
well as insulating the overhangs. Low -8-9 ft high uninsulated patio covers, 
carport roofs radiate heat into the ground and adjacent house wall especially 
metal deck shade structures. (SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE)

Subtotal:

7.6

20% reduction of indoor water use is required by CALGreen. The selection of 
plumbing fixtures and the flow restrictions or aerators is critical.

Kitchen faucets and dishwashers. 

All bathroom faucets and showerheads.

Toilets with high efficiency.

Dishwashers.

Waterless toilets.

Subtotal:

Reduce heat island effect and reduce rain runoff with 
pavers; and reduce overall paving areas.

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape and patios.  
(SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE).

Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside or use of cooldeck or similar coating for large concrete patios near 
house.

Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 4-SHADE).
Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel). (SEE 
CREDIT 4- SHADE).

CG 4.303.1 - 4

END OF SECTION -
SITE

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

9 ROOF: •

9.1  T24•

9.2
 T24• CG A4.106.5 & 

CE RES 3.4.1.C

9.3
•  CE 150.1(c)2, CE 

3.8.2.B & CE RES 
3.8.1.D

M

9.4
 T24•

CG A4.106.5 

9.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.9.6.2

9.6  T24•

9.7
• 

2 #

9.8 •  2 #

9.9
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.A-C 2 #

9.10
• 

2 #

9.11
• 

9.12
• 

GPR D.7 2 #

10 ATTIC:
•

10.1
 T24•

CE 110.7 & 
CE RES 3.6.1

10.2  T24• GPR F.1.2

10.3  T24•

11 WALLS:
•

11.1  T24• CE 110.8.(b)

11.2
 T24• GPR F.1 & F.2, CE 

RES 3.8.2.C.1 & CE 
RES 3.8.1.G

11.3  T24• CE 110.7

11.4
 T24•

11.5  T24• CE RES 3.3.2.B

11.6
 T24• LEED EA 2.1 & 2, & 

CE RES 3.9.1

11.7
• 

1 #

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values.

Carefully seal gaps and joints between framing members and sheathing.

Third party inspection of insulation, at least HERS grade II.

The building wall system provides an integral air and water infiltration barrier 
or the house is wrapped with breathable exterior air and water infiltration 
barrier that allows water vapor to escape.

All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, gasketed, weather-
stripped or otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third 
party blower door test to verify building envelope tightness.

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values.  

Use extended-heel trusses to ensure full depth insulation at eaves.

Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls; 
use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and are most effective at 
reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.

Configure and place windows to limit solar exposure on west and south walls.

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Use non-sawn lumber to frame the roof structure (at least 75%).  Non-sawn 
lumber uses less lumber.  (SEE CREDIT 13-FRAMING CONSIDERATION).

Energy heels on roof trusses (75% of attic insulation height at outside edge of 
exterior wall).

Subtotal:

Add insulation in the attic; ventilate the attic; and with 
evaporative coolers, discharge upducts through roof or the 
exterior.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check
Use “cool roof” coating or materials.

Rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing.

Install “cool roof” system.

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level.

Consider "cool roof" coating for roofing.

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls.

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Use solar powered attic exhaust fan.

If metal roof system is being considered, design metal roof with stand-off 
battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof sheathing and 
metal roofing.

Avoid a petroleum-based roof system.

Install a roof with a high durability/low maintenance material such as 
concrete, slate, clay or fiber cement.

en
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

11 WALLS: (cont.)

11.8
•  CG A4.405.1 & 

GPR E.4 2 #

11.9
• 

4 #

11.10 •  GPR D.4 1 #

11.11
 T24•

CG 4.406 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

12 WINDOWS:

•

12.1
 T24• LEED EA 4.1, 4.2, 

& GPR J.2.j

12.2
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.8

12.3  T24•

12.4
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.3.A M

12.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.4 M

12.6
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.7 M

12.7  T24• CE RES 3.6.1.A M

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELOPE:

END OF SECTION -
ENVELOPE

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.25) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows

Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shades reduce the radiant heat 
build up from solar exposure.

Use insulated headers at exterior doors and windows.

Subtotal:

Select windows for their frame material (vinyl or fiberglass), 
dual-glazing, and coatings (low-e) in relation to their 
orientation. Verify coatings are appropriate to the valley 
climate  (SHGC < 0.25).

Meet or exceed Energy Star ratings for windows. 

Protect annular spaces around pipes, electric cables, conduits or other 
openings at exterior walls against the passage of rodents and air leakage by 
closing such openings using a method acceptable to the enforcing agency.

Manufactured windows, including doors, must be tested and certified to leak 
no more than 0.3 cfm per square foot of window area.
Manufactured windows U-factor and SHGC to be rated by NFRC and be listed 
in NFRC's certified product direction (CPD).

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored 
plaster, fiber-cement siding and panels).

Install windows with a maximum U-factor = 0.32, and maximum SHGC = 
0.25.

Exterior joints around window frames shall be sealed to avoid air leakage.

en
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

13 •
• 

• 2 #
•

2 #
•

1 #

• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

• 

•

•

•

•

13.4
• 

LEED MR 1.2 3 #

14 MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: •

14.1
• 

5 #

• 

•

•

14.3
• 

GPR D.3.1

14.4
• 

CG A4.405.1 4 #

14.5 •  CG A4.405.2 2 #

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(One or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings) (1 
point each, 4 points max.).

Install floors that do not require additional coverings for finish.

14.2

Reduction in cement use:  Use products such as fly ash, slag, silica fume and 
rice hull ash to replace cement in concrete mix design. (2 points max.)

CG A4.403.2No less than 20% substituted volume of cement. (1 point) .

No less than 25% substituted volume of cement. (2 points).

Material lists are included in the plans which specify material quality and 
provide direction for on-site cuts for all of the following: 

Subtotal:

Use engineered lumber (Beams, headers, lumber for floors and rafters; 
oriented strand board for subfloor, walls and roof sheathing) (0.5 points each, 
2 points max).

2

2
Floor framing

END OF SECTION -
STRUCTURE

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE:

Other methods approved by the enforcing agency.

FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS: Place Joists, Rafters & Studs @ 24" O.C. It saves material.

Subtotal:

#
Wall framing

Ceiling and roof framing

Structural panels and roof sheathing

Install advanced framing technologies for walls and roof framing.

13.3

Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.

Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed. (1 point for each material over $2500, 5 points max).

13.1

Building dimensions and layouts are designed to minimize waste.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

Use premanufactured building systems to eliminate solid sawn lumber 
whenever possible:  

CG A4.404.1-3 
&GPR D.1.1

Design stud spacing greater than 16" on center (o.c.).

Design home on modular grid such as 24" or 48" to match 
dimensions of standard material.

Design beams, headers and trimmers at the minimum size to 
adequately support the load.

CG A4.404.3 &
GPR D.3.3

Composite floor joist or premanufactured floor truss framing (Min. 
of 75%) of floor area.

Composite roof rafter or engineered roof truss framing (Min. of 
75%) of floor area.

Composite framing for interior framing. (Min. of 75%) of wall area.

Panelized wall framing systems (SIPS, ICF, or similar).

13.2
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

15 AIR CONDITIONING:

•

15.1

• 
CG 4.507.2 &, 

LEED EA 6.1, 6.2, 
6.3 

M

15.2
 T24• CE 150.0(m)11.A & 

LEED EA 5.1

15.3

 T24• CE 150.0(m)13.B, 
150.0(o), 

150.1(b)4.B & GPR 
H.5

15.4

 T24•

CE 110.2.(a)

15.5  T24• GPR H.6

15.6
 T24• CE 150.0(m)1 & 

150.1(c)9

15.7
• 

2 #

15.8 •  1 #

15.9 •  2 #

15.10
• 

2 #

15.11

•  CG A4.506.1&
GPR H.6 2 #

15.12
• 

1 #

15.13

• 

CG A4.506.3 1 #

16 WATER HEATING:
•

16.1
 T24• CE 110.1, 110.3(b) 

& LEED EA 7.3 

16.2
 T24•

16.3

 T24•
CE 150.0(n)3 & 

150.1(c)8.D

Install ductwork in directly conditioned space or with insulation as specified 
in Part 6 CE Table 150.1-A.  

Tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters use less gas, but 
they may require larger gas line.

Water heating equipment shall meet the applicable requirements of the 
Appliance Efficiency Regulations.

Insulate (R-4) hot water pipes full distance from heater to fixture. Consider 
insulating cold water piping if the pipes are located in attic or uninsulated 
exterior walls, such as garages.

Consider integrating a solar thermal water heating system  with a minimum 
solar savings fraction of 0.50 to supplement an electric-resistance storage or 
instantaneous water heater as the main water heating source if natural gas is 
unavailable and the water heater is located within the building envelope.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check
Use high efficiency equipment (higher SEER and EER rating 
means higher efficiency – lower electrical usage, lower 
monthly bill). Efficiency is increased by dual-stage 
compressor and better controls. NOTE: the more you reduce 
the overall heat load on your home (more insulation, better 
windows, more shade) you may be able to reduce the size 
of the condensing unit (e.g. 3-ton vs. 4-ton).

“Right-size” HVAC equipment: Carefully consider the energy efficiency 
measures selected in this Code that will influence the actual heat load on the 
air conditioning system.  The size of the system (measured in “tons”) may be 
reduced by as much as 30% through careful design and upgraded energy 
efficient measures.

Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 6% of 
the nominal system air handler airflow.

General HVAC equipment verification and correction.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors (generally on units with 
SEER 16 or higher). Use units with efficiency requirements per Part 6 CE 
Table 110.2-A.

Design and install a whole-house fan system.

Design the HVAC system to be zoned such that no more than two enclosed 
rooms are controlled by one thermostat (does not include bathroom, 
kitchens, closets, pantries, and laundry rooms).

Design the furnace as a sealed - combustion unit.  

Configure and place windows to facilitate cross-ventilation.

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (one per bedroom and one 
per living room).

Subtotal:

HVAC system to incorporate a whole house filtration system with a MERV 
rating of at least 6.  Pressure drop across the filter shall not exceed 0.1 
inches water column and filter rack area should be sized at 300 fpm 
maximum face velocity for fan energy savings.

Indoor and/or outdoor living area utilizes a passive cooling method such as a 
cool tower or misting system. 

Water heaters, fireplaces and furnaces are sealed combustion units.  Direct-
vent heating and cooling equipment is utilized if the equipment will be 
located in the conditioned space or isntall the space heating and water 
heating equipment in an isolated mechanical room.

eq
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

16 WATER HEATING: (cont.)

16.4
• 

1 #

16.5

• 

GPR G.1.C 2 #

17 EXHAUST FANS:
•

17.1 •  CG 4.506.1 M

17.2 •  LEED IED 5.2 1 #

17.3 •  GPR H.9 1 #

18 WHOLE HOUSE FAN:

•

18.1

• 
CE 150.1(c)12 &

GPR H.6 M

18.2
• 

GPR H.9.b 1 #

19 POOL PUMP:

•

19.1 T24• CE 150.0(p)1

20 APPLIANCES: •

20.1
•  CG A4.303.3, GPR 

M.1 & M.3, LEED 
EA 9.1

3 #

Install a multispeed speed pump system.

Use Energy Star appliances.
Install Energy star rated appliances including refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher 
and clothes washer. ( 1 point per appliance, 3 points max.).

Subtotal:

Design a water heater with sealed combustion unit.  The water heater draws 
combustion air from the oudoors eliminating any chance of back drafting.

Where the hot water source is more than 10 feet from a fixture, design the 
potable water distribution system so that it conveys hot water using a method 
designed to minimize wait time for hot water to arrive at the fixture such as 
circulation pump system or solar thermal water heating system.

Subtotal:

Use Energy Star fans to exhaust outdoors. Install 
humidistat, occupancy sensor,and timers.

Install exhaust fans that terminate outside the building  in every bathroom. 

Install local exhaust time/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Install Energy Star bathroom fans using a timer or humidistat.

New pool pumps use a variable-speed drive and have more 
sensitive internal controls so the speed, and therefore the 
energy, more precisely matches the demand.  This saves a 
lot of energy (money).

"END OF SECTION -
EQUIPMENT"  

TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT:

Subtotal:

When the outside temperature is between 55 - 70 degrees, 
a whole house fan can draw air through the house at night.  
Called  “night purging,” the flow of air cools the inside of 
the house (especially around heavy materials like stone 
counter tops and tile floors).  Then as the temperature rises 
during the day, the need for air conditioning is delayed. 

When required, a whole house fan (WHF) must have a total air flow of 2 CFMs 
per square foot of conditioned floor area, 1 square foot of attic vent free area 
for each 375 CFM. Provide homeowner with a one-page operational 
information sheet.
HVAC: Install the mechanical ventilation system for cooling with an 
economizer to use cool air from the ambient to cool the building.

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

21 THERMAL MASS:

•

21.1
 T24•

22 THERMAL CHIMNEY:
•

22.1
• 

2 #

23 DAYLIGHTING:

•

• 

•
#

23.2 •  2 #

23.3 •  2 #

23.4
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.9.B

24 LIGHTING:
•

24.1
 T24 •

M

24.2 •  CG A4.203.1.1.3 2 #

24.3 •  CE RES 3.8.1.J 2 #

24.4 •  2 #

24.5  T24 • M

25 NIGHT PURGING: •

Install interior floor coveringthat is light in color with minimum 
light reflectance value (LRV) of 25%.

Use external light shelves to control direct sunlight.

Configure and place windows so daylight enters from two sides in each room.

See Credit 19 - “whole house fans”.

Use occupancy sensors for closets, pantries, bathrooms, etc.

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

Use fixtures with greater illumination and lower electrical 
demand to lower the overall electrical load of the house.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check
Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with whole house 
fan, they can delay the use of air conditioning.  However, 
they are also cool during the winter.

Install hard surface flooring to reduce the cooling load during the summer, 
but during the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

"Hot air rises," therefore the building can move air passively 
- indoors and outdoors.

Install operable skylights at the peak of the roof or a tower element with 
operable windows that can draw hot air up and facilitate natural ventilation. 

Subtotal:

Smart wiring system to be installed for controlling lighting and 
telecommunications.

Bringing daylight into a room can reduce the need for 
lights, which has a direct economic benefit.  Balancing the 
light within a room is equally important for comfort and 
beauty.  The light should be balanced by right-sizing 
windows, locating them on two or more walls, using 
skylights or “solar tubes” and using shading devices to 
reduce direct penetration of sunlight for long periods of 
time. 

23.1

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day. However, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  

Provide skylights to daylight interior spaces and to balance light from large 
windows on one wall only.

Lighting fixtures to have high efficacy lighting.  These include compact or 
tubular fluorescent and light emitting diodes (LED).
All permanently installed building lighting shall be high efficacy.

Design recessed lights so they do not penetrate the thermal barrier. 

1
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

26 INDOOR AIR QUALITY:

•

26.1

T24•
CE 110.7 &

CE RES 3.6.1 M

26.2
•  CG 4.503.1 &

CE RES 3.8.1.I M

26.3
•  CG A4.504.1 & 

GPR K.7-8 3 #

26.4

• 
CG 4.504.2-4 & 

GPR F.2 & K.2 - 3 M

• 

M

•
3

26.6

• 

CG 4.504.5 &
CG 4.504.5.1 M

26.7

• 

CG 4.504.1 M

26.8

• 

CG 4.505.2 M

• 

•

•

26.10
• 

LEED IEQ 8.3 1 #

26.11
• 

GPR D.9 2 #
Reduce pollution entering the home from the garage (garage exhaust fan or 
detached garage).

Concrete slab foundations required to have a vapor retarder by capillary 
break. A capillary break shall be installed and a 4-inch (101.6 mm) thick 
base of 1/2 inch or larger clean aggregate shall be provided with a vapor 
barrier in direct contact with concrete. A concrete mix design that will 
address bleeding, shrinkage, and curling shall be used. For additional 
information, see American Concrete Institute, ACI 302.2R-06 or other designs 
by a licensed design professional.

26.5

Resilient flooring systems: Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 80% 
of floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission 
limits defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or certified under the Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
(RFCI) FloorScore program.

26.9

Bathroom exhaust fans: Mechanical exhaust fans which exhaust directly from 
bathrooms shall comply with the following:

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
complies (3 points)

CG 4.506.1

Composite wood product:. Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior 
of the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verification is required.
Cover of duct openings and protect mechanical equipment during 
construction. At the time of rough installation or during storage on the 
construction site and until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, 
all duct and other related air distribution component openings shall be 
covered with tape, plastic, sheetmetal or other methods acceptable to the 
enforcing agency to reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in 
the system.

M
Fans shall be ENERGY STAR compliant and be ducted to terminate 
outside the building.

Unless functioning as a component of a whole house ventilation 
system, fans must be controlled by a humidistat that is readily 
accessible.

Flush home continuously for 1 week with windows open after renovation is 
completed.

CG 4.504.4 

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  Carpet, 
adhesives, medium density fiberboard (a substitute for 
plywood in cabinets) and paints are sources for harmful off-
gassing.  Select materials that have SCAQMD (South Cost 
Air Quality Management) compliance. After your home is 
painted and all cabinets and carpet are installed, flush out 
the off-gassed air.  Run the whole house fan full time for up 
to a week, or as long as you smell the odors.

Joints and openings: Openings in the building envelope separating 
conditioned space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, 
plumbing, electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed 
in compliance with the California Energy Code.

Fireplace: Any installed gas fireplace shall be a direct-vent sealed-
combustion type.

For cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board.

Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. adhesives, 
resilient flooring, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Document the manufacturer's 
product specification and field verification of on-site product containers.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

26

26.12 •  LEED IEQ 5.2 2 #
• 

•
2 #

•
3 #

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY-COMFORT & HEALTH:

CG A4.504.3
& CE RES 3.7.1.B

Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS High Performance Products Database.

Install thermal insulation which contains no-added formaldehyde 
and is in compliance with the VOC emission limits defined in CHPS 
High Performance Products Database.

Subtotal:

26.13

Insulate dwelling with formaldehyde-free insulation.  Documentation must be 
provided that verifies the materials are certified to meet the pollutant 
emission limits in this section.

Use timer/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY: (cont.)

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY-COMFORT & HEALTH
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

27
•

• 
• 1 #
• 1 #

• 
•

•

27.3 •  GPR F.1 1 #

27.4 •  GPR K.2 1 #

27.5
• 

GPR K.6 & L.1 2 #

27.6
• 

GPR D.3 3 #

27.7
• 

1 #

27.8
•  1 #

• 

•

•

• 

•
•
•

•
•

28

•

28.1
• 

CG 4.408 M

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE during DEMOLITION:

Education and site setup are important during 
construction.  If the set up is done well from the beginning, 
everyone working on the site will follow.  For example, 
provide separate recycle bins during construction for 
recycling of everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans) but also for construction waste: drywall, glass, 
metals, concrete/plaster.

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

27.10

Use one or more of the following materials manufactured from rapidly 
renewable sources or agricultural by-products (products typically harvested 
within a 10 year or shorter cycle): (5 points max.)

CG A4.405.4 &
LEED MR 2.1-2

Subtotal:

5
Insulation. (1 point)

#

Bamboo or cork. (1 point)

Engineered wood products. (1 point)

Agricultural based products. (1 point)

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency. (1 point)

A min. of 50% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material. (4 points)

4

4No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (2 points) 

No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (4 points)

CG A4.405.3

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated strand lumber or OSB.

Select countertops manufactured from min. of 20% recycled content 
material.

Use healthy paint.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the cool new materials that manufacturers make 
from recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are 
new ones every week.

27.1

Use Recycled Content Aggregate (Min. 25%)
Walkway and driveway base.

Roadway base.

27.9

Recycled content:  Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with postconsumer or preconsumer recycled content not including 
recycled content aggregate and roof materials unless credit 28.1 & 28.2 
points are not used.  Documentation to be provided as to the respective 
values. (4 points max.)

27.2

Recycled content roof material reduces new resources: (4 points max.)

A min. of 25% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material. (2 points) 

Innovations: Structural frame and building envelope use FSC certified 
engineered lumber for headers, I-joists, trusses, and rafters.

Install insulation with 30% post-consumer recycled content and no added 
formaldehyde. 

Environmentally preferable flooring: Install FSC certified wood, reclaimed or 
refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed concrete or locally 
sourced stone or tile.
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

Check

28 RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION WASTE during DEMOLITION: (cont.)

28.2

• 
CG 4.408.2, LEED 
MR 3.2, & GPR A.2 M

• 

•

•

29
•

29.1 •  GPR M.4 1 #
29.2 •  1 #

• 

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
• Copy of all special inspection verifications required by this Code.

29.3 CG 4.410 M

Subtotal:

3

Construction waste management plan. Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

Manual shall remain with the building.

Include operation and maintenance instructions.
Information from local utility and waste recovery providers 
regarding reduction of consumption.
Public transportation and/or carpool options in the area.

Educational material related to positive impacts of interior 
humidity.
Information regarding water conservation for landscape and 
irrigation.

Instruction for maintenance of gutters and downspouts.

Information regarding required maintenance.

Information regarding state solar energy and incentive programs.

At the time of final inspection, a manual, compact disc, web-based reference 
or other media acceptable to the enforcing agency which includes all of the 
following:

Construction waste reduction:  Enhanced construction waste generated at 
the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.  Documentation shall be provided to 
the enforcing agency which demonstrates compliance. (3 points max.)

Install built-in recycling and/or composting in site design.

Install pull-out kitchen base cabinet with separate recycle/trash bins.

CG 4.408.1, LEED 
MR 3.2, & GPR A.2

A minimum of 65% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage. (2 points)

A minimum of 75% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage. (3 points)

Subtotal:

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN:
When recycling facilities are available, recycling becomes second nature.  

28.3

END OF SECTION -
CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS :
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Green Building Checklist: Residential New

 

Source Code Points

30
•

30.1
T24•

30.2

• 

 1 #

30.3
• 

1 #

31
•

31.1

T24•

CE 150.0(n)3 & 
150.1(c)8.D

32 FUEL CELL:

•

32.1
• 

8

TOTAL POINTS FOR RESIDENTIAL NEW :

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR ON-SITE OPERATION:

Design and install a fuel cell using hydrogen generated by natural gas if the 
demand for hot water justifies the use.  2 points for each 10% of annual 
electrical load (KWh) met by system with max. of 8 points.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE HOMEOWNER PLANNING TO BUILD A NEW HOME

SOLAR - PHOTO VOLTAIC:
Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site 
energy companies.

Install a solar photovoltaic (PV) system in compliance with California Energy 
Commission New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP). 

For very large homes a fuel cell system may make 
economic sense to level out the electrical demands. The 
fuel cell uses natural gas to generate electricity; the 
process also generates heat that can provide domestic hot 
water and partially heat a swimming pool (during the 
winter).  

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water or provide space on the roof surface 
(200 SF south-facing), penetrations (stand-offs) through the roof surface, and 
one-inch conduit for future solar installation.  Consult with a structural 
engineer for additional load requirements for the roof structure.

Check

Provide a min. one-inch conduit from the electrical service equipment for the 
future installation of a (PV) system with A minimum of 300 square feet of 
unobstructed roof area facing within 30° of south is provided for future solar 
collector or photovoltaic panels.

Use solar powered lighting for exterior site lighting, attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  At least 50% of the exterior site lighting.

Subtotal:

Solar thermal water heating is a very efficient, for very low 
demand.SOLAR - THERMAL:
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*MULTIFAMILY REFERS TO APARTMENT BUILDINGS OF 3 STORIES OR LESS

SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

EXISTING 
MULTIFAMILY 

REMODEL 
	  

	  	  	  	  INSTRUCTIONS: 
	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  DISCUSS	  CREDIT	  AND	  POINT	  SELECTION	  WITH	  YOUR	  DESIGN	  TEAM	  	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  COMPLETE	  THE	  T-‐24	  ENERGY	  CALCULATIONS	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  COMPLETE	  	  THE	  CHECKLIST	  AND	  SUMMARY	  FORMS	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  INCLUDE	  T-‐24	  ENERGY	  CALCULATION,	  SUMMARY	  AND	  CHECKLIST	  FORMS	  WITH	  YOUR	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  BUILDING	  PLAN	  CHECK	  SUBMITTAL	  PACKAGE.	  
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Plan Check # Building Permit #      Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Green Building Checklist Summary

Multifamily Remodel

City of 

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for Existing Multifamily Remodel
with a shared means of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components,
materials, and equipment must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 15% 

= 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

M BASE REQUIREMENT

•

 T24• 
20

1
•

1.1
• 

CGA4.104 1 #

1.2
•  CGA4.105.1 & 

4.408 M

• 

•

•

•

•

•

• 

•
•
•

2 SOLAR ORIENTATION:
•

2.1
 T24• 

LEED ID 1.5

3 SHADE: •

3.1

 T24• 

CE 150.1(c)4

3.2
 T24• 

GPR AA.7.b

3.3
 T24• 

CE RES 3.5.8.F

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check
As California continues to grow, the state faces ever-
increasing challenges in energy.  One way to ensure our 
future is to improve the energy efficiency of the building 
envelope.

Building designed to be at least 15% above California Building Code Title 24 
(Automatic base of 20 points and achievement of the Level 1 with this credit.) FALSE

EVALUATION OF EXISTING 
CONDITIONS:

Help preserve open space and utilize existing 
infrastructure,  promote social interaction and community 
safety, and reuse existing resources instead of creating 
more landfill waste.

Site Preservation:  Prior to beginning the construction activities, all parties 
involved with the development process shall develop or adopt a written 
guideline and instruction specifying the green goals of the project.

Masonry.

Foundation.

1.4

Apartment Reuse: Maintain the existing building structure (including 
structural floor and roof decking) and envelope (the building framing, 
excluding window assemblies and non-structural roofing material). The 
minimum percentage per building reuse for each point threshold is as follows: 
(4 points max.) CGA4.105.1/2 4

Deconstruction: 50% of the weight of existing buildings on the site are 
deconstructed and recycled at recycled centers and/or reused.  
Documentation is required.

1.3

Reuse of materials: Materials can be easily reused but must be in compliance 
with T24 requirements.  For example: (1 point each, 4 points max.)

CGA4.105.2 4 #

Light fixtures, appliances, and electrical devices.

Plumbing fixtures.

Door and trims.

By carefully configuring the buildings and windows, glazing exposed to the 
east and west can be minimized. No more than 25% of total glazing faces 
east or west. (SEE WINDOWS) 

Provide shade for walks, walls and windows.
Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate shading our walls and windows has great value. 
Normally the emphasis is on east, west and south-facing walls. However, in 
the middle of summer, even the north-facing walls and windows get sun.

Provide shading with a projection ratio of 0.5 on south facing windows. 
(Overhang projects half the height of the window.)

50% (2 points).
75% (3 points).

95% (4 points).

Subtotal:

Minimize east- and west-facing walls and windows, and 
maximize north-facing windows.

Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .45 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

3 SHADE: (cont.)
• 

•
#

3.5
•  LEED SS 3.1

GPR A.5 1 #

3.6
• 

LEED SS 3.2 1 #

4 WATER - RAIN:
•

4.1
• 

•

•

•

•

4.2
• 

4.3
• 

• 

•

•

•

•

•

• 

•
2

•

•

4.6
• 

4.7
• 

CG A4.304.2 2

3.4

Trees on the west and east can be evergreen, but consider using deciduous 
trees on the south because during the winter, after dropping their leaves, the 
branches will filter the sun and provide desirable partial passive heating.  
Trees may shade roof surfaces where solar panels may be installed and 
decrease efficiency.  Coordinate location of trees and solar panels.

LEED SS 2 &
GPR C.5 2

Provide trees to shade the west side of the building.  Minimum of 
2 trees per side.

Provide shade for sidewalks, parking areas and patios.  Minimum 50% of all 
hardscape within 3 years. 

Reduce roof heat island effects for Mid-rise: Install roof with high albedo 
materials on 75% roof area or install vegetated roof for at least 50% roof 
area.  (SEE CREDIT 8- ROOF)

Subtotal:

Keep storm water on your lot with french drains, cisterns, 
retention basins. Keep water (rain and irrigation) away 
from buildings.

Door protection.  Exterior doors to the dwelling are covered to prevent water 
intrusion by one or more of the following: (1 point each, 2 points max.)

2
An awning at least 3 feet in depth is installed.

The door is protected by a roof overhang at least 3 feet in depth.

The door is recessed at least 3 feet.

Other methods which provide equivalent protection.

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain.  (SEE CREDIT 5 WATER - USAGE).

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction. (SEE CREDIT 5 WATER - USAGE).

CG A4.407.6

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers (SEE CREDIT 26- SOLAR 
PHOTOVOLTAIC)

The civil engineer and landscape architect collaborate on the drainage and 
grading to utilize rainwater, generated by at least 65% of the available roof 
area, as part of the irrigation of landscape material.

Subtotal:

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

4.5

Use permeable pavers for patios, walkways and driveways/parking to improve 
on-site percolation, reduce glare and heat island effect. Min. 50% of 
hardscape.

CG A4.106.4 & 
GPR P.A.1

Min. 80% of exposed paving is light colored (at least 30% light 
reflectance value).

No less than 20% of total on-site hardscape (2 points) OR
4

4.4

Flashing details.  Provide flashing details on building plans that comply with 
accepted industry standards or manufacturer's instructions. Details are 
shown on building plans at all of the following locations:

CG A407.3 3
Around windows and doors.

Roof valleys.

Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall intersections.

No less than 30% of total on-site hardscape (4 points).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

5  WATER - USAGE:
•

5.1
•  CG A4.106.3, 

Local Zoning, 
LEED SS 2.2-4

M

• 
M

•
1 #

•

2 #

•
1 #

5.3
• 

2 #

• 

•

•

• 

•
CG A4.303.1 1 #

•

CG 4.303.1.3-4 M

•
CG 4.303.1.1 M

•
CG A4.303.3 1 #

•
CG A4.303.4 1 #

OR

•

CG 4.303.1.3-4 M

6 HEAT ISLAND:
•

6.1
• 

GPR P.A.1

6.2
• 

IDC 1 #

6.3
• 

CG A4.106.7

6.4
• 

IDC

Install kitchen faucets and dishwashers with maximum flow rate at 
sink faucet not greater than 1.5 gpm at 60 psi .

Use weather controlled automatic irrigation system 
controllers, drip irrigation, and water efficient fixtures.

5.2

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

CG A4.106.3, 
Local Zoning &
LEED WE 2.,CG 

A4.304.1/3 

A water budget shall be developed for irrigation that meets and 
does not exceed local water district requirements.

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system that minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

Install toilets with high efficiency (1.3 or less gal/flush) and/or 
dual flush operated (average flush of 1.2 gal or less).

Install Energy Stary dishwashers that use no more than 4.25 
gallons per cycle for a standard dishwasher and 3.5 gallons per 
cycle for compact dishwasher.

Install nonwater supplied urinals, waterless toilets, or pint urinals 
in public facilities.

Indoor water use shall be reduced by at least 20%  by either water 
saving fixtures/flow restrictors or 20% reduction in baseline water 
use. (Choose any of the credits above OR this credit, but not both.)

Subtotal:

Hardscape throughout the site increases the heat island 
effect.

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape and patios.  (SEE CREDIT 6- 
SHADE).

Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside or use of cool deck or similar for large concrete patios near buildings.

Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 4- WATER - RAIN).

Rainwater channeling methods using gutters, scuppers, downspouts and 
grading to direct runoff to landscaped areas. 

5.4

Use turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (2 points 
max.) CG A4.106.3, 

LEED SS 2.3 & 
GPR C.3

210% of landscape area (1 point). 

0% of landscape (2 points).

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction.

5.6

Consider reducing the usage of indoor water by selecting plumbing fixtures 
with flow restrictors or aerators beyond code requirements:

Install high efficiency showerheads (2.0 or less GPM) and faucets 
in all bathrooms. Maximum flow rate of bathroom faucets is not to 
exceed 1.5 gallons per minute at 60 psi, but should not be less 
that 0.8 gallons per minute at 20 psi.

Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel). (SEE 
CREDIT 4- WATER - RAIN).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

6 HEAT ISLAND: (cont.)

6.5

• 

LEED SS 3.2

7 PARKING REQUIREMENTS:
•

• 
LEED SS 7.3.a

•
LEED SS 7.3.b 1 #

• LEED SS 7.3.c 1 #

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:

END OF SECTION -
SITE

5% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. 
Alternative-fuel refueling stations for 3% of total vehicle capacity.

Subtotal:

Reduce roof heat island effects for mid-rise: Install roof with high albedo 
materials on 75% roof area or install vegetated roof for at least 50% roof 
area.  Consider using radiant barrier in overhangs over outdoor living areas as 
well as insulating the overhang. Low 8-9 ft high uninsulated patio covers, 
carport roofs radiate heat into the ground and adjacent building walls such as 
metal deck shade structures.  (SEE CREDIT 6- SHADE)

Subtotal:

Provide preferred stalls for electric or hybrid vehicles. 
Consider on-street and joint-use parking to reduce on-site 
parking.

7.1

Provide preferential parking for low-emitting, fuel efficient vehicles, for 
motorcycles, scooters, bicycles and golf-carts. Consult with planning 
department to include such vehicles in parking count.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

8 ROOF:
•

8.1  T24• CE RES 3.9.6

8.2
 T24• CG A4.106.5, CE 

RES 3.4.1.C & GPR 
P.E.1

8.3
 T24• CG A4.106.5 &

CE RES 3.8.1.D

8.4
 T24• 

8.5
 T24• 

CE RES 3.9.6.2

8.6  T24• CE 150.1(c)2

8.7
• 

IDC 2

8.8 •  GPR 2

8.9 •  GPR E.2.a 2

8.10 •  GPR E.2.b 1

8.11 •  GPR 1

8.12
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.A-C 2

8.13
• 

2

9 ATTIC: •

9.1
 T24• 

CE 110.7 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

9.2  T24• GPR J.2.a & J.2.i

9.3  T24• GPR

10 WALLS:
•

10.1
 T24• 

CE 110.8(b)

10.2
 T24• GPR F.1 & F.2,

 CE RES 3.8.2

10.3  T24• CE 110.7

10.4
 T24• 

IDC

10.5
 T24• 

10.6  T24• LEED EA 2.1 & 2

10.7
•  CG A4.405.1 & 

GPR E.3 2

Use roof with a high durability/low maintenance material such as concrete, 
slate, clay or fiber cement.  Consult with structural engineer on the load 
carrying capacity of the existing roof framing.

Avoid a petroleum-based roof system.eg

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Subtotal:

Use durable and fire resistant roofing materials or assembly.

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values.  

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and is most effective at 
reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.

Configure and place windows to limit solar exposure on west and south walls.

Third party inspection of insulation, at least HERS grade II.

 Maximize insulation in the attic.
All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, gasketed, weather-
stripped or otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third 
party blower door test to verify building envelope tightness.

Use extended-heel trusses to ensure full depth insulation at eaves.

Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls. 
Use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls.  

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

All roofing has 3-yr subcontractor warranty and 20-yr manufacturer warranty.

Use rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing. 

Use “cool roof” coating or materials. Install rigid or spray-
applied foam on roofs. 

Install rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing.

Install “cool roof” system.

Consider "cool roof" coating for roofing.

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Use solar powered attic exhaust fan.  (SEE CREDIT 26-  SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAIC).

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level.

If metal roof system is being considered, design the metal roof with stand-off 
battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof sheathing and 
metal roofing.

Carefully seal gaps and joints between framing members and sheathing.

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored 
plaster, fiber-cement siding and panels).en
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

10 WALLS: (cont.)

10.8
• 

AZ (Scott) 4

10.9
• 

CG 4.406 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

11 WINDOWS:

•

11.1
 T24• LEED EA 4.1, 4.2, & 

GPR J.2.j

11.2
 T24• 

CE RES 3.5.3

11.3  T24• 

11.4
 T24• 

LEED ID 1.5

11.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.3.A M

11.6
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.4 M

11.7
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.7 M

11.8
 T24•

CE RES 3.6.1.A M

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELOPE:

END OF SECTION -
ENVELOPE

Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

Carefully configure replacement windows so that glazing exposed to the east 
and west can be minimized. No more than 25% of total glazing faces east or 
west.  

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shade reduce the radiant heat build 
up from solar exposure.

Subtotal:

Specify coatings to reduce solar heat gain.  For east- south- 
and west-facing windows, use glazing with  SHGC <0.25.  
For north-facing windows, the SHGC need not be as low. 
Select windows with fiberglass, vinyl or thermally broken 
frames. 

Meet or exceed Energy Star rated for windows.

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.25) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows when fenestration area added is greater than 75 SF.

Protect annular spaces around pipes, electric cables, conduits or other 
openings at exterior walls against the passage of rodents and air leakage by 
closing such openings using a method acceptable to the enforcing agency.

Manufactured windows, including doors, must be tested and certified to leak 
no more than 0.3 cfm per square foot of window area.

Manufactured windows U-factor and SHGC to be rated by NFRC and be listed 
in NFRC's certified product direction (CPD).

Maximum U-factor = 0.32, maximum SHGC = 0.25.

Exterior joints around window frames shall be sealed to avoid air leakage.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

12 MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: •

12.1
• 

GPR D.6 1

12.2
• 

CG A4.405.1 2

12.3
• 

CG A4.405.2 2

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.

Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed.

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE:

END OF SECTION -
STRUCTURE

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(one or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings).

Install floors that do not require addition coverings for finish.

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

13 AIR CONDITIONING:

•

13.1

• 
CG 4.507.2, LEED 
EA 6.1, 6.2,  6.3 & 

GPR J
M

13.2
 T24• CE 150.0(m)11.A 

& LEED EA 5.1

13.3

 T24• 
CE 150.0(m)13.B, 

150.0(o), 
150.1(b)4.B 

13.4
 T24• 

CE 110.2.(a), 
GPR J.2.f 

13.5
• 

13.6
• 

LEED EQ 4 2 #

13.7
•  CG A4.506.1

LEED EQ 7 2 #

14 WATER HEATING:
•

14.1

 T24• 

CE 110.1, 110.3(b 
&

LEED EA 7.3 

14.2
 T24• 

14.3

 T24• 

CE 150.0(n)3, 
150.1(c)8.D

14.4
• 

1 #

14.5

 T24• 

GPR G.1.c, 
AZ (Scott), 

CE 150.0(n)2,
CE 110.3(c)5

Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 15% in 
total or less than 10% on site.

General HVAC equipment verification and correction.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Subtotal:

Tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters use less gas than 
standard storage tank water heaters.

 Water heating equipment shall meet the applicable requirements of the 
Appliance Efficiency Regulations. Consider a solar thermal system to provide 
central domestic hot water heating for each apartment building. Consider a 
solar thermal system for individual apartments that have 2 or more 
bathrooms or 3 or more bedrooms.  Consult with a structural engineering on 
the load capacity of the existing roof structure.

Insulate (R-4) hot water pipes full distance from heater to fixture.  Insulate all 
hot water piping. Consider insulating cold water piping if run in attic or in 
uninsulated exterior walls. 

For a  multi-tenant building, roof-mounted package HVAC 
units are the most common solution, and higher efficiency 
units use less energy. Careful design will take into 
consideration energy efficiency upgrades, and room-by-
room loads therefore a smaller unit may suffice. 

“Right-size” HVAC equipment: Carefully consider the energy efficiency 
measures selected in this Code that will influence the actual heat load on the 
air conditioning system.  The size of the system (measured in “tons”) may be 
reduced by as much as 30% through careful design and upgraded energy 
efficient measures.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors and variable speed air 
handling fan (generally on units with SEER 13 or higher.) Use units with 
efficiency requirements per Part 6 CE Table 110.2-A.

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (minimum of three).  
(SEE CREDIT 18- APPLIANCES).

Adding an economizer cycle to the HVAC unit will allow "night purging" when 
the days are hot, but the night temperature drops below 68 degrees.

Specify filtration of MERV 8 or higher to improve the indoor air quality, cut 
down on allergens and increase comfort. (Minimum MERV 6).

Consider integrating a solar thermal water heating system  with a minimum 
solar savings fraction of 0.50 to supplement an electric-resistance storage or 
instantaneous water heater as the main water heating source if natural gas is 
unavailable and the water heater is located within the building envelope.  
(SEE CREDIT 27- SOLAR - THERMAL).
Design a water heater with a sealed combustion unit.  The water heater draws 
combustion air from the outdoors eliminating any chance of back drafting.

Where the hot water source is more than 10 feet from a fixture, the potable 
water distribution system shall convey hot water using demand controlled 
pumping system method.  The systems could be recirc systems, temperature 
based recirc systems, timer and temperature based recirc systems, or 
demand based non-recirc systems. These four strategies minimize the wait 
time for hot water, but only the demand based non-recirc system uses no 
energy except when hot water is called for.

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

15 EXHAUST FANS:
•

15.1
 T24• CE 150.0(o) &

LEED IEQ 5.1

15.2
•  CG 4.506.1 &

CE RES 4.6.5 M

15.3 •  LEED IED 5.2 1 #

16 POOL PUMP:

•

16.1  T24• CE 150.0(p)1

17 APPLIANCES: •

17.1
•  CG A4.303.3, GPR 

M.1-3 &
 LEED EA 9.1

3 #

17.2 •  GPR H.3.b.i 1 #

17.3 •  GPR H.4.d 1 #

Install local exhaust time/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Use Energy Star fans, exhaust to the outdoors, occupancy 
sensor, and timer.

Verify that the exhaust ventilation system meets Title 24 requirements.

Install exhaust fans that terminate outside the building in every bathroom at 
shared facilities.  (SEE CREDIT 22- INDOOR AIR QUALITY).

Subtotal:

Consider a multispeed pump system for a shared pool facility.

Use Energy Star appliances.
Install Energy Star rated appliances including refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher 
and clothes washer.  (1 point per appliance, 3 points max.)

Install Energy Star ceiling fans and light kits in living areas and bedrooms. 
(minimum of two).
Install Energy Star bathroom fans on timer or humidistat. 

New pool pumps use a variable-speed drive and have 
more sensitive internal controls so the speed. Therefore, 
the energy, more precisely matches the demand.  This 
saves a lot of energy and money. 

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT:

END OF SECTION -
EQUIPMENT
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

18 THERMAL MASS:

•

18.1
 T24• 

IDC

19 DAYLIGHTING:

•

• 

•
#

19.2 •  IDC

19.3
• 

2 #

19.4
• 

IDC 1 #

20 LIGHTING:
•

20.1
 T24• 

CE 150.0-B M

20.2 •  CG A4.203.1.1.3 2 #

20.3
• 

20.4
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.J 2 #

20.5
 T24• 

M

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

All permanently installed building lighting shall be high efficacy.

Bringing daylight into a building can reduce the need for 
lights, which has a direct economic benefit.  However, the 
greater benefit is the uplifting nature that natural light 
brings.  Morale, productivity, even sales are increased in 
spaces illuminated by natural daylight.  Balancing the light 
within a space is also important to reduce glare and “hot 
spots.” Exterior shading devices, light shelves,  orientation 
of windows, skylights and “solar tubes” are all part of the 
design strategies for balanced natural daylighting. The type 
of glazing is important to reduce both solar heat gain and 
UV penetration. 

19.1

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day. However, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  

Llighting fixtures to have high efficacy lighting.  These include compact or 
tubular fluorescent and light emitting diodes (LED).

Use fixtures with greater illumination and lower electrical 
demand to lower the overall electrical load of the 
apartment units.

Use external light shelves to control direct sunlight.  (SEE CREDIT 3- SHADE).

Configure and place windows so daylight enters from two sides in each room. 
(minimum of 2 rooms).

Provide skylights for daylight in interior spaces and to balance light from large 
windows on one wall only on top floor units, public or support facilities.

Subtotal:

Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with an economizer 
cycle and “night purging,” the cool surfaces absorb heat 
and can delay the use of air conditioning.  

Hard surface flooring reduces the cooling load during the summer, but during 
the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

1Interior floor covering to be light in color with min. light reflectance 
value (LRV) of 25%.

IDC

Install smart wiring system for control lighting and telecommunications for 
public or support facilities.

Use occupancy sensors for closets, pantries, bathrooms, etc.

Subtotal:

Design recessed lights so they do not penetrate the thermal barrier.  (SEE 
CREDIT 9-ATTIC).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

21

•

21.1

 T24• 

CE 110.7 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

21.2
•  CG A4.504.1 & 

GPR K.7-8 3 #

21.3

• 
CG 4.504.2-4 & 

GPR F.2 & K.2 - 3 M

• 

M

•

•

21.5

• 

CG 4.504.5 M

21.6

• 

CG 4.504.1 M

• 

•

•

21.8
•  LEED IEQ 8.3 & 

GPR K.9 1 #

21.9
• 

GPR D.5 2 #

21.10 •  LEED IEQ 5.2 2 #Use timer/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Flush apartments continuously for 1 week with windows open after 
renovation is completed.

Joints and openings: Openings in the building envelope separating 
conditioned space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, 
plumbing, electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed in 
compliance with the California Energy Code.

For cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board.

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
shall comply (2 points).

21.7

INDOOR AIR QUALITY:

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  Carpet, 
adhesives, medium density fiberboard (a substitute for 
plywood in cabinets) and paints are sources for harmful off-
gassing.  Select materials that meet the VOC limits of the 
Air Resources Board.  After the interiors are painted and all 
cabinets and carpet are installed, flush out the off-gassed 
air.  Run the economizer cycle on the HVAC unit or the 
whole house fan to continuously replace inside air with 
fresh outside air.

21.4

Resilient flooring systems: Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 50%  
of floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission 
limits defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or certified under the Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
(RFCI) Floor Score program. (3 points max.)

CG 4.504.4 

3100% of the total area of resilient flooring installed shall comply (3 
points).

Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. adhesives, 
resilient flooring, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Document manufacturer's 
product specification and/or perform a field verification of on-site product 
containers.

Mechanical exhaust fans which exhaust directly from bathrooms shall comply 
with the following:  (SEE CREDIT 16- EXHAUST FANS).

CG 4.506.1 M

Composite wood products: Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior of 
the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verification is required.

Reduce pollution entering units from garages.  If unit is attached to a garage, 
install an exhaust fan.

Cover duct openings and protect mechanical equipment during construction. 
At the time of rough installation or during storage on the construction site and 
until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, all duct and other 
related air distribution component openings shall be covered with tape, 
plastic, sheet metal or other methods acceptable to the enforcing agency to 
reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in the system.

Fans shall be ENERGY STAR compliant and be ducted to terminate 
outside the building.

Unless functioning as a component of a whole house ventilation 
system, fans must be controlled by a humidistat which shall be 
readily accessible.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

21
• 

•
2 #

•

3 #

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH

21.1

Install thermal insulation which contains No-Added Formaldehyde 
and is in compliance with the VOC emission limits defined in CHPS 
High Performance Products Database.

Insulate dwelling unit with formaldehyde-free insulation.  Documentation 
must be provided that verifies the materials are certified to meet  the 
pollutant emission limits in this section.

Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS Low emitting Material List.

CG A4.504.3 &
CE RES 3.7.1.B

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH:

Subtotal:

INDOOR AIR QUALITY: (cont.)
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

22
•

• 

•

•

22.2
• 

GPR F.1 1 #

22.3 •  GPR K.5 1 #

22.4
• 

GPR K.6 & L.1 2 #

22.5
• 

1 #

22.6
• 

1 #

• 

•

•

• 

•

•

•

•

•

•

23

•

23.1
• 

CG 4.408 M

23.2

•  CG 4.408.2,
 LEED MR 3.2, & 

GPR A.2
M

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the cool new materials that manufacturers make 
from recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are 
new ones every week.

22.1

Recycled content roof material reduces new resources: (4 points max.).

CG A4.405.3
A min. of 25% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material.  (2 points).

A min. of 50% of roof area uses recycled or recycled content roof 
material.  (4 points).

Check

4

CG A4.405.3

Select countertops manufactured from min. of 20% recycled content 
material.

Subtotal:

22.7

Recycled content:  Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with postconsumer or preconsumer recycled content.  
Documentation to be provided as to the respective values. (4 points max.)

Bamboo or cork (1 point).22.8

Use one or more of the following materials manufactured from rapidly 
renewable sources or agricultural by-products (products typically harvested 
within a 10 year or shorter cycle): (5 points max.)

No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (2 points).

No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project.  (4 points).

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE during DEMOLITION:

Education and site setup are important during 
construction.  If the set up is done well from the beginning, 
everyone else working on the site will follow.  For example, 
provide separate recycle bins during construction for 
recycling of everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans) as well as for construction waste: drywall, glass, 
metals, concrete/plaster.

Construction waste management plan: Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

Use recycled content paint.

Environmentally preferable flooring: Install FSC certified wood, reclaimed or 
refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed concrete or locally 
sourced stone or tile.

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated strand lumber or OSB.

Install insulation with 30% post-consumer recycled content and no added 
formaldehyde. 

4

Insulation (1 point).

#
Engineered wood products (1 point).

Agricultural based products (1 point).

Solid wood products (1 point).

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency. (1 point).

CG A4.405.4 5
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

23

• 

•

•

24
•

24.1 •  1 #

24.2

• 

CG 4.410 M

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE during DEMOLITION: (cont.)

Subtotal:

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN:
When recycling facilities are available, recycling becomes 
second nature.  

Install pull-out kitchen base cabinet with separate recycle/trash bins.

A minimum of 65% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage of total waste weight. (2 points).

A minimum of 75% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage of total waste weight.. (3 points).

23.3

Construction waste reduction:  Enhanced construction waste generated at 
the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.  Documentation shall be provided to 
the enforcing agency which demonstrates compliance. (3 points max.)

CG A4.408.1,
 LEED MR 3.2, & 

GPR A.2

END OF SECTION -
CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS:

Building operation and maintenance manual: At the time of final inspection, a 
manual, compact disc, web-based reference or other media acceptable to the 
enforcing agency which includes all of the following shall be placed in the 
building.

3
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family Remodel

Source Code Points

25
•

25.1

T24•

CE 110.10

25.2
• 

1 #

26
•

26.1

T24•

CE 150.0(n)3, 
150.1(c)8.D

27 FUEL CELL:
•

27.1

• 

8

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

SOLAR - PHOTO VOLTAIC:
Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site 
energy companies.

Fuel cells may be effective for large single-users or in a 
project that has master / sub-metering. However, for typical 
apartment projects, they are not practical. 

Design and install a fuel cell using hydrogen generated by natural gas if the 
demand for hot water justifies the use.  2 points for each 10% of annual 
electrical load (KWh) met by system.  The demand needs to justify the use of 
gas resources to generate electricity. (8 points max.)

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR ON-SITE GENERATION:

SOLAR - THERMAL:
Even though solar thermal water heating is very efficient, 
for very low demand, it may not be practical.

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water or provide space on the roof surface 
(200 SF south-facing), penetrations (stand-offs) through the roof surface, and 
one-inch conduit for future solar installation.  Consult with a structural 
engineer for additional load requirements for the existing roof structure.

Install a solar photovoltaic (PV) system in compliance with California Energy 
Commission New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP).  Consult with a structural 
engineer on the load carrying capacity of the existing roof structure.

Use solar powered lighting for exterior site lighting, attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  At least 50% of the exterior site lighting.

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR MULTI-FAMILY REMODEL:

on
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*MULTIFAMILY REFERS TO APARTMENT BUILDINGS OF 3 STORIES OR LESS

SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

NEW MULTIFAMILY 
	  

	  	  	  	  INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
    - DISCUSS CREDIT AND POINT SELECTION WITH YOUR DESIGN TEAM  
    - COMPLETE THE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
    - COMPLETE  THE CHECKLIST AND SUMMARY FORMS 
    - INCLUDE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATION, SUMMARY AND CHECKLIST FORMS WITH YOUR  
      BUILDING PLAN CHECK SUBMITTAL PACKAGE. 
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Plan Check # Building Permit # Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Green Building Checklist Summary

Multifamily New

City of 

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for New Multifamily with a shared
means of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components, materials, and
equipment must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

BASE REQUIREMENT

•

 T24• 
20

1 SITE EVALUATION:

•

• 

•

•

•

•

1.2
• 

CGA4.104 1 #

1.3
•  CGA4.105.1 

& 4.408.1 M

• 

•

•

•

•
•

• 

•

•

• 

•

•

•

Deconstruction: 50% of the weight of existing buildings on the site are 
deconstructed and recycled at recycled centers and/or reused.  
Documentation is required.

1.5

1.4

Reuse of materials: Materials can be easily reused but must be in compliance 
with T24 requirements.  For example: (1 point each, 4 points max.).

CGA4.105.2 4

Site Preservation:  Prior to beginning the construction activities, all parties 
involved with the development process shall receive a written guideline and 
instruction specifying the green goals of the project.

Light fixtures, appliances, and electrical devices (1 point).

#

Plumbing fixtures (1 point).

Door and trims (1 point).

Masonry (1 point).
Foundation (1 point).

1.6

Two- and three-story buildings are more energy efficient than one-story; they 
have a lower surface to volume ratio; they provide more shade; and they 
increase the yield on land close to public amenities. (9 points max.).

950% of the buildings are two story (3 points) .

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check
As California continues to grow, the state faces ever-
increasing challenges in energy.  One way to ensure our 
future is to improve the energy efficiency of the building 
envelope.

Building designed to be at least 15% above California Building Code Title 24. 
(Automatic base of 20 points and achievement of Level 1 with this credit). FALSE

Help preserve open space and utilize existing 
infrastructure,  promote social interaction and community 
safety, and reuse existing resources instead of creating 
more landfill waste.

1.1

Select a site which complies with at least one of the following characteristics:

CGA4.103.1 
& GPR N1.1 4

An infill site is selected (1 point).

#
A greyfield site is selected (1 point).

An EPA recognized and remediated Brownfield site is selected. (1 
point).

Local agency proposed (1 point).

100% of the buildings are two story (6 points) .

50% of the buildings are three-story (9 points).

Design for Walking & Bicycling: Site has pedestrican access within 1/2 mile of 
community services such as daycare, community center, public park, drug 
store, restaurants, schools, library, farmer's market, after school programs, 
etc. (4 points max.).

GPR N3.1 4
Site has pedestrian access to 5 services listed above. (2 points) .

Site has pedestrian access to 10 services listed above. (4 points).

Subtotal:

si
te
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

2 UNIT DESIGN
•

• 

•

•

•

•

2.2
• 

GPR N5.1 1 #

2.3
• 

GPR N5.2 1 #

2.4 •  GPR N5.1 1 #

3 SOLAR ORIENTATION:
•

3.1
 T24• 

 GPR AA.7.a

3.2
 T24• 

LEED ID 1.5

4 SHADE: •

4.1

 T24• 

CE 150.1(c)4

4.2
 T24• 

GPR AA.7.b

4.3
 T24• 

CE RES 3.5.8.F

• 

•
#

4.5
• 

LEED SS 3.1 1 #

4.6
• 

LEED SS 3.2

3 BED aparments under 1900 SF of total conditioned space.  Add 
1 point for every 70 SF under 1900 SF.  Subtract 1 point for every 
70 SF over 900 SF (Max 10 points).

( - )4 BED aparments under 2600 SF of total conditioned space.  Add 
1 point for every 100 SF under 1900 SF.  Subtract 1 point for every 
100 SF over 900 SF (Max 10 points).

Unit front entrances have views from the inside to outside callers for 50% of 
the units.

Unit front entrances can be seen from the street or from other front doors for 
50% of the units.

The bigger the units the larger the consumption of natural 
resources. Average unit sizes have increased without 
consideration of negative impacts.

2.1

Unit Sizes: Determine the number of bedrooms and the number of units for 
the corresponding points (10 points max):

LEED Home

1 BED aparments under 900 SF of total conditioned space.  Add 1 
point for every 40 SF under 900 SF.  Subtract 1 point for every 40 
SF over 900 SF (Max 10 points).

( + )2 BED aparments under 1400 SF of total conditioned space.  Add 
1 point for every 50 SF under 1400 SF.  Subtract 1 point for every 
50 SF over 900 SF (Max 10 points).

Orient porches to streets and public spaces for 50% of the units.

Subtotal:

Minimize east- and west-facing walls and windows; 
maximize north-facing windows.

Configure buildings to minimize west-facing walls and windows.  The long axis 
should be within 30 deg. of south.

Configure buildings and windows so that no more than 20% of total glazing 
area is facing east or west.   (SEE CREDIT 13- WINDOWS) 

Provide shade for walks, walls and windows.
Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate shading our walls and windows have great value. 
Normally the emphasis is on east, west, and south-facing walls. But in the 
middle of summer even the north-facing walls and windows get sun.

Provide shading with a projection ratio of 0.5 on south facing windows. 
(Overhang projects half the height of the window.)

Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .45 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation

4.4

Trees on the west and east can be evergreen, but consider using deciduous 
trees on the south because during the winter, after dropping their leaves, the 
branches will filter the sun and provide desirable partial passive heating.  
Trees may shade roof surfaces where solar panels may be installed and 
decrease efficiency.  Coordinate location of trees and solar panels.

LEED SS 2 &
 GPR C.5 2

Provide trees to shade the west side of the building.  Minimum of 2 
trees per side.

Provide shade for sidewalks, parking areas and patios.  Minimum 50% of all 
hardscape within 3 years. 

Reduce roof heat island effects for Mid-rise: Install roof with high albedo 
materials on 75% roof area. (SEE CREDIT 10- ROOF)

Subtotal:si
te
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

5 WATER - DRAINAGE:
•

5.1
• 

CG A4.106.3 & 
A4.407.7 M

• 
CG 4.106.2 & 
LEED SS 4.1 M

•
GPR P.A.1.b 1 #

•
1 #

•
1 #

• 

•

•

•

5.4 •  1 #
• 

•

•

• 

•

•

6 WATER - RAIN:
•

6.1

• 

CG A4.407.2 2

6.2 • 

•

•

•

•

6.3 • 

5.2

Develop a plan to manage storm water drainage and implement during 
construction. This requirement does not apply if the project disturbs less than 
one acre of soil and is not part of a larger plan of development which in total 
disturbs one acre or more.

Design "dry creek bed" areas to capture concentrate flow from roof 
run-off and storm water.

Stormwater control (Prescriptive path): Route downspout through 
permeable landscape.

Stormwater control: Perform a soil percolation test and capture and 
treat 85% of total annual runoff.

A drainage system will increase the durability of the 
apartments’s foundation by draining water away from the 
structure.

Develop the site to manage surface water (rain, irrigation, or nuisance water) 
away from buildings.  Consider foundation and landscape drains as part of the 
drainage system.  

5.3

Soil analysis and protection: The soil at the building site are analyzed and 
protected as follows:

CG A4.106.2.3 & 
LEED SS 4.1

Soil analysis is performed by a licensed design professional and 
the findings utilized in the structural design of the building.

2 #

Site access is accomplished by minimizing the amount of cut and 
fill needed to install access roads and driveways.

Underground construction activities are coordinated to utilize the 
same trench, minimize the amount of time the dixturbed soil is 
exposed and the soil is replaced using accpeted compaction 
methods.

Design a site with balanced Cut/Fill. Consult with your engineer.

5.5

Topsoil shall be protected or saved for reuse as specified in this section.

CG A4.106.2.3 & 
LEED SS 4.1 1

Continuous concrete patio full length of house (-2 points).

Subtotal:

Keep storm water on your lot with french drains, cisterns, 
retention basins. Keep water (rain and irrigation) away from 
buildings.

-4

Stockpile displaced topsoil for reuse in a designated area and 
covered or protected from erosion.

#The construction area shall be identified and delineated by fencing 
or flagging to limit construction activity to the construction area.

5.6

Reduce the overall site area devoted to parking and hardscape. (-4 points min, 
0 max).

More than 24' wide driveway (-2 points).

Design building with roof overhangs to shed water away from the walls and 
doors.  Install gutter and downspout systems to route water at least 5 feet 
away from the foundation or connect to landscape drains which discharge to a 
dry well, sump, bioswale, rainwater capture system or other approved on-site 
location.
Exterior doors to the dwelling are covered to prevent water intrusion by one or 
more of the following:

2
An awning at least 4 feet in depth is installed.

The door is protected by a roof overhang at least 4 feet in depth.

The door is recesed at least 4 feet.

Other methods which provide equivalent protection.

CG A4.407.6

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain.  (SEE CREDIT 7- WATER - USAGE).si

te
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

6 WATER - RAIN: (cont.)

6.4
• 

• 

•

•

•

•

•

•

• 

•
2

•

•

6.7
• 

LEED WE 2.1

6.8
• 

CG A4.304.2 2

7  WATER - USAGE:
•

7.1

•  CG A4.106.3, 
Local Zoning & 
LEED SS 2.2-4

M

• 
M

•
1

•

2

•
1 #

7.3
• 

2 #

• 

•

•

Rainwater channeling methods using gutters, scuppers, downspouts and 
grading to direct runoff to landscaped areas. 

7.4

Use turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (4 points 
max). CG A4.106.3.2, 

LEED SS 2.3 & 
GPR C.4

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction.  (SEE CREDIT 7-  WATER - USAGE).

6.5

Flashing details.  Provide flashing details on building plans which comply with 
accepted industry standards or manufacturer's instructions.  Details are 
shown on building plans at all of the following locations:

CG A407.3 3

Around windows and doors.

Roof valleys.

Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall instersections.

Chimneys to roof intersections.

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

7.2

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

CG A4.106.3.4, 
Local Zoning &

LEED WE 2., 
CG A4.304.1 &

A4.304.3

A water budget shall be developed for irrigation which meets and 
does not exceed the local water district's requirements.

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system which minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adoped by 
Jurisdiction.

Min. 80% of exposed paving is light colored (at least 30% light 
reflectance value).

No less than 20% of total on-site hardscape (2 points) OR
4No less than 30% of total on-site hardscape (4 points).

The civil engineer and landscape architect collaborate on the drainage and 
grading to utilize rainwater, generated by at least 65% of the available roof 
area, as part of the irrigation of landscape material.

Subtotal:

Use weather controlled automatic irrigation system 
controllers, use drip irrigation, use water efficient fixtures.

6.6

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers (SEE CREDIT 31- SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAICS).

Use permeable pavers for patios, walkways and driveways/parking to improve 
on-site percolation, reduce glare and heat island effect. Min. 50% of 
hardscape.

CG A4.106.4

410% of landscape area (2 points) .

0% of landscape (4 points).

si
te
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

7  WATER - USAGE: (cont.)
• 

• 2
•

3

• 

•
CG A4.303.1 1

•

CG 4.303.1.3-4 M

•
CG 4.303.1.1 M

•
CG A4.303.3 1

• CG A4.303.4 1
•

6

8 HEAT ISLAND: •

8.1
• 

GPR C.5

8.2 •  IDC 1

8.3
• 

CG A4.106.7

8.4
• 

IDC

8.5
• 

LEED SS 3.2

9 PARKING REQUIREMENTS:
•

• 
LEED SS 7.3.a

•
LEED SS 7.3.b 1 #

• LEED SS 7.3.c 1 #
•

LEED SS 7.3.d 1 #

9.2
• 

LEED SS 7.3.e 1 #

Install kitchen faucets and dishwashers with maximum flow rate at 
sink faucet not greater than 1.5 gpm at 60 psi .
Install high efficiency showerheads (2.0 or less GPM) and faucets 
in all bathrooms. Maximum flow rate of bathroom faucets is not to 
exceed 1.5 gallons per minute at 60 psi, but should not be less 
that 0.8 gallons per minute at 20 psi.
Install toilets with high efficiency (1.3 or less gal/flush) and/or dual 
flush operated (average flush of 1.2 gal or less).

5% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. 

Install Energy Stary dishwashers that use no more than 4.25 
gallons per cycle for a standard dishwasher and 3.5 gallons per 
cycle for compact dishwasher.

Install nonwater supplied urinals or waterless toilets. 

OR Indoor water use shall be reduced by at least 20% by either 
water saving fixtures/flow restrictors or 20% reduction in baseline 
water use. (ONLY use this credit if none of the above are used).

Subtotal:

Hardscape throughout the site increases the heat island 
effect.

7.6

Consider reducing the usage of indoor water by selecting plumbing fixtures 
with flow restrictors or aerators beyond code requirements:

7.5

Graywater recovery: Graywater systems use wastewater from washing 
machine, showers, tubs, and lavatories.

CGA4.305 Install a two-pipe drain system for future system.

Install a complete graywater system with/without filtration/storage 
tank for landscape irrigation and/or toilet flushing.

9.1

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:

Subtotal:

Alternative-fuel refueling stations for 3% of total vehicle capacity.

Size parking to not exceed min zoning req'ts and provide 
infrastructure to facilitate shared vehicle usage. 

Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside.
Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 6- WATER - RAIN.)

Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel). (SEE 
CREDIT 6- WATER - RAIN.)
Reduce roof heat island effects for Mid-rise: Install roof with high albedo 
materials on 75% roof area or install vegetated roof for at least 50% roof area.  
(SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE.)

Subtotal:

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape and patios.  
(SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE.)

Provide preferred stalls for electric or hybrid vehicles. 
Consider on-street and joint-use parking to reduce on-site 
parking.

Provide preferrential parking for low-emitting, fuel efficient vehicles, 
motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, and golf-carts.  Negotiate with planning 
department to include such vehicles in parking count.

Negotiate with the planning department that parking requirements will be 
based upon parking analysis of similar projects in the jurisdiction.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

10 ROOF:
•

10.1  T24• 

10.2
 T24• CG A4.106.5,

 AZ (Scott) & 
GPR P.E.1

10.3
 T24• CE 150.1(c )2, 

CE RES 3.8.1.D &
CE RES 3.8.2.D

M

10.4  T24• CG A4.106.5

10.5
 T24• 

10.6
 T24• 

10.7
• 

IDC 2 #

10.8 •  GPR 2 #

10.9 •  GPR E.2.a 2 #

10.10 •  GPR E.2.b 1 #

10.11 •  GPR 1 #

10.12
• 

CE RES 3.8.1.A-C 2 #

10.13
•  2 #

10.14
• 

10.15
• 

GPR D.7

11 ATTIC:
•

11.1
 T24• 

CE 110.7 &
CE RES 3.6.1 M

11.2  T24• GPR F.1.2

11.3  T24• GPR

11.4
• 

GPR D.6 2 #

12 WALLS:
•

12.1
 T24• 

IDC

12.2
 T24• GPR F.1 & F.2, 

CE RES 3.8.1.G & 
CE RES 3.8.2.C.1

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Use “cool roof” coating or materials; install rigid or spray-
applied foam on roofs. 

Use roof with a high durability/low maintenance material such as concrete, 
slate, clay or fiber cement.

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.
Use non-sawn lumber to frame the roof structure (at least 75%).  Non sawn 
lumber uses less lumber.  (SEE  CREDIT 14- FRAMING CONSIDERATION).

Install rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing.

Install “cool roof” system.

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level.

Consider "cool roof" coating for roofing

In a vented attic design, install continuous ridge vent and eave vents for 
effective thermally-driven ventilation.

Use solar powered attic exhaust fan.  (SEE CREDIT 32- SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAIC)
If metal roof system is being considered, consider the design of metal roof 
with stand-off battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof 
sheathing and metal roofing.

Avoid petroleum-based roof systems.

All roofing has 3-yr subcontractor warranty and 20-yr manufacturer warranty.

Use durable and fire resistamt roofing materials or assembly.

Use rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing. 

Energy heels on roof trusses (75% of attic insulation height at outside edge of 
exterior wall).

Subtotal:

Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls. 
Use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls.  Continuous 
exhaust fans in bathrooms may be necessary.

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values.

Use extended-heel trusses to ensure full depth insualtion at eaves.

Energy heels on roof trusses (75% of attic insulation height at outside edge of 
exterior wall).  (SEE CREDIT 11- ATTIC).

Subtotal:

Maximize insulation in the attic. Add insulation in the attic; 
Ventilate the attic; With evaporative coolers, discharge 
upducts through roof or the exterior.

All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, weather-stripped or 
otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third party blower 
door test to verify building envelope tightness.

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values.  

en
ve
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

12 WALLS: (cont.)

12.3  T24• CE 110.7

12.4
 T24• 

IDC

12.5
 T24• 

12.6  T24• LEED EA 2.1 & 2

12.7
• 

1 #

12.8
•  CG A4.405.1 &

 GPR E.4 2 #

12.9
• 

4 #

12.10 •  GPR D.4 1 #

13

•

13.1
 T24• LEED EA 4.1, 4.2, 

& GPR J.2.j

13.2
 T24• 

13.3  T24• 

13.4
 T24• 

LEED ID 1.5

13.5
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.3.A M

13.6
 T24•

CE RES 3.5.4 M

13.7  T24• CE RES 3.5.7 M

13.8
 T24•

CE RES 3.6.1.A M
• 

•

Manufactured windows, including doors, must be tested and certified to leak 
no more than 0.3 cfm per square foot of window area.

Manufactured windows U-factor and SHGC to be rated by NFRC and be listed 
in NFRC's certified product direction (CPD).

Maximum U-factor = 0.32, maximum SHGC = 0.25.

Exterior joints around window frames shall be sealed to avoid air leakage.

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELPOPE :

END OF SECTION -
ENVELOPE

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shade reduces the radiant heat build 
up from solar exposure.

Use insulated headers on exterior windows and doors.

Subtotal:

GPR H.3.a 2 #
Augment natural ventilation by designing units with thermal 
chimneys or light monitors with operable windows.  

Subtotal:

Meet or exceed Energy Star rated for windows.

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.25) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows.

Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

Configure buildings and windows so that no more than 20% of total glazing 
area is facing east or west.   

13.9

Dwelling unit windows are configured to allow for stack and/or cross 
ventilation to take advantage of seasonal cooling. Cross ventilation paths shall 
not exceed 40ft.

WINDOWS:

Specifiy coatings to reduce solar heat gain.  For east- south- 
and west-facing windows, use glazing with  SHGC <0.25.  
For north-facing windows, the SHGC do not need to be as 
low. Select windows with fiberglass, vinyl or thermally 
broken frames. 

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored plaster, 
fiber-cement siding and panels).

Carefully seal gaps and joints between framing members and sheathing.

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and are most effective at 
reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.

Configure and place windows to limit solar exposure on west and south walls.

Third party inspection of insulation, at least HERS grade II.

The building wall system provides an integral air and water infiltration barrier 
or the house is wrapped with breathable exterior air and water infiltration 
barrier that allows water vapor to escape.
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

14 •

• 
• 2 #
•

3 #

•
1 #

• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

• 

•

•

•

•

14.4 •  LEED MR 1.2 3 #

14.5
• 

GPR D.1 2 #

15 MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: •

15.1
• 

GPR D.6 1 #

• 

•
•

15.3
• 

GPR D.3.1

15.4
• 

CG A4.405.1 2 #

15.5 •  CG A4.405.2 2 #

Use advanced framing technologies for floor and roof framing.

Optimal value engineering: Place rafters and studs at 24 inches on center 
framing, size door and window headers for load, use only jack and cripple 
studs required for load.

Subtotal:

Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.
Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed.

14.3

Material lists are included in the plans which specify material quality and 
provide direction for on-site cuts. 

CG A4.404.4 2
Floor framing.

#
Wall framing.

Ceiling and roof framing.

Structural panels and roof sheathing.

CG A4.404.3 &
GPR D.3.3

Composite floor joist or engineered floor truss framing (Min. of 
75%) of floor area.

Composite roof rafter or premanufactured roof truss framing (Min. 
of 75%) of floor area.

Composite framing for interior framing. (Min. of 75%) of wall area.

Panelized wall framing systems (SIPS, ICF, or similar).

Other methods approved by the enforcing agency.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Design building dimensions and layouts to minimize waste.

FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS: Place Joists, Rafters & Studs @ 24" on center (o.c). It saves 
material.

14.1 CG A4.404.1-3 & 
GPR D1.1

Design stud spacing greater than 16" o.c.

Design home on modular grid such as 24" or 48" to match 
dimensions of standard material.

Design beams and headers and trimmers are the minimum size to 
adequately support the load.

14.2

Use premanufactured building systems to eliminate solid sawn lumber 
whenever possible.  One of the following systems: 

15.2

Reduce cement use:  Products such as fly ash, slag, silica fume and rice hull 
ash used to replace cement in concrete mix design. (2 points max.)

A4.403.2 2
No less than 20% substituted volume of cement. (1 point).
No less than 25% substituted volume of cement. (2 points).

END OF SECTION - STRUCTURE

Use engineered lumber (beams, headers, lumber for floors and rafters; 
oriented strand board for subfloor, walls and roof sheathing) (SEE CREDIT 14-  
FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS).

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(one or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings) .

Install floors that do not require addition coverings for finish.

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE:
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

16 AIR CONDITIONING:
•

16.1

 T24• 

CG 4.507.2, LEED 
EA 6.1, 6.2,  6.3 M

16.2
 T24• CE RES 

150.0(m)11.A & 
LEED EA 5.1

M

16.3

 T24• CE RES 
150.0(m)13.B, 

150.0(o),150.1(b)
4.B & GPR H.5

M

16.4
 T24• 

CE 110.2.(a)

16.5  T24• GPR H.6

16.7
 T24• CE RES 

150.0(m)1,
150.1(c)9

M

16.8

 T24• 

16.9
• 

4 #

16.10
• 

LEED EQ 6.1 1 #

16.11 •  IDC 1 #

16.12 •  1 #

16.13
• 

16.14
• 

16.15
• 

LEED EQ 4 2 #

16.16
•  CG A4.506.1

LEED EQ 7 &
GPR H.6

2 #

16.17
• 

1 #

16.18

• 

CG A4.506.3 1 #

Design the HVAC system to be zoned such that no more than two enclosed 
rooms are controlled by one thermostat (does not include bathroom, kitchens, 
closets, pantries, and laundry rooms).

Perform room-by-room load calculations for different orientations of the 
buildings. (West facing walls will have a higher load than north-facing; first 
floor units will have no heat load from above). 

Use registers that allow directional and volume adjustments to air flow.

Design the furnace as a sealed - combustion unit.  

Configure and place windows to facilitate cross-ventilation.  (SEE CREDIT 13- 
WINDOWS).

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (Min of two).  (SEE CREDIT 
22-  APPLIANCES).

Adding an economizer cycle to the HVAC unit will allow "night purging" when 
the days are hot, but the night temperature drops below 68 degrees.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Careful design will take into consideration energy efficiency 
upgrades, and room-by-room loads therefore a smaller unit 
may suffice. 

“Right-size” HVAC equipment. Carefully consider the energy efficiency 
measures selected in this Code that will influence the actual heat load on the 
air conditioning system.  The size of the system (measured in “tons”) may be 
reduced by as much as 30% through careful design and upgraded energy 
efficient measures.

Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 6% of 
the nominal system air handler airflow and duct sealing.

General HVAC equipment verification and correction.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors and variable speed air 
handling fan (generally on units with SEER 14 or higher). Use units 
withefficiency requirements per Part 6 CE Table 110.2-A.

Design and install a whole-house fan system.

Install ductwork in directly conditioned space or with insulation as specified in 
Part 6 CE Table 150.1-A.  

Provide a central plant for heating and cooling AND/OR a HVAC system that 
utilizes water source heat pumps, ground source heat pumps, indirect 
evaporative cooling or thermal storage (ice or water) AND/OR dwelling units 
are heated and /or cooled by a hydronic/radiant system in ceiling, wall 
AND/OR consider designing building with stackable floors.

Indoor and/or outdoor living area utilizes passive cooling methods, such as a 
cool tower or misting system. 

Water heaters, fireplaces and furnaces are sealed combustion units.  Direct-
vent heating and cooling equipment is utilized if the equipment will be located 
in the conditioned space or isntall the space heating and water heating 
equipment in an isolated mechanical room.

Subtotal:

Specifiy filtration of MERV 8 or higher to improve the indoor air quality, cut 
down on allergens and increase comfort. (MERV 6 MINIMUM).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

17 WATER HEATING:
•

17.1
 T24•

CE 110.1, 110.3(b) 
& LEED EA 7.3

17.2
 T24• 

CE RES M

17.3

 T24• 

CE 150.0(n)3,
150.1(c)8.D

17.4
• 

1 #

17.5

• 
GPR G.1.C, 

CE 150.0(n)2,
CE 110.3(c)5

2 #

18 EXHAUST FANS:
•

18.1
T24•  CE150.0(o), CE 

RES & LEED IEQ 
5.1

M

18.2
• 

CG 4.506.1 M

18.3 T24•  M

19 WHOLE HOUSE FAN:

•

19.1
T24•

CE 150.1(c)12 &
GPR H.6 M

19.2
T24•

CE RES M

19.3
• 

GPR H.9.b 2 #

20 POOL PUMP:

•

20.1 T24• CE 150.0(p)1

Tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters use less gas than 
standard storage tank water heaters.

Water heating equipment shall meet and or exceed the applicable 
requirements of the Appliance Efficiency Regulations.

Consider integrating a solar thermal water heating system with a minimum 
solar savings fraction of 0.50 to supplement an electric-resistance storage or 
instantaneous water heater as the main water heating source if natural gas is 
unavailable and the water heater is located within the building envelope.   
(SEE SOLAR - THERMAL)

Design a water heater with sealed combustion unit.  The water heater draws 
combustion air from the oudoors eliminating any chance of back drafting.

Where the hot water source is more than 10 feet from a fixture, the potable 
water distribution system shall convey hot water using a method designed to 
minimize wait time for hot water to arrive at the fixture such as circulation 
pump system or solar thermal water heating system.

Subtotal:

1" of R-4 insulation for pipes up to 1" diameter and 1.5" of R-4 insulation 
when larger than 1" pipe diameter. Insulate hot water pipes full distance from 
heater to fixture.

Design and install whole building ventilation system according to ASHRAE. The 
system shall operate automatically or continuously with manual override as 
part of energy recovery ventilator.

Use Energy Star fans to exhaust outdoors. Control fans with 
a humidistat, occupancy sensor, and/or timer.

A whole house fan (WHF) must have a total air flow of 2 CFMs per square foot 
of conditioned floor area. Provide homeowner with a one-page operational 
information sheet.

Add exhaust fansthat terminate outside the building are provided in every 
bathroom. (SEE CREDIT 27- INDOOR AIR QUALITY).

Add local exhaust time/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Subtotal:

When the outside temperature is between 55 - 70 degrees 
a whole house fan can draw air through the house at night.  
Called  “night purging,” the flow of air cools the inside of 
the house (especially heavy materials like stone counter 
tops and tile floors).  As the temperature rises during the 
day, the need for air conditioning is delayed.

Verify that the exhaust ventilation system meets Title 24 requirements.

HVAC: Mechanical ventilation system for cooling installed with an economizer 
to use cool air from the ambient to cool the building.

Subtotal:

For common areas such as pools, new pool pumps use a 
variable-speed drive and have more sensitive internal 
controls so the speed, and therefore the energy, more 
precisely matches the demand.  This saves a lot of energy 
(money).

Consider a variable pump system
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

21 APPLIANCES: •

21.1
•  CG A4.210.1, GPR 

M.1 & M.3 &
 LEED EA 9.1

3 #

21.2
• 

GPR H.3.b.i 1 #

21.3 •  GPR H.4.d 1 #

END OF SECTION -
EQUIPMENT

Install Energy Star bathroom fans on timer or humidistat.  

Subtotal:

Use Energy Star appliances.
Install Energy Star rated appliances including refrigerator, freezer, dishwasher 
and clothes washer. (1 point per appliance, 3 points max.)

Install Energy Star ceiling fans and light kits in living areas and bedrooms. 
(one per bedroom and one per living room) (SEE CREDIT 16- AIR 
CONDITIONING).

TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT:
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

22 THERMAL MASS:

•

22.1
 T24• 

IDC

23 THERMAL CHIMNEY:
•

23.1
• 

24 DAYLIGHTING:

•

• 

•
#

24.2 •  IDC

24.3 •  2 #

24.4
 T24• 

CE RES 3.5.9.B

24.5
• 

2 #

25 LIGHTING:
•

25.1
 T24• 

CE RES M

25.2
 T24• CG A4.203.1.1.3 & 

CE RES M

25.3
• 

25.4 •  2 #

25.5  T24• M

Bringing daylight into a building can reduce the need for 
lights, which has a direct economic benefit.  However, the 
greater benefit is the uplifting nature that natural light 
brings.  Morale, productivity, even sales are increased in 
spaces illuminated by natural daylight.  Balancing the light 
within a space is also important to reduce glare and “hot 
spots.” Exterior shading devices, light shelves,  orientation 
of windows, skylights and “solar tubes” are all part of the 
design strategies for balanced natural daylighting. The type 
of glazing is important to reduce both solar heat gain and 
UV penetration. 

Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with an economizer 
cycle and “night purging” the cool surfaces absorb heat 
and can delay the use of air conditioning.  

Hard surface flooring reduces the cooling load during the summer, but during 
the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

Install interior floor covering that is light in color with min. light 
reflectance value (LRV) of 25%.

Use external light shelves to control direct sunlight.  (SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE).

Provide skylights for daylight in interior spaces and to balance light from large 
windows on one wall only.

Configure and place windows so daylight enters from two sides in each room.

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day. However, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  

Use lighting fixtures that have high efficacy lighting.  These include compact or 
tubular fluorescent and light emitting diodes (LED).

All permanently installed building lighting shall be high efficancy.

IDC

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

Because "hot air rises,"  air can move passively - indoors 
and outdoors.

Operable skylights at the peak of the roof or a tower element with operable 
windows will draw hot air up and will facilitate natural ventilation.  (SEE 
CREDIT 13-  WINDOWS).

1

Design a balanced daylighting scheme for the common area and 
administrative facilities.  Include photosensors and dimmable ballasts for 
areas served by windows and skylights. 

Subtotal:

Use fixtures with greater illumination and lower electrical 
demand to lower the overall electrical load of the 
apartment.

24.1

Install smart wiring systemfor controlling lighting and telecommunications.

Use occupancy sensors for closets, pantries, bathrooms, etc.

Subtotal:

Design recesed lights so that they do not penetrate the thermal barrier.  (SEE 
CREDIT 11- ATTIC).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

26 INDOOR AIR QUALITY:

•

26.1

T24•
CE 110.7 &

CE RES 3.6.1 M

26.2
•  CG 4.503.1 &

CE RES 3.8.1.I M

26.3
•  CG A4.504.1 & 

GPR K.7-8 3 #

26.4
• 

CG 4.504.2-4 & 
GPR F.2 & K.2 - 3 M

• 

M

•
M

•
3

26.6

• 

CG 4.504.5 M

26.7

• 

CG A4.504 M

26.8

• 

CG 4.505.2 M

• 

•

•

26.10
• 

LEED IEQ 8.3 1 #

A minimum of 80% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
shall comply.

26.5

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  Carpet, 
adhesives, medium density fiberboard (a substitute for 
plywood in cabinets) and paints are sources for harmful off-
gassing.  Select materials that meet the VOC limits of the 
Air Resources Board.  After the remodeled space  is painted 
and all cabinets and carpet are installed, flush out the off-
gassed air.  Run the economizer cycle on the HVAC unit or 
the whole house fan to continuously replace inside air with 
fresh outside air.

Joints and openings: Openings in the building envelope separating 
conditioned space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, 
plumbing, electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed in 
compliance with the California Energy Code.

Fire place: Any installed gas fireplace shall be a direct-vent sealed-combustion 
type.

For cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board.

Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. adhesives, resilient 
floorping, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Documen with manufacturer's product 
specification and/or field verfication of on-site product containers.

Resilient flooring systems: Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 80% of 
floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission limits 
defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or certified under the Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
(RFCI) FloorScore program. (3 points max.)

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
shall comply (3 points).

Fans shall be ENERGY STAR compliant and be ducted to terminate 
outside the building.

Unless functioning as a component of a whole house ventilation 
system, fans must be controlled by a humidistat which shall be 
readily accessible.

Flush apartments continuously for 1 week with windows open after renovation 
is completed.

M

Bathroom exhaust fans: Mechanical exhaust fans which exhaust directly from 
bathrooms shall comply with the following:  (SEE CREDIT 19- EXHAUST FANS).

CG 4.506.1

CG 4.504.4 

Composite wood products: Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior of 
the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verfication is required.

Cover duct openings and protect mechanical equipment during construction. 
At the time of rough installation or during storage on the construction site and 
until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, all duct and other 
related air distribution component openings shall be covered with tape, 
plastic, sheetmetal or other methods acceptable to the enforcing agency to 
reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in the system.

Concrete slab foundations are required to have a vapor retarder by capillary 
break. A capillary break shall be installed in compliance with a 4-inch (101.6 
mm) thick base of 1/2 inch or larger clean aggregate shall be provided with a 
vapor barrier in direct contact with concrete and a concrete mix design, which 
will address bleeding, shrinkage, and curling, shall be used. For additional 
information, see American Concrete Institute, ACI 302.2R-06 or other designs 
by a licensed design professional.

26.9
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

26

26.11 •  GPR D.9 2 #

26.12
T24• LEED IEQ 5.2 &

CE RES M
• 

•
2 #

•

3 #

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH 

INDOOR AIR QUALITY: (cont.)

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH:

Reduce pollution entering units from garages (garage exhaust fan or detached 
garage).
Use timer/automatic controls for bathroom exhaust fans.

Insulate dwelling with formaldehyde-free insulation.  Documentation must be 
provided that verifies the materials are certified to meet the pollutant 
emission limits in this section.

CG A4.504.3
Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS High Performance Products Database.

Install thermal insulation which contains No-Added Formalehyde 
and is in compliance with the VOC emission limits defined in CHPS 
High Performance Products Database.

Subtotal:

26.13
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

27
•

• 
•

•

• 
•

•

27.3
• 

GPR F.1 1 #

27.4 •  GPR K.2 1 #

27.5
• 

GPR K.6 & L.1 2 #

27.6
• 

GPR P.D.3 3 #

27.7
• 

1 #

27.8
• 

1 #

• 

•

•

• 

•

•

•

•

•

•

Insulation (1 point).

A min. of 25% of roof area uses recyled or recycled content roof 
material. (2 points).

A min. of 50% of roof area uses recyled or recycled content roof 
material. (4 points).

Agricultural based products (1 point).

Solid wood products (1 point).

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency. (1 point).

CG A4.405.4

Select countertops manufactured from min. of 20% recycled content 
material.

Install insulation with 30% post-consumer recycled content and no added 
formaldehyde. 

Use healthy paint.

Environmentally preferable flooring: Install FSC certified wood, reclaimed or 
refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed concrete or locally 
sourced stone or tile.

Innovations: Install FSC certified engineered lumber for headers, I-joists, 
trusses, and rafters.

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated standard lumber or OSB.

27.9

Recycled content: Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with postconsumer or preconsumer recyled content.  
Documentation to be provided as to the respective values. (4 points max.)

No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, 
based on estiamted cost of materials of the project.  (4 points).

527.10

Use one or more of the following materials manufactured from rapidly 
renewable sources or agricultural by-products is used (products typically 
harvested within a 10 year or shorter cycle): (5 points max.)

#

Bamboo or cork (1 point).

Engineered wood products (1 point).

Roadway Base (1 point).

27.2

Recycled content roof material reduces new resources: (4 points max.)

4

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the cool new materials that manufacturers make 
from recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are 
new ones every week.

27.1

Use Recycled Content Aggregate (Min. 25%): (2 points max.)

Walkway and driveway base (1 point).
2

CG A4.405.3 4
No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, 
based on estiamted cost of materials of the project.  (2 points). 

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

28

•

28.1
• 

CG 4.408.1 M

28.2

• 
CG 4.408.2, 

LEED MR 3.2, &
 GPR A.2

M

•  CG 4.408.1,
 LEED MR 3.2, & 

GPR A.2
M

•

•

29
•

29.1 •  GPR M.4 1 #

29.2 •  1 #

29.3

• 

CG 4.410 M

END OF SECTION -
CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS:

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE during DEMOLITION:

Education and site setup are important during construction.  
If the set up is done well from the beginning, everyone else 
working on the site will follow.  For example, provide 
separate recyle bins during construction for recycling of 
everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum cans) as 
well as for construction waste: drywall, glass, metals, 
concrete/plaster.

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

Construction waste management plan: Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN:
When recycling facilities are available, recycling becomes 
second nature. 

Install built-in recycling and/or composting in site design.

Install pull-out kitchen base cabinet with separate recycle/trash bins.

Building operation and maintenance manual: At the time of final inspection, 
a manual, compact disc, web-based reference or other media acceptable to 
the enforcing agency which includes all of the following shall be placed in the 
building.

3

28.3

Construction waste reduction:  Enhanced construction waste generated at 
the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.  Documentation shall be provided to 
the enforcing agency which demostrates compliance.

A minimum of 65% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage of total waste weight. (2 points).

A minimum of 75% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage of total waste weight. (3 points).
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Green Building Checklist: Multi-Family New

Source Code Points

31
•

31.1

T24•

31.2
• 

10

31.3
• 

1 #

32
•

32.1

T24•

CE 150.0(n)3 & 
150.1(c)8.D

33 FUEL CELL:
•

33.1
• 

8

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM 
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

Check

SOLAR - PHOTO VOLTAIC:
Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site 
energy companies.

TOTAL POINTS FOR MULTI-FAMILY NEW:

Provide a min. one-inch conduit from the electrical service equipment for the 
future installation of a (PV) system with a minimum of 15% of total 
unobstructed roof area facing within 30° of south is provided for future solar 
collector or photovoltaic panels. (Also known as solar ready requirement).

Install a solar photovoltaic (PV) system in compliance with California Energy 
Commission New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP).  2 points for each 10% of 
annual electrical load (KWh) met by system. (10 points max.)

Use solar powered lighting for exterior site lighting, attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  At least 50% of the exterior site lighting.

Subtotal:

SOLAR - THERMAL:
Even though solar thermal water heating is very efficient, 
for very low demand, it may not be practical.

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water or provide space on the roof 
surface (200 SF south-facing), penetrations (stand-offs) through the roof 
surface, and one-inch conduit for future solar installation.  Consult with a 
structural engineer for additional load requirements to  the existing roof 
structure.

Fuel cells may be effective for large single-users or in a 
project that has master / sub-metering.  However, for 
typical apartment projects, they are not practical. 

Design and install a fuel cell using hydrogen generated by natural gas if the 
demand for hot water justifies the use.  2 points for each 10% of annual 
electrical load (KWh) met by system. (8 points max.).

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR ON-SITE GENERATION:
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SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

EXISTING 
COMMERCIAL 

REMODEL 
	  

    INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
    - DISCUSS CREDIT AND POINT SELECTION WITH YOUR DESIGN TEAM  
    - COMPLETE THE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
    - COMPLETE  THE CHECKLIST AND SUMMARY FORMS 
    - INCLUDE T-24 ENERGY CALCULATION, SUMMARY AND CHECKLIST FORMS WITH YOUR  
      BUILDING PLAN CHECK SUBMITTAL PACKAGE. 
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Plan Check # Building Permit #      Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for Existing Commercial Remodel
with a shared means of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components,
materials, and equipment must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

Green Building Checklist Summary

Commercial Remodel

City of 
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

M

•

 T24• 

L EA P1, 2 & Cr 1 20

1
•

1.1

 T24• 

CG A5.106.7

1.2

 T24• 

CG A5.106.9

1.3 •  1
• 

•
#

1.5
• 

IDC 2 #

• 

•

•

•

2 •

2.1
• 

2.2
• 

2.3
• 

LEED WE 2.1

2.4 •  2 #

Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate, shading our walls and windows has great value. 
Normally the emphasis is on east, west and south-facing walls. But in the 
middle of summer,f even the north-facing walls and windows get sun.

Awnings and overhangs need to be close to top of windows to effectively 
shade the glass.  A good rule of thumb is to cover half the surface of glass at 
the summer solstice.  (e.g.  A 30” overhang at the header will cover the to 
half of a 4’ tall window; 4’-6” would cover the top half of a 6’8” sliding glass 
door.)
Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .45 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation

f

WATER - RAIN: Keep water (rain and irrigation) away from buildings.

1.4

Trees on the west and east can be evergreen, but consider using deciduous 
trees on the south because during the winter, after dropping their leaves, the 
branches will filter the sun and provide desirable partial passive heating.  
Trees may shade roof surfaces where solar panels may be installed and 
decrease efficiency.  Coordinate location of trees and solar panels.

LEED SS 
CG A5.106.7 

#Use open-grid pavement system.

Use light colored/high -albedo materials.

2

Use trees to shade the west side of the building.  Minimum of 1 
tree per 20 liner feet of building length.  

Use trellises, shade structures to extend the comfort of the building out into 
the harsh environment of the parking lot.  Create moderate-climate in-
between zone as entry to several adjacent uses.  Min. 5% of building area.

1.6

Shade pavement to reduce heat island effect.  Carports do a better job than 
trees.  Trees in larger planting areas can create a visual impact, and  a 
microclimate that is supportive of the trees themselves Trees may also 
improve the shoppers' experience.  Shade 50% of parking with min. of two of 
following requirements: CG A5.106.11 2

When using trees, they must mature within 5 years of occupancy.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

BASE REQUIREMENT

The goal is for California to become more energy efficient 
so much so that by 2020 the state hopes for new projects 
to benefit from net zero energy consumption.  It cannot be 
done all at once but incremental changes such as 
designing buildings 15% above Title 24 NOW is going to get 
us there.

Building designed to be at least 15% above California Building Code Title 24: 
Utilize energy efficiency measures that cumulatively improve the 
performance of the building, reduce the size of the HVAC system and add 
comfort for occupants. (Automatic 20 points and achievement of Level 1 with 
this credit.)

FALSE

SHADE:
Provide shades (roof, walls, windows) with trees, 
overhangs, shutters or awnings.

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain. (SEE CREDIT 3- WATER - USAGE).

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction.  (SEE CREDIT 3-  WATER - USAGE).

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers.  (SEE CREDIT 28- SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAIC).

Do not use petroleum-based pavement material.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

2
• 

•
•

• 

•
•

•

•

2.7

• 

CG 5.407.1 M

2.8

• 

M

• 

• Swales.

•

•

•

•

3

•

3.1
•  CG 5.304.1 

Local Zoning,
 LEED SS

M

• 
M

•

2 #

•
1 #

French drains.

Water retention gardens.

Other water measures which keep surface water away from 
buildings and aid in groundwater recharge.

2.9 CG 5.106.10 MWater collection and disposal systems.

3.2

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

CG 5.304.3 
Local Zoning

LEED WE 

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system which minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

Subtotal:

 WATER - USAGE:

Water needs to be pumped to reach millions of 
destinations.  Electricity powers the pumps.  Reduction of 
water usage equals reduction of water delivery.  Use 
combination of aerators & low flow fixtures.

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by Local 
Jurisdiction.

2.6

Flashing details for new additions: Provide flashing details on building plans 
which comply with accepted industry standards or manufacturer's 
instructions. Install flashings integrated with a drainage plane. Details are 
shown on plans at all of the following locations:

CG 5.407.2.2.2

2.5

Moisture control. Employ moisture control measures by the following 
methods:

CG 5.407.2 &
5.505 MSprinklers: Prevent irrigation spray on structures.

Entries and openings: Design hardscape and landscape to prevent 
water intrusion into buildings.

WATER - RAIN: (cont.)

MAround windows and doors.
Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall intersections.

Weather protection: Provide a weather-resistant exterior wall and foundation 
envelope as required by California Building Code Section 1403.2 (Weather 
Protection) and California Energy Code Section 150, (Mandatory Features 
and Devices), manufacturer’s installation instructions, or local ordinance, 
whichever is more stringent.  Mandatory for remodel areas greater than 
2,000 SF and $500,000 in construction cost.

Additions that disturb soil of less than one acre shall prevent the pollution of 
stormwater runoff from the construction activities through one or more of the 
following measures: Erosion Control of Local Ordinance, Best Management 
Practices, and Good Housekeeping Best Management Practice to manage 
construction equipment, materials, waste, etc.

Grading and Paving: Construction plans shall indicate how site grading or a 
drainage system will manage all surface water flows to keep water from 
entering buildings. Examples of methods to manage surface water include, 
but are not limited to, the following:

si
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

3
• 

•

•

• 

•
1 #

•
1 #

• 1 #
• 

•
M

•

•

•

3.6

• 

CG 5.303.1.1 M

3.7
• 

CG A5.303.5 2

4
•

4.1
• 

4.2
• 

IDC 1 #

4.3
• 

IDC 1 #

4.4
• 

4.5
• 

Dual plumbing:  New added facilities are designed with dual plumbed for 
potable and recycled water systems for toilet flushing when recycled water is 
available as determined by the enforcement authority.

Subtotal:

HEAT ISLAND:
Reduce heat island effect - the more the area surrounding 
the building is heated, the more the building needs to cool 
down during the summer.

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape to reduce heat radiation.  
(SEE CREDIT 1- SHADE).

Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside.

Re-design areas around building entrances to improve the appeal and micro-
climate: add shade from awnings, overhangs, and plant material. 

Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 2- WATER RAIN).

Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel). (SEE 
CREDIT 1- SHADE).

Subtotal:

CG A5.303.2.3
L WE Cr 2 & 3

3.3

Use turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (4 points 
max).

IDC 410% of landscape area (2 points) .

0% of landscape (4 points).

Kitchen faucets and dishwashers with Max flow rate at sink faucet 
not greater than 1.5 gpm at 60 psi.

Dishwashers shall be Energy Star and not use more than 5.8 
gallons per cycle.

Nonwater supplied urinals or waterless toilets are installed.

Consider reducing the usage of indoor water by selecting plumbing fixtures 
with flow restrictors or aerators beyond code requirements.

WATER - USAGE: (cont.)

3.4 CG A5.303.2/3
L WE Cr 2 & 3

3.5

Consider reducing water consumption as a whole house approach.

Additions to existing buildings in excess of 50,000 square feet.  Separate 
submeters shall be installed for each individual leased, rented, or other 
tenant space within the building projected to consume more than 100 
gal/day (380 L/day), including, but not limited to, spaces used for laundry or 
cleaners, restaurant or food service, medical or dental office, laboratory, or 
beauty salon or barber shop.

8
35% savings: A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 35% shall be provided. (6 points) OR

40% savings: A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 40% shall be provided. (8 points)

Indoor water use shall be reduced by at least 20% by either water 
saving fixtures/flow restrictors or 20% reduction in baseline water 
use stated in the California Building Code.

30% savings: A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 30% shall be provided. (4 points) OR
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

5
•

• 

CG 5.106.5.2 M

•

•

• 1 #
•

1 #

5.2

• 

CG A5.106.4.3 1

5.3
• 

6
•

6.1
• 

A5.105.1.1 2

6.2
• 

A5.105.1.2 2

6.3

• 

A5.105.1.3 2

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:

END OF SECTION -
 SITE

Subtotal:

PROTECT EXISTING 
BUILDING:

Save materials and save resources.

Existing building structure: Maintain at least 75% of existing building
structure (including structural floor and roof decking) and envelope (exterior 
skin and framing) based on surface area.

Existing nonstructural elements: Reuse existing interior nonstructural 
elements (interior walls, doors, floor coverings and ceiling systems) in at least 
50% of the area of the completed building (including additions).

Salvage additional items in good condition, such as light fixtures, plumbing 
fixtures and doors as follows. Document the weight or number of the items 
salvaged.  Salvage for reuse on the project items that conform to other 
provisions of Title 24 in an onsite storage area.

PARKING 
REQUIREMENTS:

Subtotal:

212% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. (2 points) 

Alternative-fuel refueling stations for 1% of total vehicle capacity.

Size parking to not exceed min zoning requirements and provide 
infrastructure to facilitate shared vehicle usage. 

Provide preferred bicycle storage for building occupants. For buildings with 
over 10 tenant occupants, provide changing/shower facilities for tenant-
occupants only in accordance with Table A5.106.4.3 of CBC or document 
arrangements with nearby changing/shower facilities.

Provide solar powered lighting for at least 50% of site lighting.  
(SEE SOLAR - PHOTOVOLTAIC)

Provide preferred stalls for electric or hybrid vehicles. 
Consider on-street and joint-use parking to reduce on-site 
parking

5.1

When restriping, provide preferential parking to about 8% for low-emitting, 
fuel efficient vehicles, carpool/van pool vehicles, motorcycles, scooters, 
bicycles, and golf-carts per CG Table 5.106.5.2. Consult with planning 
department to include such vehicles in parking count.

10% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. (1 point) OR

CG A5.106.5/6
L SS Cr 4.3 & 4
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

7
•

7.1
 T24• AEDG Small 

(Chap 3) 30%

7.2

 T24• 
CG A5.106.11.2

L SS Cr 7.2
SCE p. 16 15% 

7.3
 T24• CG A5.106.11.2

SCE p. 16

7.4
• 

IDC 2 #

7.5 •  2 #

7.6 •  IDC 2 #

7.7
• 

7.8
 T24• 

CE 144 M

8

•

8.1
 T24• 

CE 110.7

8.2

 T24• 

AEG Small Office 
Blg (Chap 3) 30%

8.3
 T24• SCE (pg. 16) 

15% T24

8.4
 T24• 

9
•

9.1  T24• IDC

9.2  T24• 

9.3
 T24• 

IDC

9.4
 T24• 

9.5  T24• 

9.6
• 

2 #

Subtotal:

CEILING SPACE:

Insulation is simply a method for slowing the movement of 
heat. Insulating materials work in the same way that goose 
down works-by trapping air in tiny pockets that restrict it 
from moving. Heat transfer that would normally be 
accomplished through natural air movement is slowed 
down because the air can't move as freely.

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level when roof vents are also installed.

When replacing more than 50% of existing roof area, the new roof must meet 
the cool roof requirements. Check code more details and exceptions.

If new windows are replaced or added, limit solar exposure on west and south 
walls.  (SEE CREDIT 1- SHADE).

Use non-sawn lumber to frame new roof structure for new additions (at least 
75%).  Non sawn lumber uses less lumber.  (SEE CREDIT 12- FRAMING 
CONSIDERATION)

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values: Insulate attic and other areas 
with R-38. In ventilated attic spaces install insulation at the ceiling line.  In 
unventilated attic spaces, install insulation between roof framing at the 
underside of roof deck.  When suspended ceilings with removable ceiling tiles 
are used, install insulation at underside of roof deck.

R-10 duct insulation w/ ducts on roof, HERS verified duct leakage for 10,580 
SF, 1 Story, & W//W ratio 37.1%.

R-8 duct insulation w/ ducts in the ceiling space, HERS verified duct leakage 
for 10,580 SF, 1 Story, & W//W ratio 37.1% when ceiling space is part of the 
remodel.

WALLS:
Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls. 
Use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls. 

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values for alterations.

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and is most effective at 
reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.

All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, gasketed, weather-
stripped or otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third 
party blower door test to verify building envelope tightness.

Rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing.  Add insulation on top of roof 
sheathing: rigid or spray-applied foam, when roofing is considered.

Re-roof with Cool Roof:  highly reflective outer surface that reduces the 
amount of heat conducted through the roof: this may reduce size of air 
conditioning; extend roof life, and reduce heat island effect. Check for 
minimum insulation requirements.
Consider "cool roof" coating over existing roofing.

If metal roof system is being considered, the design of metal roof  should 
include stand-off battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof 
sheathing and metal roofing.

Avoid petroleum-based roof system.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

ROOF:
Use “cool roof” coating or materials and save on annual 
electricity bills by reducing summer air conditioning costs.

Third party inspection of insulation installation.

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored 
plaster, fiber-cement siding and panels) for exterior remodels.en
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

9

9.7
• 

CG A5.106.7 2 #

9.8 •  IDC 1 #

9.9 •  1 #

10
•

10.1  T24• CE 110.6

10.2
 T24• 

CE 110.6

10.3
 T24• 

CE 110.6

10.4  T24• 

10.5
• 

10.6
• 

10.7
• 

1 #

10.8
•  1 #

11

•

11.1
•  AEDG Small 

(Chap 3) 30%
1 #

11.2
•  AEDG Small 

(Chap 3) 30%
M

Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shade reduces the radiant heat build 
up from solar exposure.  
Provide insulated headers in new additions.

Wall colors have a light reflectance value of 35% or less for reduced valley 
glare.

Subtotal:

WINDOWS:

According to LEED, specify spectrally selective glazing to 
reduce heat gain, but allow optimal visible transmittance 
(VT) especially for retail display windows. Select windows 
with thermally broken frames.

Meet or Exceed Energy Star rated for windows.

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.31) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows.  

WALLS: (cont.)

Replace existing single-glazed windows with dual-glazed units using spectrally 
selective glass and thermally broken frames. When exceeding 50 sf of new 
window, window minimum performance requirements apply.

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELOPE:

END OF SECTION -
 ENVELOPE

Subtotal:

Provide shade on east-, south, and west-facing windows using overhangs, 
awnings, colonnades, trees, etc. Design projections to shade at least 50% of 
glazing (projection factor of 0.5) for new additions.  (SEE CREDIT 1- SHADE).

Include operable windows for natural ventilation during the nine month 
"season." (SEE CREDIT 19- THERMAL CHIMNEY).

Add window film  to reduce heat gain from solar radiation and provide low 
cost cooling load reduction.  Install film on the inside surface.

Add interior shades to all windows to improve comfort, and reduce solar heat 
gain and glare.  

Subtotal:

SKYLIGHTS:

Skylights can be a great advantage to daylight schemes 
and the overall quality of the indoor environment.  However 
they are thermally transparent.  Integrate skylights into an 
overall daylighting scheme including photosensitive 
sensors & dimmable fixtures.

Balance the placement and size of skylights for optimal indoor light quality, 
but limit the maximum percent of roof area to <6%.

Use skylights with a thermal transmittance value of U-0.58 or less, solar Heat 
Gain Coefficient of 0.25 or less for curb mounted type, and thermal break.

en
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

12
•

• 

• 2 #
•

3 #

•
1 #

• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

• 

•

•
•

•

12.4 •  3 #

12.5 •  CG A5.213.1 1 #

13 •

13.1
• 

CG A5.405.1
L MR Cr 5 1 #

• 

•

•

13.3
• 

IDC 2 #

13.4
• 

CG A5.406 2 #

13.5

• 

CG A5.406.1.1 2

Service life: Select materials for longevity and minimal deterioration under 
conditions of use.  Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with post-consumer or pre-consumer recycled content value (RVC) 
for a minimum of 10% of the total value, based on estimated cost of materials 
on the project. Provide documentation as to the respective values.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

12.2

Use premanufactured building systems to eliminate solid sawn lumber 
whenever possible. One of the following systems: 

Composite floor joist or premanufactured floor truss framing (Min. 
of 75%).

Composite roof rafter or premanufactured roof truss framing (Min. 
of 75%).

Composite framing for interior framing. (Min. of 75%).

Panelized wall framing systems (SIPS, ICF, or similar).

Other methods approved by the enforcing agency.

12.1

For light wood framing additions, dimensions and layouts are designed to 
minimize waste.

CG A5.404.1

FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS:

2

Use advanced framing technologies.

Steel framing: Design for and employ techniques to avoid thermal bridging.

Subtotal:

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.

Structural panels and roof sheathing.

For new additions such as new facades, place Joists, 
Rafters & Studs @ 24" O.C. It saves material.

13.2

Reduce cement use for new additions:  Products such as fly ash, slag, silica 
fume and rice hull ash used to replace cement in concrete mix design (2 
points max.)

Use engineered lumber (beams, headers, lumber for floors and rafters; 
oriented strand board for subfloor, walls and roof sheathing).

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(One or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings). 

CG A5.405.5 No less than 20% substituted volume of cement. (1 point).

No less than 25% substituted volume of cement. (2 point).

12.3

Design stud spacing greater than 16" o.c.

Design building on modular grid such as 24" or 48" to match 
dimensions of standard material.

Design Beams and headers and trimmers are the minimum size to 
adequately support the load.

2

Material lists are included in the plans which specify material quality and 
provide direction for on-site cuts. 

Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed. (10% of material cost min.)

Floor framing.

#
Wall framing.
Ceiling and roof framing.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

13
• 

•

•

13.7
• 

CG A5.405.3 2

• 

•

•

4

4CG A5.405.2

The RCV shall not be less than 10% of the total material cost of the 
project.  (2 points) OR

The RCV shall not be less than 15% of the total material cost of the 
project. (4 points).

CG A5.405.4

Bio-based material: Select bio-based building materials and products made 
from solid wood, engineered wood, bamboo, wool, cotton, cork, straw, natural 
fibers, products made from crops (soy-based, corn-based) and other bio-
based materials with at least 50% bio-based content. 

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: (cont.)

Reused materials: Use salvaged, refurbished, refinished, or reused materials 
for a minimum of 5% of the total value, based on estimated cost of materials 
on the project. Provide documentation as to the respective values.

Subtotal:

13.6

13.8

Certified wood: Certified wood is an important component of green 
building strategies and the California Building Standards 
Commission will continue to develop a standard through the next 
code cycle. (2 points).

Rapidly renewable materials: Use materials made from plants 
harvested within a ten-year cycle for at least 2.5% of total 
materials value, based on estimated cost. (2 points).

Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin materials with a total 
(combined) recycled content value (RCV) of:

END OF SECTION -
STRUCTURE

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE:
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

14

•

14.1

• 

L IEQ P1 & Cr 7.1 M

14.2
 T24• 

CE 140.4(l)

14.3

 T24• 

CE 110.2.(a)

14.4
 T24• 

14.5
 T24• 

CG 5.506.1
L EA Cr 4

14.6
 T24• 

IDC

14.7
• 

2 #

14.8
• 

2 #

14.9
• 

CG 5.504.5.3 M

14.10
• 

CG 5.504.5.3
LEED EA  2 #

14.11 •  1 #

14.12 •  1 #

14.13
• 

1 #

14.14
 T24• 

CE 120.2

15
•

15.1
 T24• CE 110.1, 110.3(b, 

LEED EA 7.3 

15.2  T24• 

15.3
 T24• Consider integrating a solar thermal water heating system when the demand 

for hot water is equivalent.  (SEE CREDIT 30- SOLAR - THERMAL)

Reduce outside air intake with demand controlled ventilation (DCV) which 
matches outside air intake to the number of people in a space.  

Water heating equipment shall meet the applicable requirements of the 
Appliance Efficiency Regulations.

Carefully design the HVAC system and take into account all the energy 
efficiency and sustainable design strategies used throughout the building 
(e.g. "cool roof", higher insulation values, better-performing windows, 
daylighting, thermal mass, shade on walls and windows, reduction of heat 
island surrounding the building, etc.).
Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 6% of 
the total fan flow. This indicates if ducts are properly sealed.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors and variable speed air 
handling fan (generally on units with SEER 16 or higher). Use units with 
efficiency requirements per Part 6 CE Table 110.2-A. Check code for 
minimum requirements related to sizes and types.

Depending on the demand for hot water, solar water 
heating or tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters may be 
appropriate.

Insulate (R-4) hot water pipes full distance from heater to fixture.

Subtotal:

WATER HEATING:

Depending on the scale of HVAC improvements, thermostat, DVC, ventilation 
dampers, economizers, and zone controls may be required.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Salvage components of system if effectively reusable. 

If re-using ducts, seal ends to protect form construction dust. Prior to re-start, 
clean and seal ducts to reduce leakage.

AIR CONDITIONING:

For a business owner in a multi-tenant building, roof-
mounted package HVAC units are the most common 
solution; higher efficiency units use less energy. Careful 
design will take into consideration energy efficiency 
measures used throughout the design, and will identify 
zones within the building so the air distribution is 
balanced. An economizer cycle can greatly reduce off-hour 
heat build-up.

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (Min of 3 per 1500 SF of 
commercial space).  For high bay areas, consider high volume and low speed 
(HVLS) fans.

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly occupied areas 
of the building with air filtration media for outside and return air prior to 
occupancy that provides at least a MERV of 8.

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly occupied areas 
of the building with air filtration media for outside and return air prior to 
occupancy that provides at least a MERV of 11.

Install ductwork within the conditioned envelope of building, or in an under 
floor crawl space, with an R-6 or higher insulation value or buried in the 
ceiling insulation.  

Install an energy management system with humidity and temperature 
sensors, and demand controlled ventilation (DCV) that matches outside air 
intake to the number of people in a space. 

Design HVAC system with economizer cycle. Depending on the system size, 
economizers may be required.
Configure window functions to facilitate cross-ventilation for open floor plan 
layout.  (SEE CREDIT 10- WINDOWS)
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

16 •

16.1
 T24• 

CE 120.1 M

17
•

17.1
• 

17.2
• 

IDC

17.3
• 

CG 5.504.3

17.4
• 

17.5
 T24• 

CE 140

END OF SECTION -
EQUIPMENT

TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT:

Perform duct leakage testing prior to installation of ceiling.  (SEE CREDIT 8- 
CEILING SPACE)

Seal ducts during construction to prevent dust from entering system.  
(SEE CREDIT 24- AIR QUALITY CONTROL)

Depending on the scope of work for HVAC mechanical unit and duct 
improvement, performance forms such as tests, acceptance and installation 
certificates may be required.

Flush building after construction to improve indoor air quality.  
(SEE CREDIT 24- AIR QUALITY CONTROL)

Place ducts below roof insulation or insulate with a minimum R-6.  (SEE 
CREDIT 7- ROOF)

EXHAUST FANS:
Use Energy Star fans to exhaust outdoors. Control fans 
using a humidistat, occupancy sensor, and/or timer.

Install Energy Star bathroom fans on timer or occupancy for individual toilet 
rooms.  Use a central exhaust fan system when more than 6 individual toilet 
rooms.

Subtotal:

DUCTS:
Duct leakage and heat transfer the length of ducts greatly 
reduces the HVAC efficiency.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

18

•

18.1
• 

2 #

19
•

19.1

• 

IDC 2 #

19.2
• 

IDC 2 #

20

•

• 

•
1 #

•
1 #

•
1 #

• 1 #

20.2
• 

CG A5.507.3
L IEQ CR 8.2 2 #

20.3

• 

CG A5.507.3
L IEQ CR 8.1 2 #

20.4
• 

IDC 2 #

20.5
• 

AZ (Scott) 5.43 1 #

20.6
• 

CE 130 M

20.7  T24• CE 110.6

In areas larger than 100 sf, automatic daylighting controls may be required 
for lighting control.
Select higher efficiency values for skylights than the minimum required by 
code.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

THERMAL MASS:

Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with whole building 
fan, these materials can reduce the use of air conditioning 
if used with night structure cooling.  However, they are also 
cool during the winter.

In the valley climate, hard surface flooring reduces the cooling load during the 
summer, but during the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

Subtotal:

THERMAL CHIMNEY:
Because "hot air rises," the building can move air passively 
- indoors and outdoors.

Add operable skylights at existing high bays, peak of the roof or a tower 
element with operable windows.  This will allow the hot air to escape if proper 
air intakes are provided at windows below.  This will facilitate natural 
ventilation. 
Add small exhaust fans at the peak of the existing roof or a tower element to 
assist this thermal effect.  Simple differential temperature controls can 
perform the sequence automatically. 

Subtotal:

DAYLIGHTING:

Daylighting reduces energy usage in two ways: it reduces 
daytime need for artificial light, and reduces heat gain 
from light fixtures.  However, windows and skylights must 
be also be thermally efficient to limit solar heat gain. 
Daylight schemes must moderate direct sunlight, balance 
light distribution to reduce glare, and be integrated with 
artificial lighting controls. Occupant-controlled solar control 
(blinds, adjustable louvers, etc.) are important 
components. 

20.1

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day. However, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  Provide day lit spaces as 
required for top lighting and side lighting.  When designing the modifications 
for your building, consider one of the following (min.):

CG A5.507.2
L IEQ CR 8.1

Use of light shelves and reflective room surfaces to maximize 
daylight penetrating the rooms.

Views: Achieve direct line of sight to the outdoor environment via vision 
glazing between 2'6" and 7'6" above finish floor for building occupants in 90% 
of all regularly occupied areas.

Interior office spaces: Entire areas of interior office spaces may be included 
in the calculation if at least 75% of each area has a direct line of sight to 
perimeter vision glazing. For multi-occupant spaces, include in the calculation 
the square footage with direct line of sight to perimeter vision glazing for 
views.

Interior surface reflectivity is an essential part of daylighting.  Use 80% 
reflectance for ceilings and 70% for walls.

Locate all work stations occupied for critical visual tasks within 25 feet of 
windows.

Means to eliminate glare and direct sun light with skylights 20' 
from windows.  

Use of photo sensors to turn off electric lighting when daylight is 
sufficient.
Do not use diffuse day lighting glazing where views are desired.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

20
20.8

 T24• 
CE 130.1

21
•

21.1
 T24• 

21.2
 T24• 

21.3
 T24• 

21.4
 T24• 

CE 130.1

21.5
 T24• 

21.6 •  Program lighting for "cleaning crew" separate from normal operations. IDC 1 #
• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

21.8
• 

CG A5.507.1.2 2 #

• 

•

•

• 

•

3 #

•
3 #

 T24• 

•

•

Multi-level automatic daylighting controls may be required based on size of 
the space and power of general lighting.

DAYLIGHTING: (cont.)

EFFICIENT FIXTURES
& CONTROLS:

Lighting efficiency has several components: the fixtures, 
the controls and interior surfaces.

Maximum interior lighting wattage does not exceed minimum requirements of 
watts per sq. ft. as stated in the California Building Code. 

Use highly efficient fluorescent fixtures with programmable electronic 
ballasts. Check with Code for minimum requirements.
Use LED fixtures where the highest efficacy are required. Check with Code for 
minimum requirements.

Subtotal:

Multi-occupant spaces: Provide lighting and thermal comfort system controls 
for all shared multi-occupant spaces.

21.9

Light Pollution Reduction: Design interior and exterior lighting such that zero 
direct -beam illumination leaves the building site.  Meet or exceed exterior 
light levels and uniforminity ratios for lighting zones using the following 
strategies: L SS Cr 8

Local Ordinances M
Shield all exterior luminaries or use cutoff luminaries.

Contain interior lighting within each source.

Use occupancy sensors, photo-sensitive sensors and programmable lighting 
controls when adding, replacing, or altering lighting within a 100 sf minimum 
area with a connected lighting load exceeding 0.5 W per sf.
Specifically zone areas adjacent to windows and skylights for photosensitive 
controls. Check with Code for minimum requirements.

21.7

Lighting and thermal comfort controls. Provide controls in the workplace for 
single-occupant spaces.

CG A5.507.1.1
IEQ Cr 6.1 & 2

Provide individual task lighting and/or daylighting controls for at 
least 90% of the building occupants.

Provide individual thermal comfort controls for at least 50% of the 
building occupants.

21.11

Demand response: HVAC systems with Direct Digital Control Systems and 
centralized lighting systems shall include preprogrammed demand response 
strategies.

CE 120.2(h) &
 130.1(e)

HVAC: The preprogrammed demand response strategies should be 
capable of reducing the peak HVAC demand by cooling 
temperature to set point adjustment.

 Lighting: The preprogrammed demand response strategies should 
be capable of reducing the total lighting load by a minimum 30% 
through dimming control or bi-level switching.

21.10

Energy monitoring: Provide submetering or equivalent combinations of sensor 
measurements and thermodynamic calculations, if appropriate, to record 
energy use data for each major energy system in the building.

CG A5.204.2
Data storage: The data management system must be capable of 
electronically storing energy data and creating user reports 
showing hourly, daily, monthly and annual energy consumption for 
each major energy system.
Data access: Hourly energy use data shall be accessible through a 
central data management system and must be available daily.

Subtotal:pa
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

22
•

• 
2

•

•

•

23
•

23.1

• 

CG 5.506.1 M

23.2

• 

CG A5.407.1

23.3

• 

M

23.4
• 

23.5

• 
CG 5.506.2

CG 5.714.7.3
L IEQ Cr 1 & 2

M

• 

•23.6
CG 5.504.1.3  & 

5.504.3 M

Carbon dioxide (CO2) monitoring: For buildings equipped with demand control 
ventilation, CO2 sensors and ventilation controls shall be specified and 
installed in accordance with the requirements of the latest edition of the 
California Energy Code, CCR, Title 24, Part 6, Section 121(c).

1Ice makers shall be air cooled.

Food steamers shall be connectionless or boilerless.

Subtotal:

APPLIANCES:
Use Energy Star appliances: Energy Star appliances save 
energy, save money, and help reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases and air pollutants at the source.

22.1

Install Energy Star rated appliances including range, refrigerator, and/or 
dishwasher for office buildings.

CG A5.303.3
Clothes washers shall have a maximum Water Factor (WF) that will 
reduce the use of water for buildings like laundry rooms.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
& COMFORT:

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  These 
chemicals adversely affect the indoor air quality.

Outside air deliver:. For mechanically or naturally ventilated spaces in 
buildings, meet the minimum requirements of the California Energy Code, 
CCR, Title 24, Part 6 and Chapter 4 of CCR, Title 8 or the applicable local 
code, whichever is more stringent. Mandatory for remodel areas greater than 
2,000 SF and $500,000 in construction cost.

For new additions, concrete slab foundations are required to have a vapor 
retarder shall be installed in compliance with a 4-inch (101.6 mm) thick base 
of 1/2 inch or larger clean aggregate shall be provided with a vapor barrier in 
direct contact with concrete and a concrete mix design, which will address 
bleeding, shrinkage, and curling, shall be used. For additional information, 
see American Concrete Institute, ACI 302.2R-06 or other designs by a 
licensed design professional.  (SEE CREDIT 2- WATER - RAIN)

For new additions, openings in the building envelope separating conditioned 
space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, plumbing, 
electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed in 
compliance with the California Energy Code.

Prevent irrigation heads from spraying building walls - another source of mold 
in walls.  (SEE CREDIT 2- WATER - RAIN)

Cover duct openings and protect mechanical equipment during construction. 
At the time of rough installation or during storage on the construction site and 
until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, all duct and other 
related air distribution component openings shall be covered with tape, 
plastic, sheet metal or other methods acceptable to the enforcing agency to 
reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in the system.

Temporary ventilation: The permanent HVAC system shall only be 
used during construction if necessary to condition the building 
within the required temperature range for material and equipment 
installation. If the HVAC system is used during construction, use 
return air filters with a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) 
of 8, based on ASHRAE 52.2 1999, or an average efficiency of 
30% based on ASHRAE 52.1 1992. Replace all filters immediately 
prior to occupancy.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

23
•

CG 5.504.1.3  & 
5.504.3 M

•

1

• 

•

•

23.8
• 

CG 5.504.7
L IEQ P2 M

23.9
•  CG A5.504.1

L IEQ Cr 3.1 & 2 3 #

23.10
• 

CG A5.504.2
LEED IEQ 1 #

• 

•

2 #

•
2 #

23.12
• 

CG A5.508.1.3 3 #

• 

•

•

23.14

• 

CG 5.504.4.5
IEQ Cr 4.4 M

23.15

• 
CG 5.504.4

IEQ Cr 4.1 & 2 M

23.11

23.6
cont.

23.7 M

In rooms where activities produce hazardous fumes or chemicals, 
exhaust them and isolate them from their adjacent rooms.

23.13

Install HVAC, refrigeration and fire suppression equipment that do 
not contain HFCs or that do not contain HFCs with a global 
warming potential greater than 150, OR

Composite wood products: Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior of 
the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verification is required.
Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. Adhesives, 
resilient flooring, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Documentation which includes 
manufacturer's product specification and field verification of on-site product 
containers.

Hydro chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment 
that does not contain HCFCs.

Ozone depletion and global warming reductions. Installations of HVAC, 
refrigeration and fire suppression equipment shall comply with the following:

CG 5.508.1

Install fire suppression equipment that does not contain Halons.

Upgrade Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide 
regularly occupied areas of the building with air filtration media for 
outside and return air that provides at least a Minimum Efficiency 
Reporting Value (MERV) of 11. MERV 11 filters shall be installed 
prior to occupancy, and recommendations for maintenance with 
filters of the same value shall be included in the operation and 
maintenance manual. (1 point)

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly 
occupied areas of the building with air filtration media for outside 
and return air that provides at least a Minimum Efficiency 
Reporting Value (MERV) of 8. MERV 8 filters shall be installed prior 
to occupancy, and recommendations for maintenance with filters 
of the same value shall be included in the operation and 
maintenance manual. 

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
& COMFORT: (cont.)

#3

Prohibit smoking in the building, and restrict areas for smoking within 25 ft of 
entries, outdoor air intakes, & operable windows. Mandatory for remodel 
areas greater than 2000 SF and $500,000 in construction cost.

Develop and implement an indoor air quality management plan for the pre-
occupancy phase of the building and temporary ventilation during 
construction.
After construction ends and prior to occupancy, conduct a two-week building 
flush out with new efficiency reporting value (MERV) 13 filtration media at 
100% outside air. Replace filters after flushout.

Hazardous particulates and chemical pollutants: Minimize and control 
pollutant entry into buildings and cross-contamination of regularly occupied 
areas. 

CG A5.504.5
IEQ Cr 5

Install permanent entryway systems measuring at min. six feet in 
the main direction of travel to capture dirt and particulates at 
entryways directly connected to the outdoors on site renovation

Hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs):

CG A5.508.1.4
L EA P3 & Cr 4

Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment that limit the use of HFC 
refrigerant through the use of a secondary heat transfer fluid with 
a global warming potential no greater than 1.

Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment that does not contain 
CFCs.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

23
• 

M

•
2

23.17
• 

IDC 2 #

23.18
• 

CG 5.504.4.5 M

23.19
• 

2 #

23.20

• 

CG A5.504.4.9 2 #

• 

•
2 #

• 3 #

23.22
• 

CG 5.507.4 M

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH:

23.21

Insulate formaldehyde-free insulation.  Documentation must be provided that 
verifies the materials are certified to meet this the pollutant emission limits in 
this section.

23.16

Resilient flooring systems. Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 80% of 
floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission 
limits defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or certified under the Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
(RFCI) Floor Score program.  (2 points max.)

CG 5.504.4.6
IEQ Cr 4.3

Consider exposed concrete or tile flooring to eliminate off-gassing and dust 
mites (assoc. with carpet).  Concrete also provides a great "heat sink" for 
thermal mass calculations. 

Cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board.

Use materials throughout 50% of building which require no application of 
finish materials (stains, paints).

Acoustical ceilings and wall panels: Comply with Chapter 8 in Title 24, Part 2 
and with the VOC-emission limits defined in the 2009 CHPS criteria and listed 
on its High Performance Products Database.  Documentation shall be 
provided verifying that acoustical finish materials meet the pollutant emission 
limits.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY & COMFORT: (cont.)

Subtotal:

CG A5.504.4.8Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS High Performance Products Database. 

Install thermal insulation which contains No-Added Formaldehyde.

Acoustical control: Employ building assemblies and components with STC 
values per CG 5.507.4.

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
shall comply. (2 points)
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

24
•

• 
• #

24.2
• 

CG A5.405.3

24.3 •  1 #

24.4
•  CG A5.405.2.1

MR Cr 7 2 #

24.5
• 

MR Cr 7 3 #

24.6
• 

1 #

24.7
• 

1 #

• 

•

•

• 

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

25

•

25.1
• 

CG 5.408.1 M

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

24.8

Recycled content: Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with postconsumer or preconsumer recycled content.  
Documentation to be provided as to the respective values. (4 points max.)

CG A5.405.4
L Mr Cr 4

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the cool new materials that manufacturers make 
from recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are 
new ones every week.

24.1
Use Recycled Content Aggregate (Min. 25%).

A5.405.5 1
Walkway base if new sidewalks are placed.

4

No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project. (4 points)

24.9

Use one or more of the following materials manufactured from rapidly 
renewable sources or agricultural by-products is used (products typically 
harvested within a 10 year or shorter cycle) at least 2.5% of total material 
value, based on estimated cost.

CG A5.405.2.2
L MR Cr 6

Insulation.

Bamboo or cork.

Engineered wood products.

Agricultural based products.

Solid wood products.

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency.

Subtotal:

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE:

Education and site setup are important during 
construction.  If the set up is done well from the beginning, 
everyone working on the site will follow.  For example, 
provide separate recycle bins during construction for 
recycling of everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans) but also for construction waste: drywall, glass, 
metals, concrete/plaster.

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

Reused materials. Use salvaged, refurbished, refinished or reused materials 
for at least 5% of the total value, based on estimated cost of materials on the 
project.  (SEE CREDIT 13- MATERIAL EFFICIENCY).

Use recycled content paint.

Environmentally preferable flooring: FSC certified wood, reclaimed or 
refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed concrete or locally 
sourced stone or tile.
Innovations: Structural frame and building envelope, use FSC certified 
engineered lumber for headers, I-joists, trusses, and rafters.

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated strand lumber or OSB.

Select countertops manufactured from min. of 20% recycled content 
material.

No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project. (2 points)
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

25

25.2

• 
CG 5.408.1
 L MR Cr 2 M

25.3
• 

CG 5.408.3 M

• 

•
#

26

•

26.1
• 

CG 5.410.1
L MR P1 M

27
•

• 

•

•

•

•

27.2
• 

L EA Cr 5 2 #

27.3
T24•

M
Depending on the type of work, certificate of compliance will be required to 
be completed by the HERS rater, general contractor, or design consultant. 
This is to ensure proper installation of big investments.

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION WASTE: (cont.)

Subtotal:

END OF SECTION - CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS:

Excavated soil and land clearing debris: 100 % of trees, stumps, rocks and 
associated vegetation and soils resulting primarily from land clearing shall be 
reused or recycled for new additions.

25.4

M

2

27.1

It takes less energy to process recycled materials than to 
process virgin materials. For example, it takes a lot less 
energy to recycle paper than to create new paper from 
trees. The energy from transporting virgin materials from 
the source is also saved. 

Testing and adjusting: Testing and adjusting of systems shall be required for 
remodeled buildings less than 10,000 SF.

Construction waste management plan: Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

CG 5.713.10.4
L EA Cr 3

Provide on-going accountability of building energy performance and 
maintenance after remodel.

Systems: Develop a written plan of procedures for testing and 
adjusting systems. Systems to be included for testing and 
adjusting shall include, as applicable to the project, the systems 
listed in Section 5.410.3.2 of the 2010 California Building Code.

Procedures: Perform testing and adjusting procedures in 
accordance with industry best practices and applicable national 
standards on each system.

Reporting: After completion of testing, adjusting and balancing, 
provide a final report of testing signed by the individual 
responsible for performing these services.

Operation and maintenance manual: Provide the building owner 
with detailed operating and maintenance instructions and copies 
of guaranties/warranties for each system prior to final inspection.

Deconstruction: Maintain min. of 75% of existing building structure and reuse 
existing nonstructural elements in at least 50% of  the area of completed 
building including additions. CG A5.105.1 

L MR Cr 2A minimum of 85% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage.

Subtotal

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN:

Recycling by occupants: Provide readily accessible areas that serve the entire 
building and are identified for the depositing, storage and collection of 
nonhazardous materials for recycling.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND 
OPERATION:

Building maintenance is often disregarded, resulting in 
terrible air quality or unsafe areas within the place of work. 
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial Remodel

Source Code Points

28
•

• 

•

28.2
• 

1 #

29
•

29.1

 T24• 

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO REMODEL COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Subtotal:

SOLAR - 
PHOTO VOLTAIC:

Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site energy 
companies.

28.1

Use on-site renewable energy for at least 1% of the electric power calculated 
as the product of the building service voltage and the amperage specified by 
the electrical service over current protection device rating calculated in 
accordance with the 2013 California Electrical Code or 1KW, whichever is 
greater, in addition to the electrical demand required to meet 1%  of  natural 
gas and propane use calculated in accordance with the 2013 California 
Plumbing Code.

CG A5.211.1
L EA Cr 2 3 #

Calculate renewable on-site system to meet the requirements. 
Factor in net-metering, if offered by local utility, on an annual 
basis.

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS:

TOTAL POINTS FOR COMMERCIAL REMODEL:

Use solar powered lighting for exterior site lighting, attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  At least 50% of the exterior site lighting.

SOLAR - THERMAL:
Even though solar thermal water heating is very efficient, for 
very low demand, it may not be practical

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water.  Consult with a structural engineer 
for additional load requirements to  the existing roof structure and consult 
with a plumbing engineer if the demand justifies the supply of heated water 
through the thermal system.
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SUMMARY  
AND  

CHECKLIST  
FOR  

NEW COMMERCIAL 
	  

	  	  	  	  INSTRUCTIONS:	  
	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  DISCUSS	  CREDIT	  AND	  POINT	  SELECTION	  WITH	  YOUR	  DESIGN	  TEAM	  	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  COMPLETE	  THE	  T-‐24	  ENERGY	  CALCULATIONS	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  COMPLETE	  	  THE	  CHECKLIST	  AND	  SUMMARY	  FORMS	  
	  	  	  	  -‐	  INCLUDE	  T-‐24	  ENERGY	  CALCULATION,	  SUMMARY	  AND	  CHECKLIST	  FORMS	  WITH	  YOUR	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  BUILDING	  PLAN	  CHECK	  SUBMITTAL	  PACKAGE.	  
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Plan Check # Building Permit #     Total Points

Project Owner's Name - 

Project Address - 

Architect/Designer Name - 

T24 Consultant - 

Builder Name - 

Points

Total Points

Envelope
Structure
Equipment
Passive Energy - Comfort & Health
Conservation of Material
On-site Generation

Site

Use this worksheet to qualify projects under the Green Building Program for New Commercial buildings
with a shared means of egress (as governed by the California Building Code). All system components,
materials, and equipment must be designed & installed per code and manufacturer's instructions.

LEVEL 1
20 POINTS

LEVEL 2
40 POINTS

LEVEL 3
60 POINTS

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

Exceed Title 24, Part 6, 
California Energy Code by 

15% = 20 points

base requirement plus 20 additional points with 
sustainable credit selections

plus 40 additional points with
sustainable credit selections

Summary of Rating Categories
Base Requirement

 Green Building Checklist Summary

Commercial New

City of 
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points
•

 T24• 

L EA P1, 2 & Cr 1 20

1
•

• 

•

•

1.2
• 

2 #

1.3
• 

CG 5.408 M

• 

•

•

•
•
•

• 

•

•

1.6
•  CG 5.106.4

L SS Cr 4.2 M

1.7
• 

IDC 1 #

1.8
• 

IDC 1 #

1.9
• 

IDC 4 #

1.10

• 

IDC 4 #

Site Preservation:  Prior to beginning the construction activities, all parties 
involved with the development process shall receive a written guideline and 
instruction specifying the green goals of the project.

Deconstruction: 50% of the weight of Existing Buildings on the site are 
deconstructed and recycled at recycled centers.  Documentation is required.  
(SEE CREDIT 30-  RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION).

1.4

Reuse of materials: Materials can be easily reused but must be in compliance 
with T24 requirements such as:

Site has pedestrian access to 5 services listed above (2 points) 

Site has pedestrian access to 10 services listed above. (4 points)

Plumbing fixtures.

Door and trims.
Masonry.
Foundation.

1.5

Design for Walking & Bicycling: Site has pedestrian access within 1/2 mile of 
community services such as daycare, community center, public park, drug 
store, restaurants, schools, library, after school programs, etc. (4 points max.)

CG A5.103.1
L SS Cr 2

CG A5.105.1
L MR Cr 3 4

Light fixtures, appliances, and electrical devices.

#

4

Infill site  (1 point).
#Local agency proposed (1 point).

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

BASE REQUIREMENT

California has set a goal that by 2020, new projects will 
have net zero energy consumption.  It cannot be done all at 
once but incremental changes such as designing buildings 
15% above Title 24 NOW is going to get us there.

Building designed to be at least 15% above Title 24 Part 6 of the California 
Energy Code: Utilize energy efficiency measures that cumulatively improve 
the performance of the building, reduce the size of the HVAC system and add 
comfort for occupants. (Automatic base  of 20 points and achievement of 
Level 1 with this credit.)

FALSE

SITE EVALUATION:
Select sites within already developed areas and avoid 
development on inappropriate sites.  Make connections 
with adjacent developed sites.

1.1

Select a site which complies with at least one of the following characteristics: 
(2 points max.)

CG A5.103.2
L SS Cr 1-3 2

Provide Bicycle parking (1 per 10 occupants) per 2013 California Building 
Code. Provide changing rooms.

Begin site design by optimizing connections with existing and future 
surrounding uses. Min. of 2 connections.

Configure and place buildings so as to create shaded and pleasant outdoor 
places.  Min. of 1 place per 2000 SF.

Seek reciprocal easements to connect parking areas of similar adjacent uses 
to pool parking and facilitate circulation.  (1 point per connection, 4 points 
max.)
Organize site and cluster buildings to facilitate connections between different 
uses on same site;  seek to eliminate pattern of driving from one use to 
another within the same development.  (1 point per connection, 4 points 
max.)

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

2

•

2.1
• 

2 #

2.2
•  CG A5.104.1.1

SS Cr 5.2 2 #

2.3
• 

1 #

2.4
•  CG A5.304.6

SS Cr 5.1

2.5
• 

CG A5.304.7 1 #

3 •

3.1
 T24• 

4
•

4.1

 T24• 

CG A5.106.7

4.2

 T24• 

CE 150.1(c)4

4.3
 T24• 

• 

•
#

4.5
• 

IDC 2 #

• 

•

•

•

Shade pavement to reduce heat island effect.  Carports do a better job than 
trees.  Use trees in larger planting areas to create a visual impact, create a 
microclimate that is supportive of the trees themselves, and may also 
improve the shoppers' experience.  Shade 50% of parking with min. of two of 
following requirements: CG A5.106.11 2

When using trees, they must mature within 5 years of occupancy.

#Use open-grid pavement system.

Use light colored/high-albedo materials

Subtotal:

On previously developed or graded sites, restore or protect at least 50% of 
the site area with native and/or noninvasive vegetation.

Subtotal:

SOLAR ORIENTATION:
Protect east-, south- and west-facing windows from the 
sun; see also “Windows."

Configure building layout to minimize west-facing walls and windows.  The 
long axis should be within 30 deg. of south.

Use trees to shade the west side of the building.  Minimum of 1 
tree per 20 liner feet of building length.  

Use several strategies to provide appropriate shade for windows during the 
summer. In our climate, shading our walls and windows has great value. 
Normally the emphasis is on east, west and south-facing walls. However, in 
the middle of the summer, even the north facing walls and windows get sun.

Reduce development footprint to exceed the zoning open space requirement 
for the site by 25%.

Protect/preserve in place natural features within development footprint 
(boulders, vegetation).

Restore all areas disturbed during construction by planting with local native 
and/or noninvasive vegetation.  (SEE CREDIT 7- WATER - USAGE)

SHADE:
Provide shades with trees, overhangs, shutters or awnings.

PROTECT EXISTING SITE

When dirt is moved in or out of site, large equipment such 
as trucks are necessary. This creates additional pollution. 
Limit disturbance to within 20ft of building footprint, 5ft 
beyond curbs and walkways, and use 50% of site for 
impervious surfaces with native vegetation.

Rehabilitate sites where development is complicated by real or perceived 
environmental contamination, reducing pressure on undeveloped land. 

Awnings and overhangs need to be close to top of windows to effectively 
shade the glass.  A good rule of thumb is to cover half the surface of glass at 
the summer solstice.  (e.g.  A 30” overhang at the header will cover the to half 
of a 4’ tall window; 4’-6” would cover the top half of a 6’8” sliding glass door.)

Install window screens with a shading coefficient of .45 or lower to reduce 
heat radiation.

4.4

Trees on the west and east can be evergreen, but consider using deciduous 
trees on the south because during the winter, after dropping their leaves, the 
branches will filter the sun and provide desirable partial passive heating.  
Trees may shade roof surfaces where solar panels may be installed and 
decrease efficiency.  Coordinate location of trees and solar panels.

LEED SS 
CG A5.106.7 2

Use trellises, shade structures to extend the comfort of the building out into 
the harsh environment of the parking lot.  Create moderate-climate in-
between zone as entry to several adjacent uses.  Min. 5% of building area.

4.6
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

5
•

5.1
• 

CG 5.106.10 
LEED SS 6.1 M

• 

•

•

•

•

6
•

• 

•

•

6.2
• 

6.3
• 

6.4
• 

LEED WE 2.1

6.5
• 

IDC 2 #

6.6 •  2 #
• 

•
2 #

•

•

• 

•

•

No less than 30% of total on-site hardscape (4 points).

6.8

Employ moisture control measures by the following methods;

CG 5.407.2
& 5.505 M

Sprinklers: Prevent irrigation spray on structures.

Entries and openings. Design exterior entries and openings to 
prevent water intrusion into buildings.

Do not use petroleum-based pavement material.

6.7

Use permeable pavers for patios, walkways and driveways/parking.

CG A5.106.11

Min. 50% of exposed paving is light colored (at least 30% light 
reflectance value) (2 points).

No less than 20% of total on-site hardscape (2 points) OR
4

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to adjust function 
due to rain. (SEE CREDIT 7-  WATER - USAGE)

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by 
Jurisdiction.  (SEE CREDIT 7- WATER - USAGE)

Use deep irrigation and solar power controllers.  (SEE CREDIT 33 SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAIC)

Use "dry stream bed" retention basins within parking areas to capture storm 
water.

Keep storm water on your lot with french drains, cisterns, 
retention basins. Keep water (rain and irrigation) away 
from buildings.

6.1

Develop the site to manage surface water (rain, irrigation, or nuisance water) 
away from buildings.  Reduce peak runoff. Employ the following methods or 
other best management practices to allow rainwater to soak into the ground, 
evaporate into the air or collect in storage receptacles for irrigation or other 
beneficial uses. Strategies include, but are not limited to:

CG 5.106.10
A5.106.3

LEED SS 6.2 M

Permeable and porous paving;

Vegetative swales and filter strips; tree preservation; 

WATER - DRAINAGE:
Good drainage benefits your landscape immensely and 
solves many common water issues that are caused by 
flooding, excessive rainfall, poor drainage and soil erosion.

Grading and paving: The site shall be planned and developed to keep surface 
water away from buildings. Construction plans shall indicate how site grading 
or a drainage system will manage all surface water flows.

Coordinate underground construction activities to utilize the same 
trench, minimize the amount of time the disturbed soil is exposed 
and the soil is replaced using accepted compaction methods.

Subtotal:

WATER - RAIN:

5.2

Soil analysis and protection: The soil at the building site are analyzed and 
protected as follows:

CG A5.106.2
LEED SS P1

& SS 6 2

Soil analysis is performed by a licensed design professional and 
the findings utilized in the structural design of the building.

#

Develop a plan to manage storm water drainage and implement 
during construction.

Minimize the amount of cut and fill needed to install access roads 
and driveways.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

6

6.9

• 

CG 5.407.1 M

• 

•

•

•

•

•

7
•

7.2
• 

CG 5.304.2 M

7.3
•  CG A5.304.5/8

L WE Cr 1 4 #

7.4
•  CG 5.304.1 

Local Zoning, 
LEED SS

M

• 
M

•
M

•

2 #

•
1 #

7.6
• 

2 #

• 

•

•

WATER - RAIN: (cont.)

Direct runoff to landscaped areas by using rainwater channeling methods 
such as gutters, scuppers, and downspout.

7.7

Use turf ONLY where it is actively used, and strictly limit the area. (4 points 
max.)

IDC 410% of landscape area. (2 points) .

0% of landscape. (4 points).

Adhere to landscape material (drought-tolerant) guidelines adopted by Local 
Jurisdiction.

7.5

Adhere to (San Gabriel Valley and Local Water Efficiency Water Ordinance) 
landscape irrigation guidelines.  

CG 5.304.3 
Local Zoning

LEED WE 

A water budget shall be developed for irrigation which meets and 
does not exceed water district requirements.

Install a low-water consumption irrigation system which minimizes 
the use of spray-type heads.  For example, use non-sprinkler or 
drip, zoned irrigation system with multiple valves to accommodate 
specific water needs to different types of plants. 

Use weather-based automatic irrigation controllers/timers to save 
water usage when raining.

For new water service, install separate meters or submeters for indoor and 
outdoor potable water use for landscaped areas between 1,000 square feet 
and 5,000 square feet.

Limit or eliminate use of potable water by 50% for landscape irrigation.  For 
example, graywater systems use wastewater from washing machines.

 WATER - USAGE:

Water needs to be pumped to reach millions of 
destinations, which requires electricity. Reduction of water 
usage equals reduction of water delivery.  Use a 
combination of aerators & low flow fixtures.

7.1 CG 5.303.1 M

•  Meters: Separate meters shall be installed for buildings in excess of 50,000 
square feet. Separate submeters shall be installed for each individual leased, 
rented or other tenant space within the building projected to consume more 
than 100 gal/day, including, but not limited to, spaces used for laundry or 
cleaners, restaurant or food service, medical or dental office, laboratory or 
beauty salon or barber shop.

Roof valleys (when roof have slopes).

Deck connections to the structure.

Roof to wall intersections.

Drip caps above windows and doors with architectural projections.

Subtotal:

Provide a weather-resistant exterior wall and foundation envelope as required 
by California Building Code Section 1403.2 and California Energy Code 
Section 150, manufacturer’s installation instructions or local ordinance, 
whichever is more stringent.

6.10

Provide flashing details on building plans which comply with accepted 
industry standards or manufacturer's instructions.  Install flashings integrated 
with a drainage plane. Details are shown on plans at all of the following 
locations:

CG 5.407.2.2.2 M
Around windows and doors.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

7
• 

•

•

7.9
• 

CG A5.303.5 2

• 

•
1 #

•
1 #

• 1 #
• 

•

M

•

•

•

8
•

8.1
• 

8.2
• 

IDC 1 #

8.3
• 

8.4
• 

Dual plumbing:  New buildings and facilities shall be dual plumbed for 
potable and recycled water systems for toilet flushing when recycled water is 
available as determined by the enforcement authority.

 WATER - USAGE: (cont.)

7.10

Consider a whole house approach to reducing water consumption.

7.11

CG A5.303.2/3
L WE Cr 2 & 3

CG A5.303.2.3
L WE Cr 2 & 3

Use alternative paving (pavers, decomposed granite, etc.) that have less 
thermal mass than concrete.  (SEE CREDIT 6- WATER RAIN)

Reduce glare (sunlight reflecting off the ground surface) by using drought-
tolerant ground cover or material that scatters the sunlight (gravel). (SEE 
CREDIT 4- SHADE)

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

HEAT ISLAND:
Reduce heat island effect and rain runoff with pavers. 
Reduce overall paving areas.

Use shade trees and trellises to shade hardscape to reduce heat radiation.  
(SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE)

Separate hardscape from the building to reduce heat transfer from outside to 
inside.

Kitchen faucets and dishwashers with Max flow rate at sink faucet 
not greater than 1.5 gpm at 60 psi.

Dishwashers shall be Energy Star and not use more than 5.8 
gallons per cycle.

Nonwater supplied urinals or waterless toilets are installed.

Indoor water use shall be reduced by at least 20% by either water 
saving fixtures/flow restrictors or 20% reduction in baseline water 
use stated in the California Building Code.

30% savings. A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 30% shall be provided. (2 points) OR

8
35% savings. A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 35%  shall be provided. (4 points) OR

40%  savings. A schedule of plumbing fixtures and fixture fittings 
that will reduce the overall use of potable water within the building 
by 40%  shall be provided. (8 points).

Wastewater reductio: Each building shall reduce the generation of wastewater 
by one of the following methods: (2 points max)

Consider reducing the usage of indoor water by selecting plumbing fixtures 
with flow restrictors or aerators beyond code requirements.

The installation of water-conserving fixtures (1 point).

Utilizing nonpotable water systems (1 point).

7.8 L WE P 1 2 FALSE
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

9
•

• 
CG 5.106.5.2 M

•

•

• 1 #
•

1 #

9.2
• 

IDC 1 #

9.3

• 
CG A5.106.6 
L SS Cr 4.4 2 #

9.4
• 

CG 5.106.4 M

9.5
• 

9.6

• 

CG A5.106.5.3 2

TOTAL POINTS FOR SITE:

Electric vehicle charging: Provide facilities meeting Section 406.9 (Electric 
Vehicle) of the California Building Code. For each space required in Table 
A5.106.5.3.1 of CBC, provide panel capacity and dedicated conduit for one 
208/240 amp circuit terminating within 5 feet of the midline of each parking 
space

CG 5.105.5,
A5.106.5, 
A5.106.4,
A5.106.6 

L SS Cr 4.3 & 4

Consult with the planning department to request that parking requirements  
be based upon parking analysis of similar projects in the jurisdiction and thus 
reduce parking total count.

Do not exceed Zoning Ordinance parking standards.  Seek cooperative 
parking arrangements between adjacent uses to reduce overall parking 
requirements, thus overall hardscape. This can reduce heat island effect and 
stormwater run off. 

PARKING 
REQUIREMENTS:

Provide preferred stalls for electric or hybrid vehicles. 
Consider on-street and joint-use parking to reduce on-site 
parking

Provide preferred bicycle storage for building occupants.  
(SEE CREDIT 1- SITE EVALUATION)

Provide solar powered lighting for at least 50% of site lighting.  
(SEE CREDIT 33-  SOLAR - PHOTOVOLTAIC)

Subtotal:

9.1

Provide preferential parking for low-emitting, fuel efficient vehicles, 
motorcycles and scooters, bicycles and golf-carts (1 per 10 spaces). Consult 
with planning department to include such vehicles in parking count.

10% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. (1 point) OR

212% of total capacity is preferred parking spots for low-emitting 
vehicles. (2 points)

Alternative-fuel refueling stations for 1% of total vehicle capacity.

Size parking to not exceed min zoning requirements and provide 
infrastructure to facilitate shared vehicle usage. 

END OF SECTION - 
SITE
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

10
•

10.1
 T24• AEDG Small Office 

Blg (Chap 3) 30%

10.2

 T24• 
CG A5.106.11.2

L SS Cr 7.2
SCE p. 16  

10.3
• 

IDC 2 #

10.4 •  2 #

10.5
• 

2 #

10.6 •  IDC 2 #

10.7
• 

11

•

11.1
 T24• 

CE 110.7

11.2

 T24• 

AEG Small Office 
Blg (Chap 3) 30%

11.3
 T24• SCE (pg. 16) 

15% T24

11.4
 T24• 

IDC

12
•

12.1  T24• IDC

12.2  T24• 

12.3
 T24• 

IDC

12.4
 T24• 

12.5  T24• IDC

12.6  T24• CE 110.7 M

12.7
•  AEDG Small Office 

Blg (Chap 3) 30% 1 #

Subtotal:

Exceed Code-mandated insulation values.

Third party inspection of insulation installation.

Carefully seal gaps and joints between framing members and sheathing

In CMU walls (large mass) place insulation on exterior side to gain benefit of 
thermal mass to modulate temperature swings during day. 

If metal roof system is being considered, consider the design of metal roof 
with stand-off battens to allow free flow thermally-driven air between roof 
sheathing and metal roofing.

Avoid petroleum-based roof system.

Use roof with a high durability / low maintenance material such as concrete, 
slate, clay or fiber cement.

Install a radiant barrier at the roof level.

Use non-sawn lumber to frame the roof structure (at least 75%).  Non-sawn 
lumber uses less lumber.  (SEE CREDIT 15-  FRAMING CONSIDERATION).

R-10 duct insulation w/ ducts on roof, HERS verified duct leakage for 10,580 
SF, 1 Story, & W//W ratio 37.1%

R-8 duct insulation w/ ducts in the ceiling space, HERS verified duct leakage 
for 10,580 SF, 1 Story, & W//W ratio 37.1%

WALLS:
Maximize wall insulation – outside and/or within the walls; 
use durable materials outside like plaster and/or fiber 
cement board.  

Use blown-in spray foam wall insulation to create air-tight walls. 

Exterior insulation systems prevent thermal bridging and is most effective at 
reducing heat flow into the conditioned space.

Configure and place windows to limit solar exposure on west and south walls.  
(SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE)

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Exceed code minimum attic insulation values:  Insulate attic and other areas 
with R-38. In ventilated attic spaces install insulation at the ceiling line.  In 
unventilated attic spaces install insulation between roof framing at the 
underside of roof deck.  When suspended ceilings with removable ceiling 
tiles are used, install insulation at underside of roof deck.

CEILING SPACE:

Insulation is simply a method for slowing the movement of 
heat. Insulating materials work in the same way that goose 
down works-by trapping air in tiny pockets that restrict it 
from moving. Heat transfer that would normally be 
accomplished through natural air movement is slowed 
down because the air can't move as freely.

All potential sources of air leakage shall be caulked, gasketed, weather-
stripped or otherwise sealed to limit infiltration and exfiltration. Perform third 
party blower door test to verify building envelope tightness.

ROOF:
Use “cool roof” coating or materials and save on annual 
electricity bills by reducing summer air conditioning costs.

Consider placing rigid insulation on top of roof sheathing as part of building 
insulation.

Install a “cool roof” system, which is a highly reflective outer surface that 
reduces the amount of heat conducted through the roof. This may reduce the 
size of the air conditioning, extend roof life, and reduce heat island effect. 
Check for minimum installation requirements.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

12

12.8
• 

2 #

12.9
• 

CG A5.106.7 2 #

12.10 •  IDC 1 #

12.11 •  1 #

13
•

13.1  T24•  

13.2
 T24• 

CE 140

13.3  T24• 

13.4
• 

13.5

• 

13.6
• 

14

•

14.1
•  AEDG Small Office 

Blg (Chap 3) 30% 1 #

14.2
• 

AEDG Small Office 
Blg (Chap 3) 30% 1 #

TOTAL POINTS FOR ENVELOPE: 

END OF SECTION - 
ENVELOPE

Balance the placement and size of skylights for optimal indoor light quality, 
but limit the maximum percent of roof area to <6%.

Use skylights with a thermal transmittance U value less than 0.58, solar Heat 
Gain Coefficient of less than 0.25, and thermal break for glass curb mounted 
skylight.

Subtotal:

Use argon gas-filled insulated glass units.

Provide shade on east-, south, and west-facing windows using overhangs, 
awnings, colonnades, trees, etc. Design projections to shade at least 50% of 
glazing (projection factor of 0.5).  (SEE CREDIT 4- SHADE)

Carefully configure, place and size windows to optimize daylighting.  Because 
windows are thermally transparent, carefully balance the window-to-wall 
ratio. Consider 40% the maximum allowed per code.  (SEE CREDIT 25- 
DAYLIGHTING)

Include operable windows for natural ventilation during the nine month 
"season."  (SEE CREDIT 24- THERMAL CHIMNEY)

SKYLIGHTS:

Skylights can be a great advantage to daylight schemes 
and the overall quality of the indoor environment.  However 
they are thermally transparent.  Integrate skylights into an 
overall daylighting scheme including photosensitive 
sensors & dimmable fixtures.

Use spectrally selective glazing (SHGC of <0.25) on east-, south- and west-
facing windows.  Use north-facing windows with SHGC < 0.46.

WINDOWS:

Install spectrally-selective glazing to reduce heat gain, but 
allow optimal visible transmittance (VT) especially for retail 
display windows. Select windows with thermally broken 
frames.

Meet or exceed Energy Star rated for windows.

WALLS: (cont.)

Use durable and pre-finished exterior finish material (integrally colored 
plaster, fiber-cement siding and panels).

Consider a “second-skin” wall system that shades west and south-facing 
walls.  “Living walls”, louvers and simple shade reduces the radiant heat 
build up from solar exposure. 

Provide insulated headers.

Wall colors have a light reflectance value of 35% or less for reduced glare.

Subtotal:
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

15
•

• 

• 2 #
•

3 #

•
1 #

• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

• 

•

•

•

•

15.4 •  3 #
15.5 •  CG A5.213.1 1 #

16 •

16.1
• 

CG A5.405.1
L MR Cr 5 1 #

• 

•

•

16.3
• 

IDC 2 #

16.4
• 

CG A5.406 2 #

16.5

• 

CG A5.406.1.1 2

Use advanced framing technologies.

Steel framing. Design for and employ techniques to avoid thermal bridging.

Subtotal:

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY:

Use building materials that do not require additional resources for finishing 
(One or more of exterior trim, windows, siding or exterior wall coverings).

Consider using panelized or already assembled systems.

Use engineered lumber (Beams, headers, lumber for floors and rafters; 
oriented strand board for subfloor, walls and roof sheathing).

15.3

Material lists are included in the plans which specify material quality and 
provide direction for on-site cuts. 

2
#

Structural panels and roof sheathing.

Floor framing.

Wall framing.

Ceiling and roof framing.

Design stud spacing greater than 16" o.c.

Design building on modular grid such as 24" or 48" to match 
dimensions of standard material.

Design Beams and headers and trimmers are the minimum size to 
adequately support the load.

15.2

Use premanufactured building systems to eliminate solid sawn lumber 
whenever possible.  One of the following systems: 

Other methods approved by the enforcing agency.

FRAMING CONSIDERATIONS:
Place Joists, Rafters & Studs @ 24" O.C. It saves material.

15.1

For light wood framing buildings, dimensions and layouts are designed to 
minimize waste.

CG A5.404.1

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Select exterior finishes derived from regional sources within 500 miles of job 
site.  This includes stone or culture stone veneers that are regionally quarried 
or processed. (10% of material cost min.)

2

Composite floor joist or premanufactured floor truss framing
 (Min. of 75%).

Composite roof rafter or premanufactured roof truss framing
 (Min. of 75%).

Composite framing for interior framing (Min. of 75%).

Panelized wall framing systems (SIPS, ICF, or similar).

No less than 25% substituted volume of cement. (2 points)

No less than 20% substituted volume of cement. (1 point) 16.2

Use products such as fly ash, slag, silica fume and rice hull ash used to 
replace cement in concrete mix design (2 points max.)

CG A5.405.5 

Service life: Select materials for longevity and minimal deterioration under 
conditions of use.  Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with post-consumer or pre-consumer recycled content value (RVC) 
for a minimum of 10% of the total value, based on estimated cost of 
materials on the project. Provide documentation as to the respective values.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

16
• 

•

•

16.7
• 

CG A5.405.3 2

• 

•

•

END OF SECTION - 
STRUCTURE

MATERIAL EFFICIENCY: (cont.)
Select bio-based building materials and products made from solid wood, 
engineered wood, bamboo, wool, cotton, cork, straw, natural fibers, products 
made from crops (soy-based, corn-based) and other bio-based materials with 
at least 50% bio-based content.

Certified wood is an important component of green building 
strategies and the California Building Standards Commission will 
continue to develop a standard through the next code cycle. (2 
points).

16.8

Subtotal:

TOTAL POINTS FOR STRUCTURE: 

The RCV shall not be less than 15% of the total material cost of 
the project. (2 points).

CG A5.405.4 4

Use salvaged, refurbished, refinished, or reused materials for a minimum of 
5% of the total value, based on estimated cost of materials on the project. 
Provide documentation as to the respective values.

Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin materials with a total 
(combined) recycled content value (RCV) of:

The RCV shall not be less than 10% of the total material cost of the 
project. (2 points).

Use materials made from plants harvested within a ten-year cycle 
for at least 2.5% of total materials value, based on estimated cost. 
(2 points).

16.6 4CG  A5.405.2
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

17

•

17.1

• 

L IEQ P1
& Cr 7.1 M

17.2
 T24• 

CE 140.4

17.3

 T24• 

17.4
 T24• 

17.5
 T24• 

CG 5.506.1
L EA Cr 4

17.6
 T24• 

IDC

17.7
• 

2 #

17.8
• 

2 #

17.9
• 

CG 5.504.5.3 M

17.10
• 

CG 5.504.5.3
LEED EA  2 #

17.11
 T24• 

CE 120.1 M

17.12
 T24• 

CE 120.2 M

18
•

18.1
 T24 • 

LEED EA 7.3

18.2 T24 • 

18.3
• 

Demand control ventilation is required when HVAC system has an economizer
and serves a high density space. This is to move stagnant air and natural
ventilation.
Thermostats are required with occupant controlled smart thermostat (OCST)
with setback capacity.

Commercial users with high hot water demands (restaurants, medical clinics, 
laundromat, etc.) may also consider fuel cell systems  that generate electricity 
and can provide heat for hot water.  (SEE CREDIT 35- FUEL CELL)

Subtotal:

WATER HEATING:

Depending upon the demand for hot water, solar water 
heating, tankless (on-demand) gas water heaters, and even 
fuel cells may be appropriate.

With a storage water heater, the energy factor (EF) for a gas-fired storage 
water heater is higher than 0.60 and the energy factor (EF) for a gas-fired 
tankless water heater is .80 or higher.

Insulate (R-4) hot water pipes full distance from heater to fixture.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly occupied areas 
of the building with air filtration media for outside and return air prior to 
occupancy that provides at least a MERV of 11.

AIR CONDITIONING:

For a business owner in a multi-tenant building, roof-
mounted package HVAC units are the most common 
solution; higher efficiency units use less energy. Careful 
design will take into consideration energy efficiency 
measures used throughout the design, and will identify 
zones within the building so the air distribution is 
balanced. An economizer cycle can greatly reduce off-hour 
heat build-up.

Carefully design the HVAC system, taking into account all the energy 
efficiency and sustainable design strategies used throughout the building 
(e.g. "cool roof", higher insulation values, better-performing windows, 
daylighting, thermal mass, shade on walls and windows, reduction of heat 
island surrounding the building, etc.)
Perform duct leakage testing to verify a total leakage rate of less than 6% of 
the total fan flow. This indicates if the ducts are properly sealed.

Use condensing units with two-stage compressors and variable speed air 
handling fan (generally on units with SEER 16 or higher.) Use units with a 
minimum of EER 11.5. Check code for minimum requirements related to 
sizes and types.
Install ductwork within the conditioned envelope of building, in an under floor 
crawl space, with an R-6 or higher insulation value or buried in the ceiling 
insulation.  
Install an energy management system with humidity and temperature 
sensors, and demand controlled ventilation (DCV) which matches outside air 
intake to the number of people in a space. 

Design HVAC system with economizer cycle. Depending on the system size, 
economizers may be required by code.
Configure and place windows to facilitate cross-ventilation for open floor plan 
layout.  (SEE CREDIT 13-  WINDOWS)

Install multi-speed Energy Star rated ceiling fans (Min of 3 per 1500 SF of 
commercial space).  For high bay areas, consider high volume and low speed 
(HVLS) fans.

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly occupied areas 
of the building with air filtration media for outside and return air prior to 
occupancy that provides at least a MERV of 8.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

19
•

19.1

• 

CG A5.212.1 3 #

20
•

20.1
 T24• 

CE 120.1 M

21
•

21.1
• 

21.2
• 

IDC

21.3
• 

CG 5.504.3

21.4
• 

21.5
 T24• 

CE 140 M
When installing duct work, code may require performance forms such as 
tests, acceptance, and installation certification.

Elevators and escalators: In buildings with more than one elevator or two 
escalators, provide controls to reduce the energy demand of elevators and 
reduce the speed of escalators.  Document the controls in the project 
specifications and commissioning plan.

Subtotal:

Place ducts below roof insulation or insulate with a minimum R-6.  (SEE 
CREDIT 11- CEILING SPACE)

Use Energy Star fans to exhaust outdoors. Control fans with 
humidistat, occupancy sensosr, or timers.EXHAUST FANS:

Install Energy Star bathroom fans on timer or occupancy sensor for individual 
toilet rooms. Use a central exhaust fan system when more than 6 individual 
toilet rooms.

Subtotal:

DUCTS
Duct leakage and heat transfer the length of ducts greatly 
reduces the HVAC efficiency

END OF SECTION - 
EQUIPMENT

TOTAL POINTS FOR EQUIPMENT: 

Perform duct leakage testing prior to installation of ceiling.  (SEE CREDIT 11- 
CEILING SPACE)

Seal ducts during construction to prevent dust from entering system.  
(SEE CREDIT 28- AIR QUALITY CONTROL)

Flush building after construction to improve indoor air quality.  
(SEE CREDIT 28- AIR QUALITY CONTROL)

ELEVATORS 
Minimize total energy consumption by selecting eco-
efficient elevators which sets the devices to sleep mode 
during inactive periods.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

22

•

22.1
• 

2 #

23
•

23.1
• 

IDC 2 #

23.2
• 

IDC 2 #

24

•

• 

•
1 #

•
1 #

•
1 #

• 1 #

24.2
• 

CG A5.507.3
L IEQ CR 8.2 2 #

24.3

• 
CG A5.507.3

L IEQ CR 8.1 &
CE 140.3

2 #

24.4
• 

IDC 2 #

24.5
• 

1 #

24.6
• 

CE 130 M

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

THERMAL CHIMNEY:
Because "hot air rises," the building can move air passively 
- indoors and outdoors

Operable skylights at the peak of the roof or a tower element with operable 
windows will allow the hot air to escape if proper air intakes are provided at 
windows below.  This will facilitate natural ventilation. 

Add small exhaust fans at the peak of the roof or a tower element to assist 
this thermal effect.  Simple differential temperature controls can perform the 
sequence automatically.  (SEE CREDIT 23- THERMAL MASS)

Not using diffuse day lighting glazing where views are desired.

Views: Achieve direct line of sight to the outdoor environment via vision 
glazing between 2'6" and 7'6" above finish floor for building occupants in 
90% of all regularly occupied areas.

THERMAL MASS:

Heavy materials like stone, tile, masonry and concrete can 
absorb a lot of heat.  When combined with a whole 
building fan, these materials can reduce the use of air 
conditioning if used with night structure cooling.  However, 
they are also cool during the winter.

Hard surface flooring reduces the cooling load during the summer, but during 
the winter the floor may be uncomfortably cool.

Subtotal:

Interior office spaces: Entire areas of interior office spaces may be included 
in the calculation if at least 75% of each area has direct line of sight to 
perimeter vision glazing.  For multi-occupant spaces, include in the 
calculation the square footage with direct line of sight to perimeter vision 
glazing for views.

Interior surface reflectivity is an essential part of daylighting.  Use 80% 
reflectance for ceilings and 70% for walls.

Locate all work stations occupied for critical visual tasks within 25 feet of 
windows.

Subtotal:

DAYLIGHTING:

Daylighting reduces energy usage in two ways: it reduces 
daytime need for artificial light, and reduces heat gain 
from light fixtures.  However, windows and skylights must 
be also be thermally efficient to limit solar heat gain. 
Daylight schemes must moderate direct sunlight, balance 
light distribution to reduce glare, and be integrated with 
artificial lighting controls. Occupant-controlled solar control 
(blinds, adjustable louvers, etc.) are important 
components. 

24.1

Natural light reduces the demand for electric lights during the day, however, 
glare and solar heat gain must be controlled.  Provide day lit spaces as 
required for top lighting and side lighting.  When designing your buildings, 
consider the one of the following (min.):

CG A5.507.2
L IEQ CR 8.1

Use of light shelves and reflective room surfaces to maximize 
daylight penetrating the rooms.

Means to eliminate glare and direct sun light with skylights 20' 
from windows.  

Use of photo sensors to turn off electric lighting when daylight is 
sufficient.

In areas larger than 100 sf, automatic daylighting controls may be required 
for lighting control.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

24
24.7

 T24• 
CE 110.6

24.8
 T24• 

CE 130.1

25
•

25.1
 T24• 

25.2
 T24• 

M

25.3  T24• 

25.4
 T24• 

CE 119 M

25.5
 T24• 

25.6 •  IDC 1 #
• 

•
2 #

•
2 #

25.8
•  CG A5.507.1.2 &

CE 119 2 #

• 

•

• IDC 1
• 

•

3 #

•
3 #

T24•

•

•

Specifically zone areas adjacent to windows and skylights for photosensitive 
controls.
Program lighting for "cleaning crew" separate from normal operations. 

25.7

Lighting and thermal comfort controls: Provide controls in the workplace for 
single-occupant spaces.

CG A5.507.1.1
IEQ Cr 6.1 & 2

Provide individual task lighting and/or daylighting controls for at 
least 90% of the building occupants.

Thermal comfort. Provide individual thermal comfort controls for at 
least 50% of the building occupants.

EFFICIENT FIXTURES
& CONTROLS:

Lighting efficiency has several components: fixtures, 
controls and interior surfaces.

Use LED fixtures where the highest efficacy are required.

Data storage: The data management system must be capable of 
electronically storing energy data and creating user reports 
showing hourly, daily, monthly and annual energy consumption for 
each major energy system.

Data access: Hourly energy use data shall be accessible through a 
central data management system and must be available daily.

HVAC: The preprogrammed demand response strategies should be 
capable of reducing the peak HVAC demand by cooling 
temperature set point adjustment.

 Lighting: The preprogrammed demand response strategies should 
be capable of reducing the total lighting load by a minimum 15% 
through dimming control or bi-level switching.

Subtotal:

Multi-occupant spaces: Provide lighting and thermal comfort system controls 
for all shared multi-occupant spaces.

25.9

Light Pollution Reduction: design interior and exterior lighting such that zero 
direct -beam illumination leaves the building site.  Meet or exceed exterior 
light levels and uniforminity ratios for lighting zones using the following 
strategies.

25.11

Demand response. HVAC systems with Direct Digital Control Systems and 
centralized lighting systems shall include preprogrammed demand response 
strategies.

CE 120.2(h) 
& 130.1(e)

Shield all exterior luminaries or use cutoff luminaries.

Contain interior lighting within each source. (1 point)

25.10

Energy monitoring: Provide submetering or equivalent combinations of sensor 
measurements and thermodynamic calculations, if appropriate, to record 
energy use data for each major energy system in the building. Submetering 
may be required depending on the power size of the complex/building. Verify 
with the code for minimum requirements. Metering informs individual usage 
and helps in knowing how to save energy.

CE 130.5

Local Ordinance
CG 5.106.8
L SS Cr 8

M

Use occupancy sensors, photo-sensitive sensors and programmable lighting 
controls, especially in high traffic areas.

Subtotal:

Select higher efficiency values for skylights than the minimum required by 
code.
Multi-level automatic daylighting controls may be required based on size of 
the space and power of general lighting.

Maximum interior lighting wattage does not exceed minimum requirements of 
watts per sq ft as stated in the California Building Code. 
Use highly efficient fluorescent fixtures with programmable electronic 
ballasts in areas larger than 100 sf.

Daylighting cont.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

26
•

• 

•

•

•

27
•

27.1

• 

CG 5.506.1 M

• 

M

• 2

27.3

• 

27.4

T24•
IDC

CE 110.7

27.5
• 

27.6

• 
CG 5.506.2

L IEQ Cr 1 & 2 M

27.7

• 

CG 5.504.1.3 M

27.8

• 

CG 5.504.3 M

Temporary ventilation: The permanent HVAC system shall only be used during 
construction if necessary to condition the building within the required 
temperature range for material and equipment installation. If the HVAC 
system is used during construction, use return air filters with a Minimum 
Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 8, based on ASHRAE 52.2 1999, or an 
average efficiency of 30% based on ASHRAE 52.1 1992. Replace all filters 
immediately prior to occupancy.

Prevent irrigation heads from spraying building walls - another source of mold 
in walls.  (SEE CREDIT 6- WATER - RAIN)

Carbon dioxide (CO2) monitoring: For buildings equipped with demand 
control ventilation, CO2 sensors and ventilation controls shall be specified 
and installed in accordance with the requirements of the latest edition of the 
California Energy Code, CCR, Title 24, Part 6, Section 121(c).

Cover duct openings and protect mechanical equipment during construction. 
At the time of rough installation or during storage on the construction site 
and until final startup of the heating and cooling equipment, all duct and 
other related air distribution component openings shall be covered with tape, 
plastic, sheet metal or other methods acceptable to the enforcing agency to 
reduce the amount of dust or debris which may collect in the system.

Filters: In mechanically ventilated buildings, provide regularly occupied areas 
of the building with air filtration media for outside and return air prior to 
occupancy that provides at least a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value 
(MERV) of 8.

Update to MERV 11 (2 points) 

APPLIANCES:
Use Energy Star appliances: energy star appliances save 
energy, save money, and help reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases and air pollutants at the source.

2

27.2

Joints and openings: Openings in the building envelope separating 
conditioned space from unconditioned space needed to accommodate gas, 
plumbing, electrical lines and other necessary penetrations must be sealed 
in compliance with the California Energy Code.

Subtotal:

Concrete slab foundations required to have a vapor retarder shall be installed 
in compliance with a 4-inch (101.6 mm) thick base of 1/2 inch or larger clean 
aggregate shall be provided with a vapor barrier in direct contact with 
concrete and a concrete mix design, which will address bleeding, shrinkage, 
and curling, shall be used. For additional information, see American Concrete 
Institute, ACI 302.2R-06 or other designs by a licensed design professional.  
(SEE CREDIT 6-  WATER - RAIN)

Ice makers shall be air cooled.

Food steamers shall be connectionless or boilerless.

CG 5.504.5.3

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
& COMFORT:

Off-gassing is the process by which materials release 
chemicals used to fabricate or hold them together.  These 
chemicals adversely affect the indoor air quality.

Outside air delivery: For mechanically or naturally ventilated spaces in 
buildings, meet the minimum requirements of the California Energy Code, 
CCR, Title 24, Part 6 and Chapter 4 of CCR, Title 8 or the applicable local 
code, whichever is more stringent.

26.1

Install Energy Star rated appliances including range, refrigerator, and/or 
dishwasher for office buildings.

CG A5.303.3

Clothes washers shall have a maximum Water Factor (WF) that will 
reduce the use of water for buildings like laundry rooms below 
California Energy Commission WF.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

27

• 

•

•

27.10
•  CG 5.504.7

L IEQ P2 M

27.11
•  CG A5.504.1

L IEQ Cr 3.1 & 2 3 #

27.12
• 

CG A5.504.2
LEED IEQ 1 #

• 

27.13
•

2 #

•
2 #

27.14
• 

CG A5.508.1 3 #

• 

•

•

27.16

• 

CG 5.504.4.5
IEQ Cr 4.4 M

27.17

• 
CG 5.504.4

IEQ Cr 4.1 & 2 M

• 

M

•
2

27.19
• 

IDC 2 #

Installations of HVAC, refrigeration and fire suppression equipment shall 
comply with the following:

CG 5.508.1Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment that does not contain 
CFCs.
Halons. Install fire suppression equipment that does not contain 
Halons.

Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs): Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment 
that does not contain HCFCs.

Prohibit smoking in the building or restrict areas for smoking outside of 25 ft 
of entries, outdoor air intakes, & operable windows.

Develop and implement an indoor air quality management plan for the pre-
occupancy phase of the building and temporary ventilation during 
construction.
After construction ends and prior to occupancy, conduct a two-week building 
flush out with new efficiency reporting value (MERV) 13 filtration media at 
100% outside air. Replace filters after flushout.

Hazardous particulates and chemical pollutants: Minimize and control 
pollutant entry into buildings and cross-contamination of regularly occupied 
areas. 

A minimum of 90% of the total area of resilient flooring installed 
shall comply (2 points).

27.15

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Install HVAC complying with either:

CG A5.508.1.4
L EA P3 & Cr 4

Install permanent entryway systems measuring at least six feet in 
the primary direction of travel to capture dirt and particulates at 
entryways directly connected to the outdoors.

#

Isolation of pollutant sources. In rooms where activities produce 
hazardous fumes or chemicals, exhaust them and isolate them 
from their adjacent rooms.

M

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
& COMFORT: (cont.)

Install HVAC, refrigeration and fire suppression equipment that do 
not contain HFCs or that do not contain HFCs with a global 
warming potential greater than 150.

Install HVAC and refrigeration equipment that limit the use of HFC 
refrigerant through the use of a secondary heat transfer fluid with 
a global warming potential no greater than 1.

Composite wood products: Hardwood plywood, particleboard and medium 
density fiberboard composite wood products used on the interior or exterior 
of the building shall meet the requirements for formaldehyde as specified in 
ARB’s Air Toxics Control Measure for Composite Wood.  Documentation of 
verification is required.

Select all interior materials that are low-emitting (VOC): eg. adhesives, 
resilient flooring, carpet, paints, and sealer.  Documentation which includes 
manufacturer's product specification and field verification of on-site product 
containers.

CG A5.504.5
IEQ Cr 5

CG 5.504.4.6
IEQ Cr 4.327.18

Resilient flooring systems. Where resilient flooring is installed, at least 80% 
of floor area receiving resilient flooring shall comply with the VOC emission 
limits defined in the Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Low-
emitting Materials List or certified under the Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
(RFCI) Floor Score program. 

Consider exposed concrete or tile flooring to eliminate off-gassing and dust 
mites (assoc. with carpet).  Concrete also provides a great "heat sink" for 
thermal mass calculations. 

3

27.9
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

27

27.20
• 

CG 5.504.4.5 M

27.21
• 

2 #

27.22

• 

CG A5.504.4.9 2 #

• 

•
2 #

• 3 #
• 

•

#

CG 5.507.4Exterior noise transmission. Wall and floor-ceiling assemblies 
exposed to the noise source making up the building envelope shall 
have an STC of at least 50 or a composite OITC rating of no less 
than 40 and exterior windows shall have a minimum STC of 40 or 
OITC of 30.

27.23

Insulate formaldehyde-free insulation.  Documentation must be provided that 
verifies the materials are certified to meet this the pollutant emission limits 
in this section.

Use materials throughout 50% of building that require no application of finish 
materials (stains, paints).

Acoustical ceilings and wall panels: Comply with Chapter 8 in Title 24, Part 2 
and with the VOC-emission limits defined in the 2009 CHPS criteria and listed 
on its High Performance Products Database.  Documentation shall be 
provided verifying that acoustical finish materials meet the pollutant 
emission limits.

INDOOR AIR QUALITY 
& COMFORT: (cont.)

TOTAL POINTS FOR PASSIVE ENERGY- COMFORT & HEALTH: 

END OF SECTION -
PASSIVE ENERGY - COMFORT & HEALTH

Subtotal:

CG A5.504.4.8Install thermal insulation in compliance with the VOC emission 
limits defined in CHPS criteria and listed on its High Performance 
Products Database.
Install thermal insulation which contains No-Added Formaldehyde.

2

Cabinetry or interior trims: Meet the formaldehyde limits or use composite 
wood products with California Air Resources Board.

27.24

Acoustical control: Employ building assemblies and components with the 
following STC values. (SEE CALIFORNIA GREEN BUILDING CODE FOR 
EXCEPTIONS)
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

28
•

• 
• 1 #
• 1 #

28.2
• 

CG A5.405.3

28.3 •  1 #

28.4
• 

CG A5.405.2.1
MR Cr 7 2 #

28.5
• 

MR Cr 7 3 #

28.6
• 

1 #

28.7 •  1 #
• 

•

•

• 

• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #
• 2 #

29

•

29.1
• 

CG 5.408.1 M

RECYCLED/RAPIDLY 
RENEWABLE:

Look into the new materials that manufacturers make from 
recycled or rapidly renewable materials.  There are new 
ones every week.

28.1

Use Recycled Content Aggregate (Min. 25%)

A5.405.5Walkway and driveway base.

Roadway Base.
Reused materials: Use salvaged, refurbished, refinished or reused materials 
for at least 5% of the total value, based on estimated cost of materials on the 
project. (SEE CREDIT 16-  MATERIAL EFFICENCY)

Use recycled content paint.

Environmentally preferable flooring: Install FSC certified wood, reclaimed or 
refinished, rapidly renewable, recycled content, exposed concrete or locally 
sourced stone or tile.

Innovations: Install structural frame and building envelope, use FSC certified 
engineered lumber for headers, I-joists, trusses, and rafters.

Select fascia, soffit and trim elements made of recycled-content materials 
(including metals) or engineered wood products such as finger jointed trim, 
fiberboard, laminated strand lumber or OSB.

Select countertops manufactured from min. of 20% recycled content 
material.

28.8

28.9 Bamboo or cork.

Engineered wood products.

Agricultural based products.

Solid wood products.

Other products acceptable by the enforcing agency.

Education and site setup are important during 
construction.  If the set up is done well from the beginning, 
everyone working on the site will follow.  For example, 
provide separate recycle bins during construction for 
recycling of everyday objects (plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans) as well as for construction waste: drywall, glass, 
metals, concrete/plaster.

Construction waste reduction:  A minimum of 50% of the construction waste 
generated at the site is diverted to recycle or salvage.

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

Subtotal:

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE:

No less than 10% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project. (2 points) 

No less than 15% recycled content value of the total value, based 
on estimated cost of materials of the project. (4 points)

Recycled content.  Use materials, equivalent in performance to virgin 
materials, with postconsumer or preconsumer recycled content.  
Documentation to be provided as to the respective values. (4 points max.)

CG A5.405.4
L Mr Cr 4 4

CG A5.405.2.2
L MR Cr 6

Insulation.

Use one or more of the following materials manufactured from rapidly 
renewable sources or agricultural by-products is used (products typically 
harvested within a 10 year or shorter cycle) at least 2.5% of total material 
value, based on estimated cost.
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

29

29.2

• 
CG 5.408.1
 L MR Cr 2 M

29.3
• 

CG 5.408.3 M

• 

•

•

30
•

30.1
• 

CG 5.410.1
L MR P1 M

31
•

31.1

• 
CG 5.410.2,
L EA P1 &
CE 120.8

M

• 

•

•

•

•

Recycling by occupants. Provide readily accessible areas that serve the entire 
building and are identified for the depositing, storage and collection of 
nonhazardous materials for recycling.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND 
OPERATION:

Building maintenance is often disregarded, resulting in terrible air quality or 
unsafe areas within the place of work. 

Commissioning. For new buildings 10,000 square feet and over, building 
commissioning for all building systems covered by T24, Part 6, process 
systems and renewable energy systems shall be included in the design and 
construction processes of the building project. 

Testing and adjusting: Testing and adjusting of systems shall be required for 
buildings greater than 10,000 SF.

CG 5.410.4,
L EA Cr 3 &
CE 120.8

M

Systems: Develop a written plan of procedures for testing and 
adjusting systems. Systems to be included for testing and 
adjusting shall include, as applicable to the project, the systems 
listed in Section 5.410.4.2 of the 2010 California Building Code.

Procedures: Perform testing and adjusting procedures in 
accordance with industry best practices and applicable national 
standards on each system as determind by enforcing agent.

Reporting: After completion of testing, adjusting and balancing, 
provide a final report of testing signed by the individual 
responsible for performing these services.

Operation and maintenance manual: Provide the building owner 
with detailed operating and maintenance instructions and copies 
of guaranties/warranties for each system prior to final inspection.

31.2

Construction waste reduction:  Enhanced construction waste generated at the 
site is diverted to recycle or salvage.  Documentation shall be provided to the 
enforcing agency which demonstrates compliance. (2 points max)

A minimum of 65% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage. (1 point)

Subtotal:

RECYCLE - WASTE DESIGN:

It takes less energy to process recycled materials than to process virgin 
materials. For example, it takes a lot less energy to recycle paper than to 
create new paper from trees. The energy from transporting virgin materials 
from the source is also saved.

2 FALSECG A5.408.3.1 
L MR Cr 229.4

A minimum of 80% of the construction waste generated at the site 
is diverted to recycle or salvage. (2 points)

Construction waste management plan: Where a local jurisdiction does not 
have a construction and demolition waste management ordinance, a 
construction waste management plan shall be submitted for approval to the 
enforcing agency.

Excavated soil and land clearing debris: 100% of trees, stumps, rocks and 
associated vegetation and soils resulting primarily from land clearing shall be 
reused or recycled.

RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION 
WASTE: (cont.)
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

31

31.3
• 

L EA Cr 5 2 #

31.4
T24•

M
Depending on the type of work, certificate of compliance will be required to 
be completed by the HERS rater, general contractor, or design consultant. 
This is to ensure proper installation of big investments, which is your building.

Subtotal:

Provide on-going accountability of building energy performance and 
maintenance after construction.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND 
OPERATION: (cont.)

END OF SECTION -
 CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS

TOTAL POINTS FOR CONSERVATION OF MATERIALS: 
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Green Building Checklist: Commercial New

Source Code Points

32
•

32.1

• 

•

32.2
• 

1 #

32.3
T24•

CE 110.10 M

33
•

33.1

T24•

CE 150.0(n)3, 
150.1(c)8.D

34

•

34.1
• 

8

Solar zones are areas on the roof for future solar panels. Roof areas 
dedicated for solar zones are required for 15% of roof surface area, not 
including skylights. Exceptions are available.

Subtotal:

Subtotal:

SOLAR - THERMAL:
Even though solar thermal water heating is very efficient, 
for very low demand, it may not be practical.

Install a solar water heating system when the demand of hot water is 
equivalent to the production of hot water.  Consult with a structural engineer 
for additional load requirements to the roof structure and consult with a 
plumbing engineer if the demand justifies the supply of heated water through 
the thermal system.

FUEL CELL:

For some commercial projects with high hot water demand 
& year-round occupancy, a fuel cell system may make 
economic sense to level out the electrical demands. The 
fuel cell uses natural gas to generate electricity; the 
process also generates heat that can provide domestic hot 
water. 

Design and install a fuel cell using hydrogen generated by natural gas if the 
demand for hot water justifies the use.  2 points for each 10% of annual 
electrical load (KWh) met by system. (8 points max.)

TOTAL POINTS FOR COMMERCIAL NEW: 

TECHNICAL BUILDING MEASURES AND POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER PLANNING TO BUILD NEW COMMERCIAL BUILDING

Check

SOLAR - 
PHOTOVOLTAIC:

Reduce the peak power demand through the use of on-site 
renewable energy systems or contracting with off-site 
energy companies.

On-site renewable energy: Use on-site renewable energy for at least 1% of the 
electric power calculated as the product of the building service voltage and 
the amperage specified by the electrical service over current protection 
device rating calculated in accordance with the 2013 California Electrical 
Code or 1KW, whichever is greater, in addition to the electrical demand 
required to meet 1% of  natural gas and propane use calculated in 
accordance with the 2013 California Plumbing Code.

CG A5.211.1
L EA Cr 2 #

Documentation: Calculate renewable on-site system to meet the 
requirements. Factor in net-metering, if offered by local utility, on 
an annual basis.

Use solar powered lighting for exterior site lighting, attic fan, and irrigation 
controller.  At least 50% of the exterior site lighting.

3

TOTAL POINTS FOR ON-SITE GENERATION: 
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Appendix A: Incentives and Recognition

Southern California Edison (SCE)
Rebates and Savings – SCE’s Rebate and Savings homepage.
Appliances – Find rebates for energy efficient appliances.
Heating and Cooling – Rebates for products, installation and maintenance.
ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR – ENERGY STAR’s homepage.
Special Offers and Rebates – Check for special offers on qualified products.
Federal Tax Credits – Available Tax Credits (updated yearly)
DSIRE
DSIRE California – DSIRE is a comprehensive source of information on state, local, utility, and 
federal incentives and policies that promote energy efficiency.
Energy Upgrade California
Homeowners – Incentives offered to contractors for residential homeowners.

Incentives

To encourage participation in this program, financial incentives are available to offset the
costs of energy efficient upgrades. Incentives come in the form of private and public
subsidies that support a variety of projects, including appliance upgrades and energy
efficient building designs. The purpose of this section is to provide resources and
information pertaining to current financial incentives for energy efficient upgrades.

Government and Utility Incentives
The following table provides links to incentive information. Note that programs and rates
offered are subject to change based upon funding sources, budgetary limitations and
political climate.
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APPENDIX 
INCENTIVES & RECOGNITION 

 
Potential Local Incentives 
 
Each City should decide what, if any incentives it is comfortable with. Here are some 
ideas to increase participation in the Program. 
 
Financial Incentives 
 
Financial incentives can be considered to encourage participation in the Program, and 
can take several forms: 
 
!  A reduction in plan check time or "fast-tracking" of building permits and/or inspections 
!  A reduction in plan check fees. 
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Appendix A: Incentives and Recognition

!  Matching grants for SCE or Gas Company incentives. 
!  Gift cards to home improvement stores, which can be tiered based on the level of 

improvements the homeowner is making. 
 
If local hardware or home improvement stores partner with your City, they may be willing 
to offer a percentage discount on building materials for Green Building Program projects. 
Your City can decide if it wants to reach out to the business community to add to the 
incentives your residents have available to them. 
 
The addition of incentives is not intended to significantly lower the cost of the project for 
the homeowner. It should be geared to show appreciation for their participation. 
 
Recognition Program 
 
As described in the Program, there are three levels of participation. These three levels 
can be characterized as Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3. Your City may want to name each 
level differently, to be consistent with other energy efficiency programs you may be 
implementing. The choice is up to each City, if it wishes to implement a recogniition 
program.  
 
The levels are tied to the number of points each participant generates from his or her 
improvements. As an encouragement and in recognition of their efforts, each City can 
choose to recognize the participants, based on their level of achievement. Several options 
are available: 
 
!  A certificate of recognition 
!  A medallion in bronze, silver or gold. If decorative, it can be provided to the homeowner 

for display in their home, or can be attached to the outside of the home. 
!  A plaque or 'trophy' which can be individually inscribed for each participant. 
!  Written recognition in the City's newsletter, bill inserts or other City publication. 
 
The recognition program can include a presentation at the City Council, on a quarterly, 
semi-annual or annual basis. If such a presentation is planned and consistently repeated, 
it will increase the public awareness of the Green Building Program and encourage others 
to participate. 
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